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Preface 

Information technologies are one of the most influencing, dynamic, and rapidly 
growing areas of human activity nowadays. The information technology research can 
be subdivided into two major areas: computer science and computer engineering. 
Computer science studies the algorithms and data structures used for logical 
organization of computer programs, while computer engineering is aimed on 
development of better and faster devices that serve as the physical basis for execution 
of the programs. Finally, both areas collaborate on development of practical 
applications that improve the quality of people’s life. 

This volume contains 20 carefully selected internationally peer-reviewed and 
revised original research papers on both theoretical advances and practical 
applications of computer science and engineering. The papers are structured into the 
following six sections: 

– Software Technology 
– Information Systems 
– Networking 
– Logic and String Algorithms 
– Image Processing 
– Applications 

The volume will be useful for researches, engineers, and students working in the 
respective areas of computer science and engineering, as well as for all readers 
interested in computer science, computer engineering, and real-life applications of 
computers. 

This volume is a result of work of many people. In the first place we thank the 
authors of the papers included in this volume, for it is the technical excellence of their 
papers that gives it value. We thank also the members of the International Editorial 
Board of the volume and the additional reviewers for their hard work on selecting the 
best papers out of many submissions we received. We would like to thank Edgar 
Gatalán Salgado and Alejandro Cuevas Urbina, as well as the personnel of the Center 
for Computing Research of the National Polytechnic Institute, in the first place Oralia 
del Carmen Pérez Orozco and Ignacio García Araoz, for their indispensable help in 
the preparation of the volume, with special thanks to Israel Román. 

With this volume and the next one we commemorate the 10th anniversary of the 
Center for Computing Research of the National Polytechnic Institute, the 70th 
anniversary of the National Polytechnic Institute, and the 15th anniversary of CIC, the 
International Conference on Computing. 

 
 
 

May, 2006 Alexander Gelbukh 
Sulema Torres 
Itzamá López 
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Pre-conceptual Schema: a UML Isomorphism 
for Automatically Obtaining UML Conceptual Schemas 
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Abstract. Software development methodologies improve model quality. Con-
ceptual schemas are representations of the universe of discourse for develop-
ment purposes. UML has become a de-facto standard in software modeling. 
Obtaining UML diagrams from natural language descriptions is a very attrac-
tive goal. In this paper, we present a proposal that improves some drawbacks 
from the previous work on this area. We call the proposed representation a pre-
conceptual schema. It is an intermediate stage between natural language and 
UML conceptual schemas. Finally, we show a case study for rules applying. 

1   Introduction 

Quality has been increasingly important in software development; from the point of 
view of Software Engineering, quality in software is the result of the application of a 
disciplined and methodological approach, covering all aspects of software life cy-
cle [1]. 

Through a methodological approach, models have capital importance, because they 
permit specification understanding, communication among members of development 
team, future maintenance of the system, and reuse of code and specifications.  In this 
methodological approach, UML had become a de-facto standard for software devel-
opment [2]. 

Two trends in Software Engineering have become to gain importance for analysts: 

− Firstly, CASE tools have improved capabilities of analysts to create UML dia-
grams.  The main goal of CASE tools is support for drawing and editing dia-
grams, but responsibility for domain knowledge and obtaining of UML dia-
grams from natural language is left to analysts [3].  

− Secondly, there is an increasing wave for the automated obtaining of UML dia-
grams.  In this trend, responsibility for domain knowledge and obtaining of 
UML diagrams from natural language is left to computers, and theoretical stud-
ies have been made for rules definition to achieve this goal. 
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There are several works on the second trend [4–9], but certain problems are still 
open.  Generally speaking, many proposals in this trend tends to work on only a kind 
of diagram (Entity-Relationship Model, Class diagram, and so on), but in the pres-
ence of two or more diagrams, consistency problems are common. 

In this paper, adopting the second trend, we propose an approach for automated 
UML diagrams obtaining through the use of a new graph named Pre-conceptual 
Schema and a set of translation rules. 

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we survey some works on auto-
mated UML obtaining; then, in Section 3 we describe Pre-conceptual Schema as a 
new approach to this issue. Section 4 is devoted to the definition of rules for auto-
matic transformation from Pre-conceptual Schemas and three kinds of UML dia-
grams. A case study in Spanish language is developed in Section 5, and in Sections 6 
and 7 we discuss some conclusions and future works, respectively. 

2   Automated Obtaining of UML Diagrams: A Survey 

Many researchers in the world are trying to obtain UML conceptual schemas in an 
automated way from natural language.  This trend has been a dream for modelers 
since the early attempts of Peter Chen, the father of Entity – Relationship Model 
(ERM) [10], who defined a set of rules to obtain ERM from an English discourse 
[11].  They were simple rules, but it was possible to find many counter-examples for 
each of them; for this reason, Chen named them “suggestions” more than “rules”.  In 
the same way of thinking, Coad and Yourdon defined another set of rules for Class 
Diagram, in the early years of object-orientation [12].  Neither Chen nor Coad and 
Yourdon had the intention to automate their rules, but they generated the basis for a 
new research in modeling. 

Progress in Software Engineering has increased development and use of many new 
tools, named Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) Tools [3]; for modelers, 
these tools have become electronic assistants for model drawing.  However, CASE 
technology has been founded under the assumption that modelers have to interpret the 
domain of discourse and they may convert natural language specifications into the 
required diagrams, and then they can use CASE tools for drawing these diagrams.  
Automated assistance begins in this moment, but there’s no help in previous stages of 
the process. 

A semi-automated approach has been developed by LInguistic assistant for Do-
main Analysis (LIDA) Project [4].  In LIDA, a classification for kinds of words is 
made along a discourse in natural language; LIDA identifies nouns, verbs, and adjec-
tives, and it calculates frequencies of word’s appearance in the text.  With this infor-
mation at hand, modeler must decide if the word will be mapped to a class, an attrib-
ute, an operation or a relationship in the class diagram.  Mapping process is, there-
fore, owned by the modeler, with little assistance of the LIDA tool. 

Rapid Application and Database Development (RADD) Project [5] was designed 
to obtain ERM from natural language in an automated way, and initiating a “moder-
ated” dialogue to enhance completeness of the diagram.  However, RADD was de-
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signed for ERM, and its creators didn’t define mapping for another kinds of concep-
tual schemas, e.g. UML diagrams. 

A different approach was defined by Cyre in Automatic Specification Interpreter 
(ASPIN) Project [6].  In ASPIN, modeler can create multiple diagrams (e.g. timing, 
State-Transition, Blocks, etc.) for describing a control system specification, and then 
ASPIN can create a consolidated representation of the system, based on those dia-
grams.  Although ASPIN doesn’t use natural language (it only accepts a restricted 
form of language, specific to the domain of control systems), its approach is useful 
for demonstrating the possibility of joining diagrams together in a single representa-
tion (it uses Conceptual Graphs for this purpose).  However, ASPIN only works with 
control systems domain, and lacks generality for working with another paradigm 
(such as UML, for example). 

CM-BUILDER project [8] was developed for automated UML class diagram ac-
quisition.  The process begins from natural language specifications, but it requires a 
previous knowledge about domain of the problem.  This knowledge must be repre-
sented through semantic nets, with almost every category of the class diagram in 
them.  Semantic nets, like these, are very complex to acquire, and they don’t guaran-
tee mapping process if a word doesn’t match a category in them. 

NL-OOPS (Natural Language Object – Oriented Product System) Project [7] uses 
a semantic net for mapping process too.  However, rules used by the process lack of 
generality, and identified elements must belong to several categories simultaneously.  
Therefore, mapping process requires active participation of the analyst, who must 
decide the final category for every element. 

Both CM-BUILDER and NL-OOPS were developed for UML class diagram ac-
quisition and they don’t identify elements for another UML diagrams.  On the oppo-
site, NIBA Project [9] was developed for multiple UML diagrams acquisition (mainly 
class and activity diagrams).  It uses the so called KCPM (Klagenfurt Conceptual 
Predesign Model), a model with various kinds of elements to achieve mapping proc-
ess, from tables to certain dynamic diagrams.  KCPM is not unified, and its use de-
pends on the kind of target diagram; as a consequence, it’s difficult to guarantee con-
sistency between diagrams, because every element for every diagram comes from 
different forms of KCPM. 

Work has been done in this area, but problems still remain; particularly, problems 
are unsolved for consistency reasons, standardization (UML is a standard, but many 
works try to obtain some other formalism), and connectivity between formalisms. In 
the next section, we define a new proposal for an intermediate stage between natural 
language and UML conceptual Schema: Pre-conceptual Schema. 

3   Suggested Approach: Pre-conceptual Schema 

3.1   Justification 

Some of the works listed in the previous section uses an intermediate formalism, in 
order to facilitate mapping process. Semantic nets, tables, dynamic graphs and con-
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ceptual graphs are some of the mechanisms used by these projects for representing 
natural language discourse.   

An intermediate formalism acts as a facilitator of the mapping process between 
natural languages and UML diagrams.  It’s needed because natural language repre-
sentation lacks of certain elements and relationships required for mapping process. 

3.2   Definition 

In this paper we use a new kind of intermediate formalism, and we call it “Pre-
conceptual Schema”.  The term “pre-conceptual” was coined by Heidegger [13] and it 
refers to previous information, acquired in some way, of a concept.  In the knowledge 
stages, Piaget [14] identifies a stage, later to linguistic knowledge, but previous to 
conceptual knowledge, and he called it “pre-conceptual stage”. 

In some way, we are trying to gather some useful information for mapping process 
from natural language to UML diagrams. To achieve this goal, we need an intermedi-
ate stage, founded in the linguistic information, but with certain knowledge of the 
later phase of the process: the conceptual one. As a consequence, our approach needs 
a new schema, an intermediate schema for facilitating mapping process between natu-
ral language specifications and UML diagrams.  We called it “Pre-conceptual 
Schema” PS because of the above reasons. Our main goal is the definition of PS syn-
tax and to prove UML diagrams can be contained in PSs. 

PS must accomplish three asserts: 

− PS must be obtainable from natural language (demonstration is out-of-scope of 
this paper). 

− PS must be isomorphic with UML diagrams (through the set of rules defined in 
section 4). 

− PS must be rewritable in a disambiguated form of language, a simple discourse 
with little or no ambiguities. 

Acting as an isomorphism, PS must represent generalities of UML diagrams, as an 
integrated view of the same model. For this reason, consistency problems must disap-
pear, because starting point for every diagram drawing is the same. 

3.3   Notation 

In ASPIN [6], they used Conceptual Graphs CG as an intermediate formalism for 
representation of many diagrams simultaneously.  The reasons for this election are 
representativeness and versatility.  But, thinking about our goals, Conceptual Graphs 
poses some drawbacks for us: 

− Representation of a concept, which is included in various phrases simultane-
ously, is complicated.  For this goal, CGs use a dotted line called “correfer-
ence”; however, this mechanism is more intricate as far as the same concept ap-
pears over and over again. 
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− CGs are preeminently structural graphs.  For the sake of variety, we need a 
schema capable of representing both structural and dynamic properties, and CGs 
only can represent structural features. 

− Usage of a symbol for many kinds of representations produces ambiguity.  In 
CGs concepts are used for both nouns, verbs and adjectives, and relationships 
are used for both semantic cases and other semantic relations. 

Pre-conceptual Schemas are founded on CGs, but we have made some changes for 
supporting main features of the mapping process.  The main symbols in Pre-
conceptual Schemas are Concepts (rectangles) and relationships (ovals), but differing 
from CGs, in concepts we can only put nouns, and in relationships we can only put 
verbs.  If a concept is repeated too many times in a discourse, in PSs will appear only 
once; furthermore, all the relationships to this word in the discourse will be repre-
sented as relationships with this only one concept.  In this way, PSs will be integrated 
graphs and they will not be like many CGs with co-referents. 

For dynamic purposes, in PSs there are two new elements: 

− Thick arrows express implication.  These elements only can be connected from 
one relationship to another, and it means the target verb it’s only performed if 
the source verb is performed (as a precondition in if-then phrases). 

− Rhombs express conditionals.  In the inner space of the rhomb, we can put ex-
pressions with concepts and operators; these expressions must be true or false. 

Similarly to CGs, in PSs thin arrows represents directed connections.  In PSs, They 
must be: 

− Concept-relationship connection: it means one concept achieves an activity 
expressed by the relationship. 

− Relationship-concept connection: it means one concept receives an activity 
expressed by the relationship.  In this case, we can include a preposition in the 
arrow (if it’s needed) 

− Conditional-relationship connection: it means one activity (expressed by the 
relationship) will be executed if the answer for the conditional matches the word 
included in the arrow (we must include that word). 

In directed connections, we can include a number for distinguishing actions before 
and after an implication occurs. 

In Figure 1 we can see the main symbols of PSs. 

 

CONCEPTRELATIONSHIP DECISION IMPLICATION CONNECTION

 
Fig. 1. Main symbols of Pre-conceptual Schema 
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3.4   Additional Considerations 

In order to define and use properly PSs, we must warn you about two special consid-
erations: 

− We have only defined the main symbols used in PSs.  Users of PSs must decide 
the best way to express their needs in terms of them. 

− Concepts admit the use of compound nouns.  Again, user must decide usage. 

In the next section, we define a set of rules for automated transformation between 
PSs and three kinds of UML 2.0 diagrams: class, communication (in previous ver-
sions of UML, it was called “collaboration” diagram) and state machine diagrams. 

4 Rules for Automated Transformation from Pre-conceptual 
Schema to UML 2.0 Diagrams 

In the previous section, we defined main features of PSs as an intermediate formalism 
to perform transformation between natural language specification and UML dia-
grams.  Rules for obtaining PSs from natural language are out-of-scope of this paper.  
Instead of, we must present rules for transformation from PSs to three UML dia-
grams, for Spanish language (some rules can be different in English language). 

4.1   Rules for Class Diagram 

1. A source concept from a “has” relationship is a candidate class. 
2. A target concept from a “has” relationship is a candidate attribute. 
3. Both the source and target concepts from an “is” relationship are candidate classes 

(an exception is made if one or both concepts are adjectives or proper nouns).  
The relationship itself is a candidate inheritance with source concept as a candi-
date daughter class, and target concept as candidate parent class. 

4. A concept defined as a candidate class by one or more rules, and as a candidate 
attribute by another set of rules, is a class. 

5. Relationships corresponding to activity verbs or realization verbs are candidate 
operations of target concepts (if these concepts are defined as candidate attributes 
by one or more rules, the operations are assigned to their owner candidate 
classes). 

6. A candidate operation between two classes generates a candidate association be-
tween these classes. 

7. A “has” relationship between two concepts, which are identified as candidate 
classes by one or more rules, generates a candidate aggregation relationship, with 
source concept as the whole and target concept as the part. 

8. Concepts identified as object classes in communication diagram are candidate 
classes in class diagram. 

9. Relationships identified as messages between objects in communication diagram 
are candidate operations of target object class in class diagram. 
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4.2   Rules for Communication Diagram 

1. The source set of concepts and relationships from an implication connection is a 
candidate guard conditions. 

2. Expressions included in conditionals are candidate guard conditions. 
3. Target relationships after either an implication or a conditional are messages.  

The source concept will be source object class and target concept will be target 
object class.  There must be series of messages jointed by objects. 

4.3   Rules for State Machine Diagram 

1. Past participle messages identified in communication diagram are candidate 
states for target object class. 

2. Sequence between states in State Machine Diagrams depends on identified and 
numbered sequences in communication diagrams. 

5   A Case Study: Application of the Rule to Spanish Language 

We developed the rules described in Section 4 for Spanish language, because our 
research group is trying to obtain conceptual diagrams from specifications in this 
language.  The case study relates to a pizzeria and its production and delivery proc-
esses.  In Figure 2 we can see Pre-conceptual Schema from this domain, and in Ta-
ble 1 we summarize the application of some rules. The application of the rules for this 
case study was hand-made for academic purposes; as a future work, we are planning 
to build a CASE tool with the automation of this method. 

Some pieces of this diagram must be rewritten as follows: 

− Clients are persons. 
− Details have a quantity, an observation and a product. 
− If the difference between delivery hour and exit hour is lower than 30 minutes, 

then dispatcher registers payment, else dispatcher makes a devolution report. 
− Whenever client calls, dispatcher registers order. 

Note how this way of textual representation of PSs must express, in a cumulative 
way, the Universe of Discourse associated with a model of the world. 

Table 1 shows how product is initially defined as a candidate attribute by rule 2 
from Section 4.1 and then redefined as a candidate class by rule 4. Furthermore, in 
UML associated element appears some elements needed for the element definition; 
e.g. “Client” needs “Person” for its inheritance, and “deliver” needs source object 
class (“deliverer”) and target object class (“order”). 

With the hand-made application of rules described in section 4, we must obtain 
diagrams showed in Figures 3, 4, and 5. 
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Fig. 2. Pre-conceptual Schema of production and delivery process of a pizzeria. 
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Table 1. Rules application for some elements of PS. 

PS Element UML Diagram UML Element UML associ-
ated element 

Rule 
(Section) 

Client Class Candidate Class Person 1, 3 (4.1) 
Order Class Candidate Class  1 (4.1) 
Product Class Candidate Class  2, 4 (4.1) 
Address Class Candidate Attribute Person 2 (4.1) 
Register Class Candidate 

Operation 
Order 5, 9 (4.1) 

Chef prepares 
product 

Communication Guard Condition Assign 1 (4.2) 

Deliver Communication Candidate Message Deliverer, 
Order 

3 (4.2) 

Delivered State Machine Candidate State Order 1 (4.3) 
 
 
 
 

-TELEFONO
-CEDULA
-NOMBRE
-DIRECCION

PERSONA

+SE UBICA()
-NOMBRE

ZONA

+REALIZA()
+REGISTRA()
+ENTREGA()
+DESPACHA()
+REGISTRA(in HORA DE ENTREGA : boolean(idl))

-NUMERO
-FECHA
-HORA DE SALIDA
-HORA DE ENTREGA

PEDIDO

-CANTIDAD
-OBSERVACION

DETALLE

+PREPARA()

-PRECIO DE LISTA
-NOMBRE

PRODUCTO

CLIENTE

+ASIGNA()

REPARTIDOR

DESPACHADOR

 
Fig. 3. Resultant Class Diagram from PS in the Figure 2. 
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Object1 : Top Package::DESPACHADOR Object2 : Top Package::PEDIDO

1: REGISTRA()
3: DESPACHA()

5: REGISTRA(HORA DE ENTREGA:boolean(idl))

Object3 : Top Package::REPARTIDOR

2: ASIGNA()

4: 
ENTR

EGA()

Fig. 4. Communication Diagram from PS in the Figure 2. 
 
 
 

REGISTRADO
DESPACHADO ENTREGADO

[CLIENTE LLAMA]

ASIGNADO
[CHEF PREPARA PRODUCTO]

DELIVERER STATE
MACHINE

ORDER STATE MACHINE

 
Fig. 5. Resultant State Machine Diagrams from PS in the Figure 2. 

6   Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented Pre-conceptual Schemes, an intermediate stage be-
tween natural language specifications and UML diagrams.  Furthermore, we have 
developed a set of rules for automated obtaining of three kinds of UML diagrams: 
class, state machine, and communication diagrams.  We have assumed Pre-conceptual 
Scheme as being obtainable from natural language (demonstration is out-of-scope of 
this paper), and we have concentrated in the next transformation stage. 

With the case study, we showed it’s possible to obtain those UML diagrams (class, 
state machine, and communication diagrams) with some limitations, but with the 
main features of the diagrams.  Pre-conceptual Schemas are even very simple, and 
they represent restricted natural language specifications; however, they lack of 
mechanisms for representing words like adverbs and adjectives.  Even with limita-
tions, they can describe a domain of discourse in a complete and understandable way.  
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7   Future Work 

− As a continuation of this work, it will be needed the definition of additional sets of 
rules for automated obtaining of UML diagrams (e.g. timing or activity diagrams), 
and additional rules for the diagrams here described (e.g. rules for multiplicity of 
associations in Class diagram, rules for “on exit” actions in state machine diagram,  
and so on).  Furthermore, we must develop a prototype to prove application of this 
work in the second trend described by section 1 (introduction). 

− We must generate rules for Pre-conceptual Scheme obtaining from natural lan-
guage. 

− Furthermore, we must generate new mechanisms for representation in Pre-
conceptual Schemas (e.g. adverbs and adjectives) for extending their functionality 
and scope. 
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Abstract. This paper describes a framework for providing differentiated levels 
of Web services to different customers on the basis of service level agreements 
(SLAs). Under the framework described in this paper, service providers can of-
fer Web services at different service levels. In general, the service levels are 
differentiated based on many variables such as responsiveness, availability, and 
performance. The framework comprises the Web Service Level Agreement 
(WSLA) language to specify SLAs in a flexible and individualized way, a sys-
tem to monitor the compliance of a provided service with a service level agree-
ment, and a workload management system that prioritizes requests according to 
the associated SLAs. 

1  Introduction 

A Web service is a software component that is accessible by means of messages sent 
using standard web protocols, notations and naming conventions, including the XML 
protocol [1]. The notorious success that the application of the Web service technolo-
gy has achieved in B2B e-Commerce has also lead to consider it as a promising tech-
nology for designing and building effective business collaboration in supply chains. 
Deploying Web services reduces the integration costs and brings in the required infra-
structure for business automation, obtaining a quality of service that could not be 
achieved otherwise [2], [3]. Therefore, Web services offer a new way for the deve-
lopment of distributed applications which can integrate any group of services on the 
Internet into a single solution. It may involve, possibly, the use of web services pro-
vided by different organizations, cooperating in complex collaborations. Thus, there 
is a need of agreements in order to establish the obligations to both sides, i.e. custo-
mers which use Web services and providers which supply them. Commonly, these 
agreements are defined by using Web Service Level Agreement (WSLA) Language. 
A WSLA document defines assertions of a service provider to perform a service 
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according to agreed guarantees for IT-level and business process-level service para-
meters such as response time and throughput, and measures to be taken in case of 
deviation and failure to meet the asserted service guarantees [4]. The assertions of the 
service provider are based on a detailed definition of the service parameters including 
how basic metrics are to be measured in systems and how they are aggregated into 
composite metrics [5]. In addition, a WSLA expresses which party monitors the ser-
vice, third parties that contribute to the measurement of metrics, supervision of gua-
rantees or even the management of deviations of service guarantees [6]. Interactions 
among the parties supervising the WSLA are also defined. Having this into account, 
we have developed a framework for Web Services procurement which provides nee-
ded functionalities to business services and allows developers of business services to 
focus on their business domains rather than on support issues. Our framework featu-
res provisioning services, such as contracting, metering, accounting, notification and 
SLA based management of web services.  

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section we present the 
general architecture and its main components of the framework for Web services 
procurement. In the following sections, we discuss the functionality of each compo-
nent of the service Hub which is the main component in our architecture and discuss 
their relationships among them. Next, we present a scenario for Web services pro-
curement among services requestors and providers. Then we describe the future di-
rections and review the related work. Finally, we emphasize the contributions of our 
work. 

2   Architecture  

Our architecture was designed to show how to extend a Web Service by adding com-
mon provisioning services that most business infrastructure will need. Under our 
architecture, there are four steps that occur during the processing to carry out the 
procurement of Web services: 

1. A Business Service (Web Service) is hosted on a machine. This service is reg-
istered with a Service Hub.  

2. A Hub administrator will create an Offering package. An Offering is a con-
tract that specifies what service is being made available and at what perform-
ance levels. 

3. A Service Requestor will then choose an Offering package, thus creating a 
Usage Contract - agreeing to the terms of the contract - including the billing 
terms. 

4. Once the Usage Contract is activated the requestor is now free to use the Ser-
vice. 

Fig. 1 shows a multi tier configuration of our framework for procurement of Web 
services. Below is a high-level view of the configuration. In Fig.1, the first tier is the 
Service Requestor (Client). In this tier, an initial SOAP request is generated which is 
sent to the second tier - a Service Provider. This message passes through an Axis 
handler which places the identity of the Requestor into the SOAP message so that the 
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Service Provider can properly identify who is trying to use the service. In the second 
tier, the service Hub, acts as a gateway to the services being offered. A hub adminis-
trator is responsible for registering and managing the services that are available from 
this service hub. The service hub has the responsibility of invoking all of the provi-
sioning services and then ultimately routes the request to the desired Supplier to actu-
ally do the business logic of the Web Service. The internals of the service hub are 
shown in Fig. 2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 A multi tier configuration of the framework for Web services procurement 

When a SOAP message enters the service hub (as shown in Fig. 2), the Axis serv-
let passes it through a series of handlers responsible for interacting with each of the 
provisioning services. First a profile handler uses the Profile Service to validate the 
Service Requestor identity and gets its unique profile key. This key is stored in the 
SOAP message context so that it can be accessed by other handlers. Then, the con-
tract handler invokes the Contract Service to verify that the service requestor has a 
valid Usage Contract and places the contract ID into the message context. Next, the 
metering request handler generates a start metering event, which is used for account-
ing purposes. The management request handler loges the request for statistical pur-
poses. Next, the request is processed by the Web Services Management Middleware 
(WSMM) handler. This handler takes the contract ID from the message context and 
retrieves the WSLA performance expectation data from the contract. Based on this 
data, plus the load on the machines hosting the business services, the WSMM handler 
determines when to allow the request to continue down the chain of handlers. Finally, 
the message is passed to the Service Desk handler which routes the request to the 
proper machine hosting the Business Service. The WSMM handler acting in conjunc-
tion with the Service Desk acts as a load balancing mechanism - to help ensure all of 
the performance criteria expected by the contracts are met. 

On the output side, the response from the Business Service is processed by the 
Metering, Management and WSMM Response handlers. Each one uses its specific 
service to make a note of the completion of the Business Service's processing. The 
response message is returned to the Service Requestor. 
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The third tier, the Service Supplier, is a machine hosting the actual Web Service. 
This machine does not need any special set-up beyond the normal Web Services con-
figuration (SOAP server and the Business Service itself). The Hub machine must be 
aware of its existence in order for this supplier can participate. A hub administrator is 
responsible for handling this as part of the process of managing the services available 
from the service hub. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 Internals of the service hub  
 
 

Managing the services available from the service hub involves registering the in-
terface for a service that is available and then registering any Suppliers that actually 
provide the implementation for this service interface. Once a service is registered, it 
can be made available to requesters through either fixed of flexible offering packages. 
A service can be used as long as there are any Service Suppliers registered that pro-
vide the service. The service hub manages which Supplier handles requests for a 
service.  

Based on this understanding, our approach is based on offerings and usage con-
tracts. An offering is created by the Hub administrator and indicates which business 
services are available to a service requestor and what performance guarantees it is 
offering for that service. The service requestor establishes a usage contract before 
using a business service. Furthermore, the user profiles for the service requestor and 
hub administrator must be registered.  

In the next section, we describe with more detail the functionality of each internal 
from the service Hub and their relationships among them. 
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3    Internals of the Service Hub 

3.1 Compliance Monitor 

The Compliance Monitor supervises whether the service level objectives specified in 
a WSLA document are met and raises an alarm otherwise. Upon activation of a new 
usage contract and its corresponding WSLA, the relevant performance data is read 
from the metering service, aggregated as defined in the WSLA document and the 
service level objectives are evaluated. If violations or other relevant conditions occur, 
as defined in the action guarantees, actions such as notifications can be taken. 

The compliance monitor consists of three functional components: 
1. A data provider connects to the source of measurement, e.g., the instrumenta-

tion or in our case the measurement service, and reads raw measurements ac-
cording to the measurement directives of a WSLA document. 

2. The data provider is invoked by a measurement component. This component 
interprets the SLA parameter and metric statements of a WSLA document and 
aggregates the raw metrics as retrieved by the data provider to SLA parame-
ters according to the WSLA specification. 

3. New SLA parameter values are forwarded to the compliance monitor compo-
nent. This component evaluates the conditions of the service level objectives 
and executes the activities defined in the action guarantees of the WSLA 
document, typically sending notifications to the notification service. 

The compliance monitor provides the following operations: 
• add - add a WSLA to be monitored 
• remove - stop monitoring a WSLA and remove it 
• getActive - get the list of currently monitored WSLAs 

3.2 Web Services Management Middleware (WSMM) 

WSMM is a feedback control mechanism for transparent performance management of 
web services, in a way that maximizes expected business value in the face of service 
level agreements (SLAs) and fluctuating offered load. The main objective of WSMM 
is to provide support for differentiated services based on Service Level Agreements 
(SLAs). The introduced mechanisms enable service providers to offer the same web 
service at different performance levels (e.g., different average response time thresh-
olds), in a way that is transparent to the service and client developers. 
WSMM performs resource allocation, scheduling, and overload protection by means 
of a collection of real-time mechanisms, which are applied to individual requests, as 
well as slower time scale optimization and coordination mechanisms. 
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3.3 Service Desk  

Web Services binding, interoperability, sharing, and aggregation of multiple hetero-
geneous Web Services are key integration problems. We have used Service Desk 
technology [7] that provides intelligent Web Services clustering. Service desk is a 
specific service domain object described in WSDL documents that represents the 
basic processing unit of a collection of services. Service Desk technology allows 
create, cluster, organize, route, recover, and switch Web Services in an autonomous 
way [7].  The cluster can represent a group of comparable or related services through 
a common services entry point, in fact a service grid.  Subsequently, responsive to the 
receipt of service requests, the grid can select suitable ones of the computing services 
instances to process the received service requests, monitor the performance of the 
selected instances, and perform fail-over processing if required. The selection is ac-
cording not only to availability, but also according to QoS characteristics, as specified 
via WSLAs, and business arrangements. The operation is automatically performed 
based on a service policy. The set up process follows the eUtility model [8] of crea-
tion of service offering, and customer subscription, for both the service desk clients 
and service desk suppliers. This technology demonstrates an integration benefit of 
Web Services, Autonomic computing and Grid computing utilized as a whole. 

3.4 Metering Service 

The Metering Service receives meter events from clients and provides meter events 
upon request. The Accounting Service gets metering information from the Metering 
Service and contract information from the Contract Service and uses this to produce a 
usage report for a particular client using a particular service. The Metering Service 
supports three types of WSDL-defined operations from a client: (1) recordMeterE-
vent, (2) recordMeterEvents, and (3) getMeterEvents. 

Metering is possible on an operation level. Meter events contain the service name 
and the operation name of the service that was called, timestamps, as well as the id of 
the contract used to handle the request. Meter events vary by type so various ways of 
charging a service call are possible (specified in the service contract set up by the 
Contract Service): 
• Start/end events are used when access to a service is charged by the amount of 

time used to perform the service; 
• Ad-hoc events are used when access is charged for by the number of times that 

the service is accessed, or on some other basis besides time. 
 

In addition to the above, two more types of events are available: cancelled, which 
is used to cancel an event which has already been sent to the metering service, and 
unknown, which is used when the type of event was not supplied by the service re-
questor. 
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3.5. Contract Service 

The Contract Service handles the relationship between service providers and service 
requestors. It provides information about the type of contract between a service pro-
vider and the service hub (deployment contracts) and between a service requestor and 
the service hub (usage contracts). Usage contracts can be used to subscribe to any 
combination of operations of any service provided through the service hub. They can 
include fixed services, or allow for services to be added or removed over the life of 
the contract. A usage contract contains information such as how calls to service op-
erations are to be charged for (by time, by number of uses, among others) and how 
much the subscribed service operations should cost for that client. For each usage 
contract the Contract Service defines the payment model and rating model to be used, 
the effective dates for that contract. Contracts may optionally store the digital signa-
tures of both parties (service hub and service provider/requestor) to the contract. 
Under our approach, contracts are added to the Contract Service via our framework 
and a valid contract must be in place between a service hub and a service requestor 
before the requestor can use the service. The Contract Service supports WSDL-
defined operations such as the following: (1) createContract, (2) getContractModel, 
(3) getContractState, (4) updateConstractState, (5) getContractType, (6) setContract-
Property, (7) getContractProperty, and (8) getUsgaeContractsValidForIdentity. 

3.6 Accounting Service 

The Accounting Service is used to calculate billing data according to rating models, 
using provider contracts and corresponding meter events as input. A rating model 
describes the pricing scheme for the service, and can be implemented according to a 
service provider’s specific requirements and plugged into the accounting service.  

3.7 Profile Service 

The Profile Service provides access to user profile information for a user. Basic pro-
file information is collected and supplied by this service, including name, address, 
user id, to mention a few. In time, this may expand to include more information. The 
service requestor saves and gets profile information using the Profile Service. The 
profile key provided by the Profile Service is used by the Contract Service to deter-
mine what users have valid contracts with a service provider. In this context, all users 
of business services must have a profile assigned by the Profile Service. Profiles may 
be created in advance by using the framework for Web Services Procurement. 

To illustrate the functionality of our implementation, we describe next a scenario 
for Web services procurement that integrates services requestors and providers that 
has already been implemented. 
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4   Case of Study  

The case of study describes a basic scenario which involves simple accounting infor-
mation associated with a single web service.  
Suppose the following scenario:   

1. A services provider, who is a book seller (like Amazon) brings access to its 
database by means Web services interfaces. The functionalities provided by 
these interfaces are to get the stock quote, price, availability and other techni-
cal features of its products.  

2. A client wants to create a virtual enterprise through a services provider. The 
service provider should offer their product catalogs to the client for the devel-
opment of the virtual enterprise.  

In this scenario, how can client find to the service provider and establish a usage 
contract with him to carry out the development of the virtual enterprise? 

To solve this issue is necessary to use our framework. Firstly, is necessary register 
the Web services interfaces provided by the services provider within Service Hub. 
For doing this, our framework present a set of graphic interfaces where new services 
can be added to view information about the types of services that have already been 
defined. Under our framework, if a client wants to add her own application there are 
just a few simple steps to follow:  

1. Deploy the service along with an interface WSDL document that defines the 
service interface and an implementation WSDL for the new service. The 
WSDL documents must be accessable through a URL.  

2. Create an HTML page (e.g. JSP or servlet) that can be used to access and in-
voke the service. This HTML page must accept the following parameters:  
a. wsdl - a URL to the WSDL document describing the service  
b. namesapce - the targetNamespace to use in the WSDL document 
c. servicename - the service name to use in the WSDL document  
d. portname - the port name to use in the WSDL document 

In a similar way, we need to register at least one service provider which provides 
an implementation of this service. In Fig. 3, a screenshot to add new services in the 
Service Hub is shown. Once the service and service provider have been registered, is 
necessary to establish an offering for this service. In this sense, the service provider 
must create a service offering -- fixed packages including service operations, associ-
ated service levels, penalty upon violation, as well as price for using this service -- 
expressed as a SLA template. A screenshot of our framework where offerings are 
created is shown in Fig. 4. Next, the client (a service requestor) in order to use this 
service she must first create a Usage Contract agreeing to the terms and conditions 
specified in it. Then, she must subscribe to a selected service offering creating a new 
SLA. The service provider may provide some customization flexibility in its offer-
ings. The customization capability may range from mere selection of a few SLA pa-
rameter values (e.g., from a set of fixed throughput levels) as expressed in an offer, to 
some negotiation of parameters (e.g., negotiation of price for a customer-specified 
throughput level) to composing new service level objectives.  To provide this flexibil-
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ity, a provider should not only have the required capability of online negotiation, but 
also its business ability to support any new customer-specified service level objec-
tives (SLOs), i.e., runtime infrastructure for supporting this service level as well as its 
ability to price this new service level.  Therefore, before accepting a new SLA, the 
provider must ensure its ability to support this new SLA. In Fig. 5, a screenshot to 
create usage contract is shown. Once the usage contract is established, the client can 
invoke the service by using our framework. The framework provides Web services 
dynamic invocation by creating GUIs for consuming the service. The process of Web 
services invocation is carries out by analyzing WSDL documents. WSDL documents 
employ XML Schema for the specification of information items either product tech-
nical information or business processes operations. Our framework reports the busi-
ness processes operations, input and output parameters, and their data types in a XML 
DOM tree which is a XML document. This XML document is presented in HTML 
format using the Extensible Style-sheet Language (XSL). In Fig. 6, a screenshot for 
Web services invocation is shown. In this figure, the stock price is displayed given a 
product code. Each time this Web service is invoked by a service requestor, our 
framework gathers data which contain accounting information for this usage contract. 
Among the gathered data are:  (1) invocation date, (2) basic price, (3) unit price nor-
mal and (4) unit price reduced of usage.  With these data, our framework can generate 
a table where the accounting and billing details for the selected user contract are 
listed. A screenshot for accounting and billing information is shown in Fig. 7.  

Through our framework, the client could find a service provider who offers their 
product catalogs and provides operations to get the stock quote, price, availability and 
other technical features of its products. By means of our framework, the client estab-
lished a usage contract with the service provider and obtained the accounting/bill 
generation for this service.  

As could be observed, our framework demonstrates the various roles and steps that 
make up the lifecycle of managing and hosting a Web Service, starting with offering 
up the service to potential requestors, using the service and finally ending with the 
accounting/bill generation for specific services.  

5   Future Directions 

As future work, we are considering include management for composite Web services. 
A composite Web service is one that uses other web services in addition to its own 
business logic, to fulfill its clients' requests. The underlying Web services may also be 
composite, thus leading to complex chains of service-to-service interactions. Each 
service in the composition hierarchy may be independently owned and operated, so 
that each request must be metered and charged to its immediate client. In addition, it 
may contribute towards the accounting for a higher-level request in the hierarchy. 
Thus, the accounting process must include correlation and aggregation of metering 
data. In a composite service scenario, each web service may potentially be hosted on 
a separate Service Hub, resulting in a distributed deployment. A request to one ser-
vice may result in multiple requests to other services on different Service Hubs. The 
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service usage reported by each such child request needs to be correlated with the 
parent request that caused it, and aggregated together to compute the composite usage 
of the parent request. Since each service is potentially a composite service, each child 
request may itself act as the parent of other child requests. Thus, the correlation and 
aggregation must be performed recursively, to cover the entire web service call graph 
generated by an end-user request. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Graphic interface to add new Web services interfaces within Service Hub 

 
Fig. 4 Graphic Interface where offerings can be created by services providers 
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Fig. 5 Graphic Interface where usage contract can be created by services requestors 
 

 
Fig. 6 Graphic Interface for invoking the Web service that get the stock quote given a product 

code 
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Fig. 7 Graphic Interface for accounting the Web service that get the stock price  

6   Related Works 

 In [9] a classification and comparison framework for Web Services Procurement 
platforms is presented. This framework is used to compare several existing platforms 
and to identify some key properties and deficiencies. Furthermore, they present a 
brief comparison of some quality-aware approaches among different frameworks for 
Web Services Procurement. The use of cooperative service requester agents within 
the “alternative offers” protocol is proposed in [10]. Under this idea, service requester 
agents approaching their pre-set negotiation deadline yet having failed to secure even 
a single offer would issue a call for help, to which other requester agents will respond 
by donating their superfluous offers. For doing this, they propose a formal model of 
this protocol and investigate its effect on improving the success rates in procuring 
web services. In [11], an implementation issues on a quality-aware approach to Web 
Services Procurement is presented. The proposed solution is mainly based on using 
mathematical constraints to define quality-of-service in demands and offers. They 
developed a prototype of the run-time framework for management and execution of 
multi-organizational web-based systems. This prototype includes a quality trader web 
service as the main component, which offers services such as checking for consis-
tency and conformance, and searching for the best choice. Among the main character-
istics of implementation, they used the QRL language to specify quality-of-service, 
and XML to specify QRL-based documents, the definition of XSLT transformations 
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to get the appropriate CSP for carrying out the WSP-related tasks, and the use of a 
constraint solver as ILOG’s OPL Studio. An extension to the user interface function-
ality to the dynamic SLA negotiation between a customer and several Internet Service 
Providers is proposed in [12]. For doing this, they implemented an intelligent user 
interface which is called NIA (Network Interface Agent). The NIA is a multi-agent 
system which is installed on the user terminal and which is used for the dynamic 
negotiation of SLS. The SLA is previously established with the Internet Service Pro-
vider and specifies that the SLS parameters are dynamically negotiate. The NIA de-
termines the SLS on behalf the user according to the application requirements and the 
user’s needs. 
Under the Computing Grid context, some works have been developed in this address. 
In [13], an architecture and toolkit named GRUBER for resource usage service level 
agreement (SLA) specification and enforcement in a grid environment is presented. 
The novelty of GRUBER consists in its capability to provide a means for automated 
agents to select available resources from virtual organization level on down. It fo-
cuses on computing resources such as computers, storage, and networks; owners may 
be either individual scientists or sites; and virtual organizations are collaborative 
groups, such as scientific collaborations. A virtual organization is a group of partici-
pants who seek to share resources for some common purpose.  

7   Conclusions 

In this work we have presented a framework for Web services procurement. Our 
framework features provisioning services, such as contracting, metering, accounting, 
notification and SLA based management of web services. By means of our frame-
work, service providers can efficiently and flexibly manage their resources to opti-
mize customer satisfaction and, potentially, yield. Furthermore, our framework dem-
onstrates the various roles and steps that make up the lifecycle of managing and host-
ing a Web Service - starting with offering up the service to potential requestors, using 
the service and finally ending with the accounting/bill generation for specific services 
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Abstract. This article presents a programming methodology based on High 
Level Parallel Compositions (CPAN in the Spanish acronym) within a meth-
odological infrastructure made up of an environment of Parallel Objects [10], 
an approach to Structured Parallel Programming and the Object-Orientation 
paradigm. The implementation of commonly used communication patterns is 
explained by applying the method (the CpanFarm, CpanPipe and CpanTreeDV 
that represent respectively, the patterns of communication Farm, Pipeline and 
Binary Tree, the latter one used within a parallel version of the design tech-
nique known as Divide & Conquer), which conforms a library of classes suit-
able for use in applications within the programming environment of the C++ 
and POSIX standards for thread programming. Thus, in this work presents the 
design of the CPAN that implements a parallelization of the algorithmic design 
technique named Branch & Bound and uses it to solve the Travelling Salesman 
Problem (TSP). 

1   Introduction 

Obtaining efficiency in parallel programs is not so much a problem of acquiring proc-
essor speed, but rather, it is about how to program efficient interac-
tion/communication patterns among the processes [1], [2], [4], [6] to achieve the 
maximum possible speed-up of a given parallel application. Parallel Programming 
based on the use of communication patterns is known as Structured Parallel Pro-
gramming (SPP) [6], [7]. The widespread adoption of SPP methods by programmers 
and system analysts currently presents a series of open problems. We are particularly 
interested in proposing new solutions to the following: (a) the lack of SPP methods 
applicable to the development of a wider range of software applications; (b) the de-
termination of a complete set of communication patterns and their semantics; (c) the 
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necessity to make predefined communication patterns or high level parallel composi-
tions available to the community, aimed at encapsulating parallel code within pro-
grams; (d) the adoption of a sound (i.e. without anomalies) programming approach 
based on merging concurrent primitives and Object-Oriented (O-O) features, thereby 
meeting the requirements of uniformity, genericity and reusability of software com-
ponents [6]. The present investigation is focused on SPP methods, and a new imple-
mentation is proposed (carried out with C++ and the POSIX Threads Library) of a 
library of High Level Parallel Composition (CPAN) [6], [7] classes, which provide 
the programmer with the communication patterns most commonly used in Parallel 
Programming. At the moment, the library includes the following ones: CpanFarm, 
CpanPipe, CpnaTreeDV, the latter one being used in a parallel version of Divide & 
Conquer algorithmic design technique and CpanFarmBB that is one pattern composed 
with Farm process that implements a parallelization of the algorithmic design tech-
nique named Branch & Bound. 

1.1   The Problem Being Tackled 

In order to cope with the above described items, we have found that an O-O Parallel 
Programming environment providing the features listed below must be used, (a) ca-
pacity of object method invocation that assumes asynchronous message passing and 
asynchronous futures; (b) the objects should have internal parallelism; (c) availability 
of different communication mechanisms when service of petitions from client proc-
esses take place in parallel; (d) distribution transparency of processes within parallel 
applications; (e) Programmability, portability and performance, as a consequence of 
software development within an O-O programming system. 

1.2   Scientific Objectives in this Research 

The current investigation has mostly been carried out within the PhD thesis research 
work referenced in [8], whose achieved operational objectives are listed below: 

1. To develop a programming method based on High Level Parallel Composi-
tions or CPANs. 

2. To develop a library of classes of parallel objects [10] that provides the pro-
grammer or the analyst with a set of commonly used communication patterns 
for parallel programming; the objects should be uniformly programmed as re-
usable, generic, CPANs. 

To offer this library to the programmer, so that he/she can exploit it by defining 
new patterns, adapted to the communication structure of processes in his/her parallel 
applications, by following an O-O programming paradigm, which includes class 
inheritance and object generic instantiation as its main reusability mechanisms. 
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2   High Level Parallel Compositions or CPANs 

The basic idea of the programming method consists of the implementation of any type 
of communication patterns between parallel processes of an application or distrib-
uted/parallel algorithm as CPAN classes, following the O-O paradigm. CPANs are 
aimed at helping parallel applications programmers in programming efficient, port-
able and easy to program code by encapsulating parallelism or communication proto-
cols from the sequential application processes of the parallel applications [8]. CPANs 
are structured as three classes of parallel objects [10], see Fig 1: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Internal Structure of a CPAN 

An object manager, which is the only visible interface to the sequential processes 
in a parallel application, composed of the collector and stages objects and should be 
coordinated by the manager itself, see Fig 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. The Manager Object (Internal Structure) 
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are objects of specific purpose responsible for encapsulating a client-server type in-
terface between the manager and the object slaves (objects that are not actively par-
ticipative in the composition of the CPAN, but rather, are considered external entities 
that contain the sequential algorithm constituting the solution of a given problem), see 
Fig 3. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. The Stage Object (Internal Structure) 

An object collector in charge of storing in parallel the results received from the 
stages during the service of a sequential process petition. The control flow within the 
stages of a CPAN depends on the communication pattern implemented between these. 
When the CPAN concludes its execution, the result does not return to the manager 
directly, but rather to an instance of the class Collector, which takes charge of storing 
these results and of sending them to the manager, which then sends them to the exte-
rior as they arrive, i.e., without begin necessary to wait for all the results to be ob-
tained at the end of the computation. See Fig 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. The Collector Object (Internal Structure) 
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2.1   Types of Communication Between the Parallel Objects  

1. The synchronous way stops the client’s activity until the object’s active server 
gives back the answer to the petition. 

2. The asynchronous way does not force any waiting in the client’s activity; the client 
simply sends its petition to the active server and then it continues. 

3. The asynchronous future way makes only to wait the client’s activity when the 
result of the invoked method is needed to evaluate an expression during its code 
execution. 

2.2   Basic classes of a CPAN 

The abstract class ComponentManager defines the generic structure of the compo-
nent manager of a CPAN, from which all the concrete manager classes are derived, 
depending on the parallel behavior which is needed to create a specific CPAN. 

The abstract class ComponentStage defines the generic structure of the compo-
nent stage of a CPAN as well as its interconnections, so that all the concrete stages 
needed to provide a CPAN with a given parallel behavior can be obtained by class 
instantiation. 

The concrete class ComponentCollector defines the concrete structure of the com-
ponent collector of any CPAN. It implements a multi-item buffer, which permits the 
storage of the results from stages that make reference to this collector. 

2.3   The Synchronization Restrictions MaxPar, Mutex and Sync 

Synchronization mechanisms are needed when several petitions of service take place 
in parallel in a CPAN, being capable its constituting parallel objects of interleaving 
their concurrent executions while, and at the same time, they preserve the consistency 
of the data being processed [10]. Within the code of any CPAN, execution constraints 
are automatically included when the methods MaxPar (Maximum Parallelism), 
MutEx (Mutual Exclusion) and Sync (Synchronization type producer-consumer) of 
the library are called. The latter ones must be used to obtain a correct programming of 
object methods and to guarantee data consistency in applications. 

3   The CPANs Farm, Pipe and TreeDV 

The parallel patterns applied until now have been the Pipeline, the farm and the 
treeDV.  

The Pipeline is made up of a set of interconnected stages, one after another, in 
which the information flows between these until an ending condition is determined in 
one of them. At this moment the pipeline enters in another execution mode in which 
each stage unloads its data to the next one. The last stage is responsible for sending 
the processes data to the Collector. See Fig 5. 
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Fig. 5. The CPAN of a Pipeline 

The Farm is composed of a set of worker processes executed in parallel until a 
common objective is reached, and a controller in charge of distributing work and 
controlling the progress of the global calculation. See Fig 6. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6. The CPAN of a Farm 

The TreeDV is a communication pattern in which the information flows from the 
root to the leaves of the tree and vice versa. The nodes on the same level are executed 
in parallel in order to implement a parallel version of the so called Divide & Conquer 
algorithmic design technique. The stage situated at the root of the TreeDV will obtain 
the solution of the problem when the global calculation finishes. This CPAN is con-
figured in a similar way. See Fig 7. 
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Fig. 7. The CPAN of a TreeDV 

These constitute a significant set of reusable communication patterns in multiple 
parallel applications and algorithms. See [5] and [8] for details. 

3.1   Results Obtained 

Some CPANs adapt better to the communication structure of a given algorithm than 
others, therefore yielding different speedups of the whole parallel application. The 
way in which it must be used to build a complete parallel application is detailed be-
low. 

1. It is necessary to create an instance of the adequate class manager, that is to say, a 
specialized instance (this involves the use of inheritance and generic instantiation) 
implementing the required parallel behavior of the final manager object. This is 
performed by following the steps: 
1.1. Instance initialization from the class manager, including the information, 

given as associations of pairs (slave_obj, associated_method); the first element 
is a reference to the slave object being controlled by each stage and the second 
one is the name of its callable method. 

1.2. The internal stages are created (by using the operation init()) and, for each 
one, the association (slave_obj, associated_method) is passed to. The second 
element is needed to invoke the associated_method on the slave object. 
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2. The user asks the manager to start a calculation by invoking the execution() 
method of a given CPAN. This execution is carried out as it follows: 
2.1. a collector object is created for satisfying this petition; 
2.2. input data are passed to the stages (without any verification of types) and a 

reference to the collector;  
2.3. results are obtained from the object collector;  
2.4. The collector returns the results to the exterior without type verification. 

3. An object manager will have been created and initialized and some execution peti-
tions can then start to be dispatched in parallel. 

We carried out a Speedup analysis of the Farm, Pipe and TreeDV CPANs for sev-
eral algorithms in an Origin 2000 Silicon Graphics Parallel System (with 64 proces-
sors) located at the European Center for Parallelism in Barcelona (Spain), this analy-
sis is discussed below. 

Assuming that we want to sort an array of data, some CPANs will adapt better to 
communication structure of a Quicksort algorithm than others. These different paral-
lel implementations of the same sequential algorithm will therefore yield different 
speedups. The program is structured of six set of classes instantiated from the CPANs 
in the library High Level Parallel Compositions, which constitute the implementation 
of the parallel patterns named Farm, Pipe and TreeDV. The sets of classes are listed 
below: 

1. The set of the classes base, necessary to build a given CPAN. 
2. The set of the classes that define the abstract data types needed in the sorting. 
3. The set of classes that define the slave objects, which will be generically in-

stantiated before being used by the CPANs.  
4. The set of classes that define the Cpan Farm. 
5. The set of classes that define the Cpan Pipe. 
6. The set of classes that define the Cpan TreeDV. 

This analysis of speedup of the CPANs appears in Figures 8, 9 and 10. In all cases 
the implementation and test of the CPANs Farm, Pipe and TreeDV 50000 integer 
numbers were randomly generated to load each CPAN. 
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Fig. 8. Scalability of the Speedup found for the CpanFarm in 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 processors 
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Fig. 9. Scalability of the Speedup found for the CpanPipe in 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 processors 
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Fig. 10. Scalability of the Speedup found for the CpanTreeDV in 2,4,8, 16 and 32 

processors 

4   Parallelization of the Branch & Bound Technique 

Branch-and-bound (BB) makes a partition of the solution space of a given optimiza-
tion problem. The entire space is represented by the corresponding BB expansion 
tree, whose root is associated to the initially unsolved problem. The children nodes at 
each node represent the subspaces obtained by branching, i.e. subdividing, the solu-
tion space represented by the parent node. The leaves of the BB tree represent nodes 
that cannot be subdivided any further, thus providing a final value of the cost function 
associated to a possible solution of the problem.  

Three stages are performed during the execution of a program based on a BB al-
gorithm: 
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Fig. 11. The Cpan Branch & Bound 

1. Branch: the node selected in the previous step is subdivided in its children 
nodes by following a ramification scheme to form the expansion tree. Each 
child receives from its father node enough information to enable it to search a 
suboptimal solution. 

2.  Bound: Some of the nodes created in the previous stage are deleted, i.e. those 
whose partial cost, which is given by the cost function associated to this BB 
algorithm instance, is greater than the best minimum bound calculated up to 
that point. 

The ramification is generally separated from the bounding of nodes on the expan-
sion tree in parallel BB implementations, and so we followed this approach using a 
Farm communication scheme [9]. The expansion tree, for a given instance of the BB 
algorithm, is obtained by iteratively subdividing the stage objects according to this 
pattern until a stage representing a leaf-node of the expansion tree is found, see Fig 
11. 
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The pruning is implicitly carried out within another farm construction by using a 
totally connected scheme between all the processes. The manager can therefore com-
municate a sub-optimal bound found by a process to the rest of the branching proc-
esses and thus avoid unnecessary ramifications of sub-problems. The Cpan Branch & 
Bound is composed of a set of Cpans Farm; see Figure 11, which represent each one 
a set of worker processes and one manager, therefore, forming a new type of struc-
tured Farm, the Farm Branch & Bound or FarmBB, which is also included in the 
library of CPANs. All the worker processes of the Farm BB are executed in parallel, 
thereby forming the expansion tree of nodes given by the BB algorithm technique. 
The initial problem, or the root of the expansion tree, is given to the manager process 
of the initial Cpan Farm, which is in charge of distributing the work and of control-
ling the global calculation progress. It is also responsible for sending results to the 
collector of the Cpan FarmBB, which will display them [9]. 
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Fig. 12. Speedup of parallel CpanBB with N=50 cities in 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 processors 

 
The CPAN based parallel BB algorithm was tested by solving the TSP with 50 cit-

ies and by using the first best search strategy driven by a least cost function associ-
ated to each live node. The results obtained yielded a deviation ranging from 2% (2 
processors) to 16% (32 processors) with respect to the optimal ones, as predicted by 
the Amdalh law for this parallelized algorithm. See Fig 12. 

5   Conclusions 

The programming method presented is based on Corradi’s High Level Parallel Com-
positions, but updated and adapted to be used with the C++ programming language 
and POSIX standard for thread programming. The CPANs Pipe, Farm, and TreeDV 
comprise the first version of a library of classes intended to be applied to solve com-
plex problems such as the afore-mentioned parallelization of the Branch & Bound 
technique, thus offering an optimal solution to the TSP NP-Complete problem. 
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Abstract. Information often comes from different sources and merging
these sources usually leads to the apparition of conflicts which have to be
detected then eliminated in order to restore the information consistency.
In this paper, we are interested in temporal information in the framework
of simple temporal problems (STP). We propose a method which restores
the consistency of an STP in a minimal way, i.e., by correcting a minimal
number of constraints. This method computes the minimal subsets of
constraints whose correction is sufficient to eliminate all the conflicts of
the STP, without an exhaustive detection of these conflicts. The method
we propose is based on Reiter’s algorithm for computing the hitting sets
of a collection to identify the minimal subsets of constraints to correct.
Keywords: Temporal constraints, STP, Restoring consistency.

1 Introduction

Information often comes from different sources and merging these sources usually
leads to the apparition of conflicts which have to be detected then eliminated in
order to restore the information consistency.

One of the famous formalisms for representing temporal information is sim-
ple temporal problem (STP) formalism proposed by Dechter, Meiri and Pearl [2]
where temporal information is represented by linear constraint networks. Many
researches investigated the STP resolution [2, 12]. However, the resolution meth-
ods do not propose any solution when the STP is inconsistent. Few research
works focused on inconsistent STPs. We can cite [5] where a local method is
proposed to merge STPs. This method considers the case where the merging op-
eration of STPs leads to an inconsistent STP, and proposes a local method for
restoring its consistency. However, this method does not restore the consistency
in a minimal way. Indeed, it corrects more constraints than needed to eliminate
all the conflicts.

In this paper, we are interested in restoring the consistency of temporal infor-
mation in the framework of simple temporal problems (STP) in a minimal way.
We propose a method which restores the consistency of an STP by correcting
a minimal number of constraints. The classical idea for doing that consists first
in detecting all the conflicts of the STP, then in identifying the conflicting con-
straints, and finally in correcting these constraints. The main drawback of this
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idea is the exhaustive detection of conflicts of the STP which can be impossible
when the STP is highly conflicting.

The method we propose here, computes the smallest subsets of constraints
to correct without explicitly enumerating all the conflicts. It is based on Reiter’s
algorithm for computing the hitting sets of a set collection [8].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we recall some
background on simple temporal problems (STPs). The conflict detection algo-
rithm is presented in section 3. We show in section 4 how to identify subsets
of constraints to correct in order to restore the consistency. Section 5 describes
how the correction operation is performed. In section 6, we give our consistency
restoration method. In section 7, we present some previous related work and
then we conclude in section 8.

2 Background

A simple temporal problem (STP) S is defined by S=(X, C) where X is a finite
set of variables X0, ..., Xn, having continuous domains and representing temporal
points. C is the set of constraints of the form Xj − Xi ≤ aij defined on these
variables, where aij is a real scalar. Constraints of the form Xj − Xi ≥ aij

can be also represented since Xj − Xi ≥ aij is equivalent to the constraint
Xi −Xj ≤ −aij . A tuple X = (x1, ..., xn) of real values is a solution of the STP
S if the instantiation {X1=x1, ..., Xn=xn} satisfies all its constraints. The STP
S is consistent if and only if it has a solution.

The STP S=(X, C) is associated with a directed edge-weighted graph, Gd =
(X, Ed), called the distance graph where X the set of vertices is the set of vari-
ables of the STP S, and Ed is the set of arcs representing the set of constraints
C. Each constraint Xj − Xi ≤ aij of C is represented by the arc i → j1, which
is weighted by aij . For more details see [2].

Example 1. We consider the STP S = (X, C) where X = {X0, X1, X2, X3, X4}
and

C =




X0 − X1 ≤ −40 , X2 − X0 ≤ −30 ,
X3 − X1 ≤ 10 , X2 − X4 ≤ −45 ,
X4 − X3 ≤ 20 , X1 − X2 ≤ 10 ,
X2 − X3 ≤ −25 , X0 − X2 ≤ 20




The STP S is associated with the distance graph shown in Figure 1. This example
will be used in the next sections to illustrate our method.

3 Conflict Detection

In this section, we shall see how conflicts are detected in an inconsistent STP.
Let S be an inconsistent STP and Gd be the distance graph associated with

the STP S.
1 For simplicity a vertex Xi of the graph Gd is denoted by its index i.
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Fig. 1. The distance graph of the STP S defined in Example 1

The method that we propose to detect conflicts in the STP S is based on a
well known result which we recall in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. [9, 7, 6] An STP is consistent if and only if its corresponding dis-
tance graph does not contain negative circuits2.

We can deduce from Theorem 1 that for restoring the consistency of an
STP, we need to remove all the negative circuits in its distance graph. We give a
weaker condition for removing all the conflicts of an STP than the one stipulated
in Theorem 1. It is sufficient to remove all the elementary3 negative circuits in
the distance graph to restore the consistency of an STP, as stated in the following
theorem.

Theorem 2. An STP is consistent if and only if its corresponding distance
graph does not contain elementary negative circuits.

Proof. (⇒) If an STP is consistent then its distance graph does not contain neg-
ative circuits (Theorem 1), and in particular it does not contain any elementary
negative circuit. (⇐) If there is no elementary negative circuits in the distance
graph, then it does not contain negative circuits (since a circuit is formed from el-
ementary circuits), and by using Theorem 1, we conclude that the corresponding
STP is consistent. �

The detection of conflicts amounts to detecting elementary negative circuits
instead of detecting negative circuits. Thus, we can associate a conflict of S with
an elementary negative circuit of Gd, a such conflict is defined as follows.

Definition 1. Let S be an STP and Gd be its distance graph. A conflict of S is
a pair (σ, d) where σ is an elementary negative circuit of the distance graph Gd

and d is the distance4 of the circuit σ.
2 A negative circuit is a circuit whose the sum of its arc weights is negative.
3 An elementary circuit is a circuit which does not contain any smaller circuit.
4 The distance of a path is the sum of its arc weights.
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We recall that each arc i → j in Gd, weighted by aij , represents the constraint
cij : Xj −Xi ≤ aij of S. We can define now the notion of conflicting constraint.

Definition 2. Let S = (X, C) be an STP and let c = (σ, d) be a conflict of S.
A constraint cij ∈ C is a conflicting constraint of the conflict c if and only if
(i → j) is an arc of the elementary negative circuit σ.

Let c be a conflict of the STP S. We define ConfConst(c) as the conflicting
constraint set of the conflict c.

The number of conflicts in a STP is equal to the number of elementary
negative circuits of its distance graph. This number can be exponential on the
number of the STP variables. Therefore, an exhaustive conflict detection can be
time and space consuming, and has to be avoid.

The Conflict-Detection function given by Algorithm 1 detects a conflict of
the STP and returns the set of its conflicting constraints. This function is based
on the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [3, 1]. The idea is to compute the shortest path
for each pair of vertices (i, j) of the distance graph associated with the STP. In
particular, if i = j, the algorithm computes the shortest circuit visiting the vertex
i. If such circuit is negative, a conflict is detected and the algorithm returns the
set of conflicting constraints involved in the detected negative elementary circuit.
Otherwise, the algorithm returns the empty set.

Proposition 1. Let S be an STP. The Conflict-Detection function applied to
the STP S returns the set of conflicting constraints of a conflict of the STP S
if S is inconsistent. Otherwise, it returns the empty set.

Proof. The proof can be established trivially from the correction of the Floyd-
Warshall algorithm [3].

Complexity of the Conflict-Detection function. The initialization step is done in
O(|X |3). Testing if a path is elementary (line 8) can be done in O(|X |), and the
complexity of the function ConfConst which returns the conflicting constraints
involved in the its argument is O(|X |) (each elementary negative circuit of the
distance graph can contain at most |X | vertices, therefore it can involve at most
|X | − 1 constraints). Hence, the complexity of the Conflict-Detection function is
O(|X |4).

4 Identification of Minimal Subsets of Constraints to
Correct

In order to guarantee the elimination of all the conflicts, at least one conflicting
constraint of each conflict has to be corrected. In other words, the intersection
of the set of corrected constraints and the set of conflicting constraints of each
conflict has to be not empty. Let LS be the collection of sets defined by LS =

5 The • sign represents the path concatenation operation.
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Algorithm 1 - Conflict-Detection(X, C) : C′

X - set of variables
C - set of constraints
C′ - set of conflicting constraints of a conflict of the STP (X, C)

Var mat - |X| × |X| matrix of (path,distance) pairs
Begin
{ Initialization }
1. For i, j := 1 to |X| do
2. If the constraint (Xj − Xi ≤ aij) ∈ C then matij := (i → j, aij);
3. else if i = j then matii := (∅, 0); else matij := (∅,∞); end if;
4. End if;
5. End for;
{ Computing shortest paths }
6. For k := 1 to |X| do
7. For i, j := 1 to |X| do
8. If (matik.path • 5matkj .path) is an elementary path
9. and (matik.distance + matkj .distance < matij .distance) then
10. matij .distance := matik.distance + matkj.distance;
11. matij .path := matik.path • matkj.path;
12. If i = j then return ConfConst(matii.path); end if;
13. End if;
14. End for;
15. End for;
16. Return ∅;
End

{ConfConst(c) : c is a conflict of the STP S}. Therefore, the subset of corrected
constraints is a hitting set of the collection LS . The minimization of the corrected
constraint number needs to find a minimal hitting set of the collection LS . We
recall the definitions of a hitting set and a minimal hitting set.

Definition 3. Let L be a collection of sets. H is a hitting set of the collection
L if and only if for each set s of L, H ∩ s �= ∅.
A hitting set Hm of a collection L is minimal (according to cardinality) if and
only if for each hitting set H of L, |Hm| ≤ |H |.

Now, we can present the Minimal-Hitting-Sets function (Algorithm 2), which
computes the minimal hitting sets of the collection of sets representing the con-
flicts of an STP.

When the Minimal-Hitting-Sets algorithm is applied to the STP S = (X, C),
it returns the sets of all minimal hitting sets of the collection LS . It constructs
a directed acyclic graph DAG for the collection LS . Each node n of this DAG is
labeled by the set Label(n) which is the set of the conflicting constraints involved
in a conflict of the STP defined by (X, C \H(n)) where H(n) is the set of labels
(which are constraints) of the branches from the DAG’s root to the node n.
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Algorithm 2 - Minimal-Hitting-Sets(S) : HS

S = (X, C) - an inconsistent STP
HS - set of the minimal hitting sets of LS

Begin
1. HS := ∅;
2. Create a node n;
3. Label(n) := Conflict-Detection(X, C);
4. H(n) := ∅;
5. lnc := {n};
6. While lnc �= ∅ do
7. lns := ∅;
8. For each node n ∈ lnc do
9. For each conflicting constraint c ∈ Label(n) do
10. If there is a node n′ ∈ lns such that H(n′) = H(n) ∪ {c} then
11. Point the branch leaving n and labeled by c to the node n′;
12. Else
13. Construct the node n′ the son of the node n;
14. H(n′) := H(n) ∪ {c};
15. Label(n′) := Conflict-Detection(X, C \ H(n′));
16. If Label(n′) = ∅ then HS := HS ∪ H(n′); end if;
17. lns := lns ∪ {n′};
18. End if;
19. End for;
20. End for;
21. If HS = ∅ then lnc := lns; else lnc := ∅; End if;
22. End while;
23. Return HS;
End.

The initialization step of Algorithm 2 fixes the set of hitting sets HS to the
empty set, and constructs the DAG’s root n and labels it by the set of conflicting
constraints of a conflict of the STP S. The function uses two node lists: lnc which
is the current node list and lns which is the list of nodes which are successors of
lnc nodes. lnc is set to the DAG’s root n.

In the hitting sets computing step (lines 6-23), the DAG is constructed level
by level until the list lnc becomes empty. In the ”for” loop (lines 8-20), each
node n of the lnc list has |Label(n)| successors. The branch connecting the node
n to one of its successors is labeled by a conflicting constraint c ∈ Label(n).
Before constructing a new successor of the node n, we check (line 10) if there is
not a node n′ which can be reused. If a such node exists then n′ is a successor of
n (line 11). Otherwise (lines 13-17), a new node n′ is generated and is inserted
into the node list lns. The label of the node n′ is a detected conflict of the STP
defined by (X, C \ H(n′). The removal of the constraints H(n′) from the initial
set of constraints C guarantees that Label(n′)∩H(n′) = ∅. If Label(n′) = ∅, i.e.,
if no conflict is detected then the set H(n′) is a minimal hitting set and is added
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to the set HS (line 16). The construction of a new level of the DAG is stopped
when a hitting set is computed (HS �= ∅), in order to avoid non-minimal hitting
set computing.

Let apply Algorithm 2 to our example.

n6 : ∅ n8 : {c0,2, c1,0, c4,2, c2,1}

n0 : {c0,2, c2,0}

n1 : {c2,1, c1,3, c3,2}

c0,2

c2,1

n2 : {c2,1, c1,3, c3,2}
c2,0

n7 : {c0,2, c1,0, c4,2, c2,1}
c2,1 c1,3 c3,2

n3 : ∅ n4 : ∅ n5 : {c4,2, c2,1, c1,3, c3,4}
c1,3 c3,2

Fig. 2. Hitting sets search DAG for the STP defined in example 1

Example 2. The application of the minimal hitting sets function (Algorithm 2)
to the STP defined in example 1 constructs the DAG depicted in figure 2. We
can see that this DAG contains 3 nodes labeled by ”∅” which are nodes n3, n4

and n6. This identifies the three following minimal hitting sets: h1 = {c0,2, c2,1},
h2 = {c0,2, c1,3} and h3 = {c2,0, c2,1}. Successors of the nodes n5, n7 and n8 have
not been constructed because every hitting set obtained after that will contain
more than two constraints and therefore cannot be a minimal hitting set.

The following proposition states that the minimal hitting sets algorithm is
correct and complete.

Proposition 2. The Minimal-Hitting-Sets algorithm is correct and complete.

Proof. To prove the correctness and completeness of the Minimal-Hitting-Sets
algorithm, it is sufficient to prove the following three points: (1) the initial al-
gorithm without pruning computes all the minimal hitting sets, (2) the pruning
rules that we use do not eliminate some minimal hitting sets, and (3) the pruning
rules eliminate all non-minimal hitting sets.

The access to the collection LS is correct by Proposition 1 which states
that the Conflict-Detection function returns an empty set if the input STP is
consistent.

1. Proof by induction on the cardinality of the collection LS .
Base: If |LS | = 0, then the set of hitting sets of LS = {∅}, and the DAG
associated with LS contains only one node which is the root node n0 labeled
by Label(n0) = ∅. As H(n0) = ∅, Algorithm 2 computes all the minimal
hitting sets of the collection LS .
Induction: Let l > 0. (Induction hypothesis) Suppose that for every collection
LS such that |LS | ≤ l, Algorithm 2 computes all the minimal hitting sets
of LS . We prove that this is true also for collections LS such that |LS | > l.
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Let T be a DAG associated with the collection LS . Let n0 be the T root.
n0 is labeled by a set L0 = {m1, . . . , mk} such that L0 ∈ LS . Let mi be an
element of L0. Let LSi be the collection of sets which are elements of the
collection LS and which do not contain the element mi, i.e., LSi = {L ∈ LS :
mi �∈ L}. The sub-DAG under mi is a DAG associated with the collection
LSi . Since |LSi | < |LS |, |LSi | ≤ l. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, the
DAG associated with the collection LSi computes all the minimal hitting
sets of LSi . Thus every minimal hitting set of the collection LSi corresponds
to a set of constraints H of a node labeled by ”∅” in the DAG associated
with the collection LSi . This implies that for every set of the form hi ∪{mi}
where hi is a minimal hitting set of LSi , there is a node n of the DAG T
such that H(n) = hi ∪ {mi} and Label(n) = ∅. To prove the completeness
of our algorithm, it is sufficient to prove that every minimal hitting set h of
the collection LS is such that h = hi ∪ {mi} where mi ∈ Label(n0) and hi

is a minimal hitting set of the collection LSi .
Let h be a minimal hitting set of LS . By definition, there is an element mi

such that mi ∈ h and mi ∈ L0 (L0 ∈ LS). This element mi is sufficient to
remove all the sets Li ∈ LS such that mi ∈ Li. The remaining elements of h
must belong to the remaining sets of the collection LS , i.e., h \ {mi} must
be a minimal hitting set of the collection LSi , which is true by construction.

2. We prove that the pruning rules we use do not remove nodes n such that
Label(n) = ∅ and H(n) is minimal. Let T be the DAG associated with the
collection LS .
(a) Reusing nodes (line 11 of Algorithm 2) does not remove nodes. It avoids
the construction of nodes n′ when there is a node n of T such that H(n) =
H(n′). Let LS1 and LS2 be the collections defined by LS1 = {L ∈ LS :
L∩H(n) �= ∅} and LS2 = {L ∈ LS : L∩H(n) = ∅}. Suppose that T1 and T2

are the sub-DAGs of T , without pruning, having as root respectively nodes n
and n′. We prove that the minimal hitting sets obtained from the sub-DAG
T2 are also obtained from T1. Suppose that there is a node n′

l of T2 such
that Label(n′

l) = ∅ and H(n′
l) = h where h is minimal hitting set of LS .

Actually, h = H(n′) ∪ h′ where h′ is a minimal hitting set of LS2 because
H(n′) is a minimal hitting set of LS1. Since h′ is a minimal hitting set of
LS2 and T1 is the DAG associated with the collection LS2, there is a node
nl of T1 such that Label(nl) = ∅ and H(nl) = H(n) ∪ h′ (the set of branch
labels from the node n to the node nl is the minimal hitting set h′). However,
H(n) = H(n′), thus there is a node nl of T1 such that Label(nl) = ∅ and
H(nl) = h. Therefore, T1 and T2 compute the same minimal hitting sets.
(b) To prove that stopping the construction of more levels of the DAG T
after the generation of a node n such that Label(n) = ∅ does not eliminate
minimal hitting sets of the collection LS , it is sufficient to prove that the
obtained hitting sets from non developed levels are not minimal. Let i be the
smallest number such that there is a node n of T where Label(n) = ∅ and
|H(n)| = i. Let n′ be a node of T such that Label(n′) = ∅ and |H(n′)| > i.
H(n) and H(n′) are hitting sets of LS . But, |H(n′)| > H(n), thus, H(n′) is
not a minimal hitting set of LS .
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3. Suppose there is a node n of the non-pruned DAG such that Label(n) = ∅
and H(n) is not a minimal hitting set of LS . Let hm be a minimal hitting set
of LS . From point 2 of this proof, we deduce that there is a node n′ such that
Label(n′) = ∅ and H(n′) = hm. As H(n) is not a minimal hitting set of LS

and H(n′) is a minimal one, thus by definition, |H(n′)| < |H(n)|. This means
that the level of node n is under n′’s one. However, the construction of DAG
levels is stopped after the generation of a node labeled by ”∅”. Therefore,
the node n will not be constructed. �

Proposition 3. Let S = (X, C) be an inconsistent STP and LS be the collection
of sets defined by LS = { ConfConst(c) : c is a conflict of S}. The maximal
depth of the DAG of minimal hitting sets search of the collection of LS is |C|.

Proof. Let p be the depth of the DAG T constructed for minimal hitting set
search of the collection LS . Let h be a minimal hitting set of LS . Thus, there is
a node n of T such that Label(n) = ∅ and H(n) = h (correction of the Minimal-
Hitting-Sets algorithm, by Proposition 2). Since all the minimal hitting sets of
LS have the same cardinality, p = |H(n)|, and thus p = |h|. By definition,
LS elements are subsets of constraints, thus h ⊆ C. Therefore, |h| ≤ |C|, and
p ≤ |C|. �

Complexity of the Minimal-Hitting-Sets algorithm. Let X and C be respectively
the set of variables and the set constraints of the input STP S. Conflict de-
tection (line 3) can be done in O(|X |4) and the other initialization operations
are elementary and can be done is constant time. At every iteration of the loop
(6-23), a level of the DAG is constructed. The maximal depth of this DAG
is |C| (Proposition 3), then there is at most |C| iterations of the loop (6-23).
We compute now the complexity of each of its iterations. The loop (8-20) per-
forms |lnc| iterations. For every node n of the list lnc, the loop (9-19) performs
|Label(n)| iterations. Since the set Label(n) contains at most |X | constraints,
then the number of iterations of the loop (9-19) is bounded by |X |. In line 10,
H(n) is compared with the set H of lns elements. Each comparison can be done
in O(|C|) because H contains at most |C| constraints. Thus, the test is per-
formed in O(|C| × |lns|). The complexity of conflict detection is O(|X |4), thus
the complexity of lines (12-18) is O(|X |4). Therefore, the complexity of the loop
(9-19) is O(|X | × (|X |4 + |C| × |lns|)). The loop (8-20) performs |lnc| iterations,
thus its complexity is O(|lnc|× |X |× (|X |4 + |C|× |lns|)). Now, we compute the
bounds of |lnc| and |lnc|. At iteration i of the loop (8-20), lnc contains nodes
created at the iteration i−1. Their number is bounded by the number of subsets
of constraints whose cardinality is equal to i. This number is roughly bounded
by 2|C| which is the number of all the subsets of C. Similarly, |lns| is bounded
by 2|C|. Therefore, the complexity of the loop (8-20) is in O(|X |× |C|× (2|C|)2).
Since the loop (6-23) performs at most |C| iterations, then its complexity is in
O(|C|2×|X |×(2|C|)2), and the complexity of the Minimal-Hitting-Sets algorithm
is O(|C|2 × |X | × 22×|C|).
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We prove in the next section that the correction of the constraints corre-
sponding to a minimal hitting set of the collection LS corresponds to a minimal
consistency restoration of the STP S.

5 Correction of the Conflicting Constraints

Now, we shall see how to perform the corrections. Let c = (σ, d) be a conflict
of the STP S. The elimination of the conflict c needs the elimination of its
associated elementary negative circuit σ. This implies the correction of at least
one of the constraints involved in σ, i.e., one of the constraints of ConfConst(c).
The following proposition shows how this correction is made.

Proposition 4. Let S be an STP and c = (σ, d) be a conflict of S. Let cij : Xj−
Xi ≤ aij be a conflicting constraint of c, i.e., cij ∈ ConfConst(c). Replacing
the constraint cij : Xj −Xi ≤ aij by the constraint Xj −Xi ≤ aij − d eliminates
the conflict c.

Proof. Let c = (σ, d) be a conflict, and let cij : Xj − Xi ≤ aij be a conflicting
constraint of c, cij ∈ ConfConst(c). The circuit σ has a negative distance d,
and replacing the constraint Xj −Xi ≤ aij by the constraint Xj −Xi ≤ aij − d,
will make this distance equal to zero. Hence the negative circuit σ is eliminated
and the conflict c is corrected. �

Example 3. In the STP of Example 1, the elementary negative circuit (0 → 2 →
0) whose distance is -10 is detected. This defines the conflict ((0 → 2 → 0),-10)
between the constraints X2 − X0 ≤ −30, X0 − X2 ≤ 20. This conflict can be
removed by either replacing the constraint X2 − X0 ≤ −30 by the constraint
X2 − X0 ≤ −20, or replacing the constraint X0 − X2 ≤ 20 by the constraint
X0 − X2 ≤ 30.

The following proposition states that a conflict is eliminated if and only if
one of its conflicting constraints is corrected.

Proposition 5. Let S be an STP and c = (σ, d) be a conflict of S. The conflict
c is corrected if and only if at least one of the constraints cij ∈ ConfConst(c)
is corrected with respect to Proposition 4.

Proof. Let S be an STP and c = (σ, d) be a conflict of S. (⇒) Suppose that
the conflict c = (σ, d) is eliminated. This implies that the negative circuit σ is
eliminated, i.e., its distance is changed from negative to positive. This is done
by changing at least the weight of one of its arcs. In other words, by correcting,
at least, one constraint cij of ConfConst(c). (⇐) The correction of a constraint
cij ∈ ConfConst(c) (with respect to Proposition 4) makes the conflict circuit σ
positive. Hence, the conflict c = (σ, d) is eliminated. �

Proposition 6 guarantees that when correcting a constraint no new conflicts
are generated.
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Proposition 6. The correction of a constraint cannot generate new conflicts.

Proof. Correcting a constraint does not decrease the distance of any circuit,
then it cannot generate new negative circuits. Therefore, no new conflicts are
generated. �

Now, we give the Constraint-Correction function (Algorithm 3) which cor-
rects the subset of constraints C′ given as input. First, this function computes
the quantities to add to the corrected constraints for eliminating the conflicts.
These quantities correspond to the distance of the shortest elementary negative
circuits of the distance graph associated with the STP S = (X, C). We apply
the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [3, 1] to compute them.

Algorithm 3 - Constraint-Correction(X, C, C′) : C′′

X - set of variables
C - set of constraints
C′ - set of constraints to correct
C′′ - set of corrected constraints

Var : mat - |X| × |X| matrix of reals
Begin
1. For i, j := 1 to |X| do
2. If there is a constraint Xi − Xj ≤ aij of C then matij := aij ;
3. Else if i �= j then matij := ∞; else matij := 0; end if;
4. End if;
5. End for;
6. For k := 1 to |X| do
7. For i, j := 1 to |X| do
8. If matij > matik + matkj then matij := matik + matkj ; end if;
9. End for;
10. End for;
11. C′′ := C;
12. For every constraint cij : Xj − Xi ≤ aij of C′ do
13. C′′ := C′′ \ {cij} ∪ {c′ij : Xj − Xi ≤ aij − matij};
14. End for;
15. Return C′′;
End.

Proposition 7. Let S = (X, C) be an inconsistent STP and let C′ be a subset
of C. Applying the Constraint-Correction algorithm to respectively X, C and C′

eliminates every conflict of S involving a conflicting constraint of C′.

Proof. At the end of line 10, for every pair of variables (Xi, Xj) of X , matij ≤
minij , where minij is the distance of the shortest path from i to j in the distance
graph of the STP S (correction of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm - see [3]). The
rest of the proof is based on the proposition 4. �
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Complexity of the Constraint-Correction function. The complexity of the loop
(1-5) is O(|X |2), and the loop (6-10) is in O(|X |3). The loop (12-14) can be done
in O(|C|). Since |C| < |X |2, then the complexity of the Constraint-Correction
function is O(|X |3).

The following theorem states that the correction of the constraints corre-
sponding to a minimal hitting set of the collection representing the conflicts of
the STP is a minimal consistency restoration of the STP.

Theorem 3. Let S be an STP and let LS be the collection of sets representing
the conflicts of S such that LS = {ConfConst(c) : c is a conflict of S}. A mini-
mal consistency restoration of S is equivalent to the correction of the constraints
corresponding to a minimal hitting set of the collection LS.

Proof. (⇒) Let Cm be a minimal subset of corrected constraints in a minimal
restoration of consistency of the STP S. Each conflict c of S is removed by the
correction of, at least, one constraint cij of ConfConst(c) (Proposition 5). This
means that Cm ∩ ConfConst(c) �= ∅ for every conflict c of S. ConfConst(c)
is also an element of the collection LS . Thus, for every e ∈ LS , Cm ∩ e �= ∅.
Therefore, Cm is a hitting set of the collection LS . Furthermore, this hitting
set is minimal because the consistency restoration corrects a minimal number of
constraints.
(⇐) Let hm be a minimal hitting set of the collection LS , and suppose that the
corresponding constraints are corrected. However, each element e ∈ LS repre-
sents the conflicting constraint set of a conflict c of S, i.e., e = ConfConst(c),
and e ∩ hm �= ∅. Then, we conclude that for each conflict c, at least one of its
conflicting constraints is corrected. Hence, each conflict c is eliminated (Proposi-
tion 5). This implies that the correction of the constraints corresponding to hm

eliminates all the conflicts of S. Since hm is minimal, we can conclude that the
number of corrected constraints is minimal. �

6 STP Minimal Consistency Restoration Method

Now, we can describe our method for minimal consistency restoration for STP
which is based on the minimal hitting sets search. This method is called Min-
Consistency-Restoration and is given in Algorithm 4. The first step of this
method is the minimal hitting set search of the collection LS representing the
conflicts of the input STP S. This operation is performed by applying the
Minimal-Hitting-Set function (Algorithm 2). Each obtained minimal hitting set
corresponds to a minimal (in term of cardinality) subset of constraints whose cor-
rection is sufficient to remove all the conflicts of the STP S. For every computed
hitting set hs a consistent STP is obtained by the correction of the constraints
corresponding to hs, by applying the Constraint-Correction function (Algorithm
3). The Min-Consistency-Restoration returns Σ a set of consistent STPs.

Theorem 4. The Min-Consistency-Restoration algorithm is correct and com-
plete.

Proof. The proof is trivially established from Theorem 3 and Proposition 7. �
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Algorithm 4 - Min-Consistency-Restoration(S) : Σ

S - STP
Σ - set of consistent STPs

Begin
1. Σ = ∅;
2. HS := Minimal-Hitting-Sets(S);
3. For every minimal hitting set hs of HS do
4. Σ = Σ ∪ (X,Constraint-Correction (X, C, hs));
5. End for;
6. Return Σ;
End

Complexity of the Min-Consistency-Restoration function. The complexity of the
Minimal-Hitting-Sets function is O(|C|2×|X |×22×|C|). Since the number of mini-
mal hitting sets |HS| < 2|C|, the loop (3-5) performs |HS| < 2|C| iterations. Each
iteration is done in O(|X |3). Therefore, the complexity of the Min-Consistency-
Restoration function is O(|C|2 × |X | × 22×|C|).

7 Related Work

The Reiter’s algorithm for diagnosis [8] has been adapted in previous works [11,
10] for revision methods in the framework of propositional logic. Our interest is
to do that in the framework of constraints.

Some previous works investigated the consistency restoration of temporal in-
formation in the framework of STPs. Different revision strategies for a geographic
application represented by an STP were proposed in [4]. One of them restores
the consistency in a minimal way. The difference with our minimal method is
that the STPs handled in [4] are particular STPs where the detection of all
conflicts is done in polynomial time complexity. Our method deals with more
general STPs where the number of conflicts can be exponential on the number
of STP variables.

A local method for restoring the consistency of general STPs was proposed
in [5]. This method returns a consistent STP but the number of corrected con-
straints is not minimized as in the method which we propose here.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we focused on inconsistent simple temporal problems for which
we proposed a minimal consistency restoration method. The classical idea to
eliminate all the conflicts of an STP consists in detecting all these conflicts then
in eliminating them. However, this idea can lead to time consuming method since
the number of conflicts in an STP is in general exponential on the number of
STP variables. The method we proposed avoids the exhaustive conflict detection,
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and identifies the smallest subsets of constraints whose correction is sufficient
to eliminate all the conflicts and to restore the consistency of the STP. This
is achieved by searching the minimal hitting sets of the collection of sets whose
elements are sets containing the conflicting constraints of a conflict of the STP S.
The algorithm we propose to search hitting sets is an adaptation of the Reiter’s
algorithm [8] for diagnosis. We show that our consistency restoration method
is correct and complete, i.e., it returns all the consistent STPs obtained by
correcting a minimal number of constraints of the initial STP S.

In a future work, we are looking to investigate temporal constraints with
preferences. We hope handle both quantitative and qualitative preferences. We
are also, interested in fusion of disjunctive temporal problems with and without
preferences.
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Abstract. The present paper discusses an investigation related to the Social 
Data Mining field using WEKA, a tool that mine information of the structure 
and content of activities made by descendants of Italians with the purpose of 
discovering a Pygmalion Effect, which consists of a conduct change of a group 
that shares similar characteristics induced by the expectations of the same one, 
this phenomena has been documented since the Sixties, but with few detailed 
research with truly information, for this purpose we applied a questionnaire to 
people of four Italian communities whose are scholarship holders of the “RAI 
Internazionale”, to explore their daily activities made on the Internet. 

Keywords Pygmalion Effect, Data mining, Modeling of societies. 

1   Introduction 

Social Data Mining Systems allow the analysis of the society’s behavior. These sys-
tems do that by mining and redistributing the information on computer files storing 
the social activity like Usenet messages, log files, purchasing records and links of 
interest. Although, we generate two general questions to evaluate the performance of 
such systems: (1) is the extracted information of any value? And (2) is possible to 
determine if a set of physical separated people can show a similar way of thinking 
about likes and preferences? 
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We made an analysis that provides positive answers for both questions. First, a 
number of attributes about web sites give us as a result the prediction of the behavior 
on the use of specific computer skills. 

We live in an age plenty of information. The Internet offers endless possibilities. 
Web sites to experience, music to listen, chats rooming, and unimaginable products 
and services offering to the consumer an endless options varying in quality. People 
are experiencing difficulties to manage the information: they can not and do not have 
time to evaluate the whole options by themselves, unless the situation seriously forces 
them to do that. 

In sixties decade appears the first serious studies to understand the Pygmalion ef-
fect, which try to demonstrate how “normal” people are induced to behave in a differ-
ent way, when they show pertaining to a particular group. 

In this paper we try to describe how four groups of individuals with common an-
cestors can make computational activities and web purchases in a similar way. A task 
to manage information which several internet users must do is “the subject manage-
ment”: searching, evaluating and organizing information resources for a specific 
subject, sometimes Users search for professional interest subjects, some other times 
just for personnel interest. Users can create information storage collections in the web 
for personnel use or to share with partners at work or with friends. 

Our approach to this problem combines social data mining [20] with information 
about work spaces [4]. As the cluster of this People in Web [13], follows certain pat-
terns, this can be analyzed by means of these techniques. In the daily life, when peo-
ple desire forming part of a social group, without having the knowledge to chose 
among different alternatives, they trust frequently on the experience and opinions of 
others. They look for advice in their ethnic-social group, familiar with certain likes 
and ways of thinking. When evaluating the offered perspectives by similar/near per-
sons to them, or from recognized experts on a subject. For instance, a Usenet of users 
of Italian origin can recommend certain type of food and where to buy the ingredients 
also, when registers of these activities exist, these can be analyzed. For our research 
we need this information to understand how these sites on the web are populated and 
conformed. Social data mining can be applied to analyze the records generated on the 
web [16] (answering the question: Which are the most visited sites for the most of 
people?), online conversations [24] (Which are the sites where people purchase “the-
matic” things or for a community?), or web log files [13] (Which sites are the most 
visited?). By means of social data mining is taken the final move. 

This paper is organized in five sections. In section one, we introduce our paper. En 
section two, we describe the ethnic-social effect called “Pygmalion Effect”, we de-
scribe how can be discovered using data mining, we describe an approach named 
“Social Data Mining” also. In section three we discuss the application of WEKA to 
confirm the hypothesis of our research. In section four, we discuss the tests made to 
the analyzed information. In section number five, we discuss the results generated for 
the tests, and finally on the last section, we give the conclusions of our research. 
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2   The Pygmalion Effect 

By the end of the Sixties, a professor of psychology called Robert Rosenthal, made 
the following experiment: joined the teachers of a school and showed them a test 
made among the students, which indicates that some students were more "shining" 
than others. "Of these students we can wait for great results ", assured to them. In fact 
- and responding to the objectives of the experiment- that test was simulated by 
Rosenthal [17], to induce the teachers to think that certain students had more potential 
that the rest. Nevertheless, after eight months, those students indeed obtained better 
qualifications than the average of the class. Like teachers believed in "the supposedly 
shining" students, offered to them more attention, support, time and feedback. This 
abundance of conditions was soon translated in a better learning and - in better quali-
fications. Those children did not stand out being intelligent, but because their teachers 
believed that they were. Through its experiment, Rosenthal discovered that the expec-
tations of the teachers were reflected in the performance of the students. His conclu-
sion was the following one: while higher are the expectations that a person has with 
respect to other, more probable than this last one obtains positive results. This discov-
ery put in evidence a phenomenon that is known with the name of "The Pygmalion 
Effect". 

2.1   Data Mining 

Data Mining, is the extraction of hiding and predictable information inside great data 
bases, is a powerful new technology with great potential to help to the companies or 
organizations to focus on the most important information in their Bases of Informa-
tion (Data Warehouse). Data Mining tools predict future tendencies and behaviors, 
allowing businesses to make proactive decisions leaded by knowledge-driven infor-
mation.  

The automated prospective analyses offered by a product thus go beyond past 
events provided by retrospective typical tools of decision support systems. Data Min-
ing tools can respond to questions of businesses that traditionally consume too much 
time to be solved and to which the users of this information almost are not willing to 
accept. These tools explore the data bases searching for hidden patterns, finding pre-
dictable information that sometimes an expert cannot find because this is outside 
expectations. 

2.2 Justification 

Most of the social groups, that immigrate to another country form communities whose 
share common characteristics.  

As time pass, these characteristics are reinforced if the number of members is con-
siderable, or are assimilated by a greater group [9]. Due that the Pygmalion effect is 
not considered  completely an ethnic-social effect, the necessity to propose, the analy-
sis of the information using Data Mining, with study aims, has allowed to discover 
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the "Italianitá" that they thought they had, and how this marked their activities and 
forms of using the Web. 

2.3 Data Mining Applications in Social Aspects 

One of the most transcendental aspects of the use of Data mining is denominated 
Social Data Mining, which tries to find different patterns in predefined clusters in the 
network, like the groups of discussion, Usenets, thematic chats among others. Other 
work has been focused on extracting information about online conversations such as 
the USENET PHOAKS [19] mining messages in the USENET newsgroup that 
recommend Web sites. Categorizing the users mentions to create lists of popular Web 
sites for each group. Where? [22] Has been analyzed the newsgroup information and 
the Usenet conversations and if they have been used to create visualizations of the 
conversations. These visualizations can be used to find conversations with the 
desirable characteristics, such as equality of participation or regular participants. In 
[6] also was extracted information of newsgroups and visualizations of the 
conversation subject, contributions of individual messages, and the relation among 
them were designed. Another research has been centered in extracting the information 
of web user records. The Log files [23] register information of the users, analyze this 
to find common connections between Web pages, and they construct diverse 
visualizations of these data to help user navigation through Web sites. Persecuting the 
navigation metaphor, some investigators have used the term "social navigation" in 
order to characterize the work of this nature [11]. Finally, a different technical 
approach [2] uses the register of activity - e.g., a sequence of visited URLs during a 
session like the basic unit. Based on this, they have developed techniques to calculate 
similarities between the trajectories of sequences and to make recommendations - for 
example, to similar pages to the visited ones. 

2.3.1 Social Data Mining 
The motivation to make an approach by means of applications with Data Mining is 
based on previous works of Social Data Mining in this research area [3]. This re-
search area emphasizes the role of the collective analysis of conduct effort, rather that 
the individual one. A social tendency results from the decisions of many individuals, 
joined only in the location in where they choose to coexist, yet this, still it reflects a 
rough notion of what the researchers of the area find of what could be a correct and 
valid social tendency [21]. The social tendency reflects the history of the use of a 
collective behavior, and serves like base to characterize the behavior of future de-
scendants [8]. The Data Mining approaches for social aspects look for analogous 
situations in the behavior registers [14]. The investigators look for situations where 
the groups of people are producing computer registers (such as documents, USENET 
messages, or Web sites and links to groups with a specific profile) like part of its 
normal activity. The potentially useful information implicit in these files is identified; 
and the computer techniques to display the results are designed. Thus the computer 
discovers and makes explicit the "social tendencies through the time" created by a 
particular type of community. 
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The systems that analyze social aspects with Data Mining do not require expert us-
ers in no new activity, due to this, the investigators in the subject try to explore the 
information of the users preference implicit in the existing activity registers. 

3 System Development 

The system will be able to analyze the behavior for each one of the samples of the 
Italian Communities, from the information of the RAI Internazionale scholarship 
holders, by means of WEKA use, which has demonstrated being an efficient tool for 
searching hiding parameters that must be discovered [18]. The compiled information 
was analyzed to discover behavior patterns that share these individuals, and based on 
their gender and age, we determine if this behavior was an innate or induced tendency 
by their family of Italian origin. 

3.1   Methodology 

The name of Data Mining derives from the similarities between looking for valuable 
information in great data bases - for example: to find information of the tendencies of 
the society behavior in great amounts of stored Gigabytes – and mining a mountain to 
find a vein of valuable metals. Both processes require to examine an immense amount 
of material, or to investigate intelligently until finding exactly where the values reside 
(see Figure 1). If data bases of sufficient size and quality are available, the Data Min-
ing technology can generate new opportunities of interpretation when providing these 
capacities. 

3.1.1 Automatic Prediction of Tendencies and Behavior.  
Data mining automates the process to find predictable information in great data bases 
(See Figure 1). Questions that traditionally required an intensive manual analysis now 
can be directly and quickly answered from the data [14]. 

A typical example of a predictable problem is the marketing oriented to objectives 
(targeted marketing). Data mining uses data derived of previous promotional mailing 
campaigns to identify possible objectives to maximize results of the investment in 
future mailing. Other predictable problems include forecasting of future financial 
problems and other forms of breach, and identify the population segments that re-
spond probably to similar events. 

3.1.2 Automatic Discovering of Previously Unknown Models 
The Data Mining Data tools sweep the data bases and identify previously hidden 
models in only one step. Other problems for models discovering include the detection 
of credit card fraudulent transactions and to identify abnormal data that can represent 
keypunch errors in the load of data.  

The Data mining techniques can generate benefits for the automatization of exist-
ing hardware and software platforms and can be implemented into new systems as the 
existing platforms get updated and new products are developed[7]. 
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Fig. 1. Data Mining process. The society information inside a Data bases is cleaned and stored 
in a Data Ware House, then is mined by means of a loop back selection and patterns evaluation 
process processes 

When the Data mining tools are implemented in high performance parallel process-
ing systems, can analyze massive data bases in just few minutes. Faster processing 
means that the users can automatically experiment with more models to understand 
complex data [5]. High speed is practical for the user and makes possible to analyze 
immense amounts of data. The great data bases, as well, can produce better predic-
tions. 

The data bases can be huge as well on depth as well as on width.  
More columns. So many times analysts must limit the number of variables to ex-

amine when manual analysis are done due limitations on time. However, variables 
that are suppressed because they seem without importance can provide information 
about unknown models. A high performance Data mining allows users to explore the 
whole data base, without a set of variables preselection [10]. 

More rows. Bigger samples produce less estimation errors and deflections, and al-
low users to make inferences about small but important population segments. 

4 Applied Tool 

We use a Data mining tool called WEKA to analyze data. First, we proceed to de-
velop a model that allows explain the behavior showed by the four Italian communi-
ties, and how affects their computer activities and therefore their likes and purchase 
intention on the web. Figure 2 and 3 shows WEKA usage to discover the existent 
relation among four parameters associated to Italianitá. 

We found in both cases that the RAI scholarship holders outside Italy showed a 
higher “Italianitá” regarding native Italians. 

This can be explained by the Pygmalion effect because they resist losing their an-
cestors customs, and purchase decision is highly influenced by this effect induced by 
their relatives. 
 

SociedadSociedad
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Fig. 2. WEKA justifying the relation among the “some Italian” web site creation with the 
relation to download Italian music (superior cluster). Users that download music but do not 
have the intention to create a “some Italian” web site form another group (inferior cluster) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. Shows the relation to participate on a Chat on Italian with the purchase of items of 
Italian Origin 

5 Results 

We took in consideration RAI Internazionale scholarship holders of four Italian com-
munities: Sample 1 (Melbourne, Australia), Sample 2 (Radamelli, Brasil), Sample 3 
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(Perugia, Italy) and Sample 4 (Manuel González Colony, Mexico City), to whose an 
instrument was applied by this organization, to identify different computer activities 
and purchase habits (See Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Differences on computer skills by gender for the four Italian communities studied 

  Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 

  F M F M F M F M 

n 36 46 29 43 21 56 72 35 

Online purchase of Italian books 
22% 22% 21% 26% 29% 27% 14% 11% 

Online purchase of any book 34% 31% 39% 21% 38% 37% 25% 26% 

Having a PC 84% 87% 91% 80% 100% 96% 89% 91% 

Creation of a "some Italian" web site 25% 50% 43% 63% 38% 66% 24% 29% 

Write a Java Programm 39% 54% 4% 56% 29% 59% 7% 11% 

Prepare a Power Point Presentation 78% 85% 75% 81% 95% 91% 66% 66% 

Download documents on Italian with 
Acrobat 

83% 93% 82% 98% 76% 93% 56% 66% 

Sending photographs to relatives in Italy 
by means of e-mail 

69% 91% 71% 79% 71% 87% 64% 66% 

Install extra memory 31% 48% 29% 56% 48% 71% 21% 29% 

Download Italian Music 72% 89% 89% 91% 81% 87% 80% 74% 

Install an extra floppy drive 19% 57% 32% 40% 24% 66% 19% 20% 

Send a static/silence greeting card               83% 67% 86% 74% 76% 70% 80% 60% 

Send a animated/musical greeting card      81% 77% 89% 70% 76% 70% 79% 46% 

Participate on Chats on Italian 61% 87% 75% 86% 71% 80% 73% 69% 

Send an attachment by e-mail                      91% 84% 100% 100% 100% 100% 87% 86% 

Installation of a  computers network 11% 17% 14% 44% 19% 60% 6% 6% 

Purchase an italian origin item 80% 72% 71% 86% 71% 91% 76% 66% 

Upgrade the PC's operating system 45% 47% 43% 72% 29% 79% 37% 34% 

Research for online papers/assesments        88% 93% 100% 98% 90% 100% 98% 91% 

Defragmentation of hard disk 48% 45% 75% 88% 52% 80% 47% 57% 

Send a movie/video by e-mail 27% 33% 39% 65% 100% 62% 15% 31% 

Purchase anything italian on “e-bay” (or 
other site)                 

35% 29% 18% 44% 33% 59% 28% 31% 

Sell anything italian on "e-bay" (or other 
site) 

19% 14% 11% 16% 19% 21% 10% 6% 

Sum of PC Knowlege and Italianitá (mean) 
5.6 7.2 12 14 11.1 14.9 9.7 9.4 

 
The use of Data mining in social aspects has demonstrated being key part to cor-

roborate the tendencies of a group with common ancestors (Pygmalion Effect), al-
though on each group we identified factors that distorted the data analyzed in the 
answers (the factor of Lying is greater in women than in men), we found variations 
depending on the Italian community origin, see Table 2. 
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Table 2. Predictors to do computer activities and online purchase of books or items of Italian 
origin 

Study 1 Women Men 
Skills for PC/Internet              0.43 0.15 
Extraversion 0.23 0.10 
Neuroticism        -0.30 0.19 

 
Study 2 Women Men 

Skills for PC/Internet               0.44 0.26 
Attitudes toward money: 

Power    0.14 0.04 
Retention    0.06 0.33 
Un confidence      -0.13 0.21 
Anxiety    -0.25 0.26 

 
Study 3 Women Men 

Skills for the PC/Internet               0.48 0.35 
Psychopath 0.37 -0.15 
Extroversion -0.08 0.01 
Neuroticism            0.21 -0.06 
Factor of Lying                                0.23 0.10 

 
Study 4 Women Men 

Skills for PC/Internet             -0.02 0.11 
Computers Anxiety                    -0.07 0.21 
Computers Attitude                 0.07 0.21 
Attitudes for the Internet                       -0.03 0.04 

6 Conclusions 

There are an important number of questions that deserve additional research. One will 
be to find new information sources to mine about the users preferences. As we dis-
cuss earlier, researchers have investigated the hyperlinks structure, the electronic 
conversations and users’ purchase records [12]. 

An area with great potential is the electronic usage of media, specifically, digital 
music. By analyzing what kind of music is someone listening, a system can deduce 
the songs, the singers and the genders the person prefers, and by using this informa-
tion recommend additional songs and artists, to get the person in touch with people of 
similar interests. We made an approach on this direction with a system that allows 
users to view individual and group historical listening lists and define with this in-
formation new listening lists [1]. In [6] is shown a system that learns of the user pref-
erences based on the music listened, after songs are selected to be play on a shared 
physical environment, based on the preferences of the whole people present. Mean-
while the user preferences are extracted from a large number of sources; the idea to 
combine different types of preferences starts to be important. In PHOAKS [19] pref-
erences are extracted from web pages since USENET messages and then presented to 
the users. Showing how the users visualize this information. PHOAKS keeps the 
track on what pages the users did click (other type of implicit preference). 
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Development of general techniques to combine different types of preferences is 
now a challenge. Panzanni [15] presents a method to give weight to different types of 
contributions, however, if this is the best combination of methods and how to deter-
mine the proper weights is still a complex idea. Such system will combine the people 
advantages – applying the judgment to select the initial system of collections – and of 
computers to apply analysis of techniques to provide remarked information and to 
store updated collections. A similar tactic will be to use a search engine. Finally, this 
discussion shows that even a very large system, manually constructed from “base” 
pages can be improved perceptibly by providing additional characteristics, grouping 
pages on sites, and offering a user friendly interface. 

7 Future Works 

We are planning to apply a similar methodology to identify Mexican way of being, 
attitudes and purchasing habits over the Internet from Mexicans living abroad, spe-
cifically in the United States and in the European Union. They represent more than 
thirty million persons, almost a quarter of the total Mexican population, that repre-
sents the first international income for the Mexican Economy and a very interesting 
target market to explore for business opportunities. 

By using a different instrument and samples from different places of the world, we 
are planning to compare two societies without sea and with a high migration level. 
Our basic question is: Can these societies develop similar behaviours?  
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Abstract. We introduce a novel learning algorithm for noise elimination. Our
algorithm is based on the re-measurement idea for the correction of erroneous ob-
servations and is able to discriminate between noisy and noiseless observations by
using kernel methods. We apply our noise-aware algorithms to the prediction of
stellar population parameters, a challenging astronomical problem. Experimental
results adding noise and useful anomalies to the data show that our algorithm pro-
vides a significant reduction in error, without having to eliminate any observation
from the original dataset.

1 Introduction

Real world data are never as good as we would like them to be and often can suffer from
corruption that may affect data interpretation, data processing, classifiers and models
generated from data as well as decisions based on them. On the other hand, data can also
contain useful anomalies, which often result in interesting findings, motivating further
investigation. Thus, unusual data can be due to several factors including: ignorance
and human mistakes, the inherent variability of the domain, rounding and transcription
errors, instrument malfunction, biases and, most important, rare but correct and useful
behavior. For these reasons it is necessary to develop techniques that allow us to deal
with unusual data.

Data cleaning is a well studied task in many areas dealing with databases, never-
theless, this task requires a large time investment. Indeed, between 30% to 80% of the
data analysis task is spent on cleaning and understanding the data [1]. An expert can
clean the data, but this requires a large time investment, growing with the number of
observations in the data set, which results in expensive costs. From here arises the need
to automate this task. However, this is not easy, since useful anomalies and noise may
look quite similar to an algorithm. For this reason we need to endow to such algorithm
with more human-like reasoning. In this work the re-measurement idea is proposed;
this approach consist of detecting suspect data and, by analyzing new observations of
these objects, substitute errors while retaining anomalies and correct data for a posterior
analysis. This idea is based on the natural way in which a human clarifies his/her doubts
when he/she is not sure about the correctness of a datum. When a person suspects of
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an object’s observation, a new observation or many more can be obtained to confirm or
discard the observer’s hypothesis.

The proposed methods could be useful in areas such as machine learning, data min-
ing, pattern recognition, data cleansing, data warehousing and information retrieval. In
this work we oriented our efforts to improve data quality and prediction accuracy for
machine learning problems, specifically, for the estimation of stellar population para-
meters, an interesting domain in which an algorithm based on re-measuring is suitable
to test.

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we present a brief survey of
related works. In Section 3 we introduce the astronomical domain used in this work;
in Section 4 the kernel methods that we used are described. In Section 5 the proposed
algorithms are introduced. In Section 6 experimental results evaluating the performance
of our algorithms are presented. Finally, we summarize our findings and discuss future
directions for this work in Section 7.

2 Related Work

Recent approaches for data cleansing do not distinguish between useful anomalies and
noise, they just eliminate the detected suspect data [2–8]. However, we should not elim-
inate a datum unless we can determine that it is invalid. This often is not possible for
several reasons, including: human-hour cost, time investment, ignorance about the do-
main we are dealing with and even inherent uncertainty. Nevertheless, if we could guar-
antee that an algorithm will successfully distinguish errors from correct observations,
the difficult problem would be solved. As a human does, an algorithm can confirm or
discard a hypothesis by analyzing several measurements of the same object.

The idea of requesting new observations as a strategy for data cleansing has been
little explored. Here we present some related works that deal with anomaly detection
and data cleaning.

In [9] an interactive method for data cleaning that uses the optimal margin classifier
(OMC) is presented. The OMC is used to identify suspect data, suspect observations
are shown to an expert in the domain, who then decides their validity.

Prototype [10] and instance selection [11] implicitly can eliminate instances degrad-
ing the performance of instance-based learning algorithms. Other algorithms saturate a
dataset with the risk of eliminating all objects that could define a concept or class, these
methods include the use of instance pruning trees [8] and the saturation filtering algo-
rithm [4]. Ensembles of classifiers had been successfully used to identify mislabeled
instances in classification problems [12, 5, 13], however, once again the identified in-
stances are deleted from the data set.

In the outlier/anomaly detection area there are many published works, however,
these approaches are intended only for the detection of rare data. The anomaly detec-
tion problem has been approached using statistical [14] and probabilistic knowledge
[15], distance and similarity-dissimilarity functions [16–18], metrics and kernels [19],
accuracy when dealing with labeled data, association rules, properties of patterns and
other specific domain features.
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Variants and modifications to the support vector machine algorithm have been pro-
posed, trying to isolate the outlier class: in [20] an algorithm to find the support of a
dataset, which can be used to find outliers, is presented; in [6] the sphere with minimal
radius enclosing most of the data is found and in [7] the correct class is separated from
the origin and from the outlier class for a given data set.

There are many more methods for anomaly detection than the presented here, how-
ever, we have only presented some of the representative ones. What is important to
notice is that at the moment there are automated approaches for data cleaning that are
concerned with the elimination of useful data.

3 Estimation of Stellar Populations Parameters

In most of the scientific disciplines we are facing a massive data overload, and astron-
omy is not the exception. With the development of new automated telescopes for sky
surveys, terabytes of information are being generated. Such amounts of information
need to be analyzed in order to provide knowledge and insight that can improve our
understanding about the evolution of the universe. Such analysis becomes impossible
using traditional techniques, thus automated tools should be developed. Recently, ma-
chine learning researchers and astronomers have been collaborating towards the goal
of automating astronomical data analysis tasks. Such collaborations have resulted in
the automation of several astronomical tasks. These works include galaxy classification
[21], prediction of stellar atmospheric parameters [22] and estimation of stellar popula-
tion parameters [23].

In this work we applied our algorithms for the prediction of stellar population pa-
rameters: ages, relative contribution, metal content, reddening and redshift. In the re-
maining of this section the data used are briefly described.

3.1 Analysis of Galactic Spectra

Almost all the relevant information about a star can be obtained from its spectrum,
which is a plot of flux against wavelength. An analysis of a galactic spectrum can reveal
valuable information about stellar formation, as well as other physical parameters such
as metal content, mass and shape. The accurate knowledge of these parameters is very
important for cosmological studies and for the understanding of galaxy formation and
evolution. Template fitting has been used to carry out estimates of the distribution of
age and metallicity from spectral data. Although this technique achieves good results, it
is very expensive in terms of computing time and therefore can be applied only to small
samples.

Modeling Galactic Spectra Theoretical studies have shown that a galactic spectrum
can be modeled with good accuracy as a linear combination of three spectra, corre-
sponding to young, medium and old stellar populations, see Figure 1, with their respec-
tive metallicity, together with a model of the effects of interstellar dust in these individ-
ual spectra. Interstellar dust absorbs energy preferentially at short wavelengths, near the
blue end of the visible spectrum, while its effects on longer wavelengths, near the red
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end of the spectrum, are small. This effect is called reddening in the astronomical litera-
ture. Let f(λ) be the energy flux emitted by a star or group of stars at wavelength λ. The
flux detected by a measuring device can be approximated as d(λ) = f(λ)(1 − e−rλ),
where r is a constant that defines the amount of reddening in the observed spectrum and
depends on the size and density of the dust particles in the interstellar medium.

We also need to consider the redshift, which tells us how the light emitted by distant
galaxies is shifted to longer wavelengths, when compared to the spectrum of closer
galaxies. This is taken as evidence that the universe is expanding and that it started in
a Big Bang. More distant objects generally exhibit larger redshifts; these more distant
objects are also seen as they were further back in time, because the light has taken
longer to reach us.

Fig. 1. Stellar spectra of young, intermediate and old populations.

We build a simulated galactic spectrum given constants c1, c2, and c3, with
∑3

i=1 ci =
1 and ci > 0, that represent the relative contributions of young, medium and old stel-
lar populations, respectively; their reddening parameters r1, r2, r3, and the ages of the
populations a1 ∈ {106, 106.3, 106.6, 107, 107.3} years, a2 ∈ {107.6, 108, 108.3108.6}
years, and a3 ∈ {109, 1010.2} years,

g(λ) =
∑3

i,m=1 cis(mi, ai, λ)(1− eriλ)

with m ∈ {0.0004, 0.004, 0.008, 0.02, 0.05} in solar units and m1 ≥ m2 ≥ m3, finally
we add an artificial redshift Z by:

λ = λ0(Z + 1), 0 < Z ≤ 1
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Therefore, the learning task is to estimate the parameters: reddening (r1, r2, r3), metal-
licities (m1,m2,m3), ages (a1, a2, a3), relative contributions (c1, c2, c3), and redshift
Z, from the spectra.

4 Kernel Methods

Kernel methods have been shown to be useful tools for pattern recognition, dimension-
ality reduction, denoising, and image processing. In this work we use kernel methods
for dimensionality reduction, novelty detection and anomaly-noise differentiation.

4.1 Kernel PCA

Stellar populations data are formed with instances with dimensionality d = 12134,
therefore, in order to perform experiments in feasible time we need a method for di-
mensionality reduction. Kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) [24] is a relative
recent technique, which takes the classical PCA technique to the feature space, taking
advantage of ”kernel functions”. This feature space is obtained by a mapping from the
linear input space to a commonly nonlinear feature space F by Φ : RN → F, x �→ X.

In order to perform PCA in F , we assume that we are dealing with centered data,
using the covariance matrix in F, C = 1

l

∑l
j=1 Φ(xj)Φ(xj)T , we need to find λ ≥ 0

and v ∈ F \ {0} satisfying λV = CV. After some mathematical manipulation and
defining a M ×M matrix K by

Ki,j := (Φ(xi), Φ(xj)) (1)

the problem reduces to λα = Kα, knowing that there exist coefficients αi(i = 1, . . . , l)
such that λV =

∑l
i=1 λiΦ(xi).

Depending on the dimensionality of the dataset, matrix K in (1) could be very ex-
pensive to compute, however, a much more efficient way to compute dot products of
the form (Φ(x), Φ(y)) is by using kernel representations k(x, y) = (Φ(x) ·Φ(y)), which
allow us to compute the value of the dot product in F without having to carry out the
expensive mapping Φ.

Not all dot product functions can be used, only those that satisfy Mercer’s theorem
[25]. In this work we used a polynomial kernel (Eq. 2).

k(x, y) = ((x · y) + 1)d (2)

4.2 Kernel based novelty detection

In order to develop an accurate nose-aware algorithm we need first a precise method
for novelty detection. We decided to use a novelty detection algorithm that has outper-
formed others in an experimental comparison [26]. This algorithm presented in [19]
computes the center of mass for a dataset in feature space by using a kernel matrix K,
then a threshold t is fixed by considering an estimation error (Eq. 3) of the empirical
center of mass, as well as distances between objects and such center of mass in a dataset.

t =

√
2 ∗ φ

n
∗
(
√

2 +

√
ln

1

δ

)
(3)
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where φ = max(diag(K)), andK is the kernel matrix of the dataset with size n×n; δ
is a confidence parameter for the detection process. This is an efficient and very precise
method; for this work we used a polynomial kernel function (Eq. 2) of degree 1.

5 Noise-Aware Algorithms

Before introducing the noise-aware algorithms, the re-measuring process must be clar-
ified. Given a set of instances: X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, with xi ∈ Rn (generated from a
known and controlled process by means of measurement instruments or human record-
ing), we have a subset S ⊂ X of instances xs

i with S = {xs
1, x

s
2, . . . , x

s
m} andm << n

that, according to a method for anomaly detection are suspect to be incorrect observa-
tions. Then, the re-measuring process consists of generating another observation xs′

i for
each of the m objects, in the same conditions and using the same configuration that
when the original observations were made.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the base noise-aware algorithm.

In Figure 2 the base noise-aware algorithm is shown. The data preprocessing module
includes dimensionality reduction, scaling data, feature selection or similar necessary
processes. In the next step, suspect data are identified by using an anomaly detection
method. Then, a confidence level cl is calculated; this cl indicates how rare an object is,
and it can be used to determine the number of new measurements to obtain for each of
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the suspicious instances. cl is obtained from the distance of the suspect instances to the
center of mass of the full data set, and it is defined in Eq. (4).

cli =
{

1 if log(di ∗ C) ≤ 0
round(log(di ∗ C)) otherwise

(4)

Where di is the distance in feature space of the suspect instance xs
1 to the center of mass

of the full data set, and C is a scaling constant.
For the anomaly-noise discrimination we decided to use a kernel, since kernels can

be used to calculate similarity between objects [25]. Several kernels were tested, but the
kernel that best distinguished among dissimilar instances was the extended radial basis
function (Eq. 5) with σ = 0.25.

k(x, y) = exp

(
−√‖x− y‖2

2σ2

)
(5)

We generated simple rules to discriminate among noise, outliers and common instances.
If an object is correct, the algorithm leaves that object intact, otherwise, the noisy ob-
servation is substituted by one in the new measurements. The generated decision rules
were:

O =

{
not− outlier if kavg ≥ 0.99 and cl = 1
outlier if kavg ≥ 0.8 and cl ≥ 2
noise otherwise

where kavg = 1
cl

∑cl
j=1 k(x, yj), is the average of the kernel evaluations given a suspect

instance x and its cl new measurements y1, . . . , ycl as inputs. As we can see, outliers
and common instances will be detected with only a new observation, while noise will be
re-measured a few times, finally all of the noise is substituted by a correct measurement
or in other approach by the average of the re-measurements.

The algorithm from Figure 2 can be used for cleaning datasets, eliminating all of
the noise and retaining correct observations. Now we have to describe how to take
advantage of it to improve the results of a machine learning task.

In Figure 3, the base noise-aware algorithm is adapted to predict the stellar pop-
ulation parameters in the astronomical data, using locally-weighted linear regression
LWLR [27], a well known machine learning algorithm.

We have divided the data cleaning process into two phases: training and testing.
Data cleaning in training is just what we have descibed before in the base algorithm.
Data cleaning for testing data is somewhat different, in this setting we have a new
data set of p (unseen) new observations. Then, the algorithm uses the distance of each
test observation to the center of mass of the improved training set to determine the
set of suspicious test data. Suspect observations are re-measured. Then, the erroneous
observations are differentiated from correct observations and wrong data are substituted
by the average of their measurements, while for correct rare observations the original
measurement was used. In the case of correct observations we could also use the average
of the measurements, which, as we will see, results in better accuracy in experiments
with noisy data.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of a noise-aware machine learning algorithm.

6 Experimental Results

We performed several experiments in order to test the performance of our algorithms. In
each experiment we generated a dataset of 200 observations for training and 3 datasets
of 100 observations for testing. We used LWLR as learning algorithm considering a
neighborhood of 80 objects. All results presented here are averages over the three test
datasets.

In the first experiment we tested the base noise-aware algorithm inserting noise and
outliers to the datasets. For this experiment all of the data were affected with low-level
noise; 5% of the data were affected with extreme gaussian noise with zero mean, and
varying the value of σ2, as shown in Figure 4. Furthermore, 5% of the data were affected
by inserting useful anomalies.

Useful anomalies were simulated in a realistic way. Commonly, redshift values lie in
the range (0 ≤ Z ≤ 0.4); redshifts higher than 1 are useful anomalies for astronomers.
In astronomy, locating galaxies with redshifts over 2 is very useful for galaxy evolution
research. We simulated in 5% of the data redshifts between 2 and 4 (2 ≤ Z ≤ 4).

The experiment consists of applying the algorithm from Figure 3, to the prediction
of the stellar population parameters, using a training dataset previously improved with
the algorithm from Figure 2. Results of these experiments are shown in Table 1; the
mean absolute error (M.A.E.) reduction is presented. We report results using different
configurations for training and testing. We can see that the best results are those ob-
tained when the training set has been improved with our algorithm. The best result was
obtained when the original (affected) test data were used, however, there is not a sig-
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Table 1. Percentage of M.A.E. reduction for the different configurations on the training and test
sets. Noisy is the original (affected) data set, and noise-aware is the data that have been previously
improved with our algorithm. The first column indicates the training data used, while the first row
indicates the test data used.

Training/Test Noisy Noise-Aware
Noisy 0 0.01

Noise-Aware 4.19 3.46

nificant difference. What is important to notice is that an improvement in the training
set results in an improvement of the prediction accuracy in the test sets. Something re-
markable, that is not shown in the tables, is that the noise-aware algorithm detected 14
of the 15 total artificially-added anomalies on the test datasets. Furthermore, 100% of
the noisy observations were corrected, which would result in data quality improvement
without a loss of useful information. In order to determine how much the heuristics im-

Fig. 4. Sample spectra with the different levels of noise added. In all of the figures, the noise is
Gaussian with zero mean and varying the standard deviation in each case.

plemented in the noise-aware algorithms help to improve the accuracy, we performed
another experiment. In the following experiments we compared the performance of our
algorithm with one that re-measures randomly, without repetition; again, we divided
the data into training and test sets. For these experiments, all of the data sets were af-
fected with 4 different noise levels (gaussian, with mean zero and varying the standard
deviations), see Figure 4. The experiment consists of comparing the noise-aware algo-
rithm form Figure 3 with one that randomly chooses instances to re-measure. In this
scenario, we have the capability of performing R new measurements. Therefore, the
random method performs a new measurement of R objects chosen randomly, without
repetition. On the other hand, the noise-aware algorithm (Figure 3) iterates on the data
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set, untilR re-measurements are made. That is, in each iteration the algorithm identifies,
re-measures and corrects erroneous observations. We substituted the noisy observations
by the average of the new measurements, due to the nature of the noise added. The re-
sults for the training phase, with R = 200, 100, 66, are presented in Table 3. We can

Table 2. Percentage of M.A.E. reduction, Noisy is the original (affected) dataset; noise-aware is
the dataset that has been improved with our algorithm; random is the dataset improved with the
method that re-measures randomly.

R = 200

% Time
Noisy 0 0

Random −6.35 273.86
Noise-Aware 15.54 298.56

R = 100

Noisy 0 0
Random −7.11 138.9

Noise-Aware 14.82 154.38
R = 66

Noisy 0 0
Random −1.39 90.79

Noise-Aware 9.65 147.40

Table 3. Percentage of M.A.E. reduction in the training phase for different values of R, for the
random method and the noise-aware algorithm.

Training/Test Noisy Random Noise-Aware
Noisy 0.00 2.88 2.12

Random −3.4 −5.86 −2.07

Noise-Aware 6.15 7.01 6.61

see from Table 3 that there is a clear improvement by using our algorithm instead of
the one that re-measures randomly. Indeed, when the random method is used there is
a slight decrease in accuracy. The improvement is large when we iterate our algorithm
until 200 new measurements are made. Moreover, the difference in processing time is
small. The performance of the algorithms in the test sets can be seen in Table 2. Again,
we presented different configurations for training and testing. From Table 2, we can
observe that the best result was obtained when we used the improved training data. For
testing, the best result was obtained when the random algorithm was used. However, the
difference in accuracy is small. We performed the same experiment but instead of using
the original measurement for low and medium noise affected observations, we used the
average of the new-measurements. Results of this experiment are shown in Table 4. We
can see that there is a clear improvement in our algorithm when all of the suspect data
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Table 4. Percentage of M.A.E. reduction for the different configurations of training and test sets.
In this experiment all of the suspect observations were substituted by the average of the new
measurements in the noise-aware algorithm.

Training/Test Noisy Random Noise-Aware
Noisy 0.00 0.21 2.81

Random −2.46 −2.7 −1.18

Noise-Aware 5.69 6.74 10.88

were substituted. With this modification, the best result is obtained when both training
and testing data were improved with our algorithm. The improvement is around 11% in
accuracy. The behavior of the random method was similar to that in Table 2.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented the re-measuring idea as a method for the correction of erroneous
observations in corrupted datasets without eliminating potentially useful observations.
Experimental results showed that the use of a noise-aware algorithm in training sets
improves prediction accuracy using LWLR as learning algorithm. The algorithms were
able to detect and correct 100% of the erroneous observations and around 90% of the
artificial outliers, which resulted in a data quality improvement. Furthermore, we have
shown that the noise-aware algorithms outperformed a method that re-measures ran-
domly in the prediction of stellar population parameters, a difficult astronomical data
analysis problems.

Present and future work includes testing our algorithms on benchmark datasets to
determine their scope of applicability. Also, we plan to apply noise-aware algorithms in
other astronomical domains as well as in other areas, including bioinformatics, medical
diagnosis, and image analysis.
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Abstract. The Geography Markup Language (GML) is a standard XML-
based language that enables the representation and easy interchange of
geographic data between Geographic Information Systems (GIS).
In this paper, we explored the compressibility of GML performing some
empirical experiments over real GML corpus using a wide set of well-
known compressors. In particular, the main characteristics of GML are
first described. Next, it is shown how these characteristics can be ex-
ploited to achieve a better compression rate on GML files. We use these
ideas to design a specific parser and a strategy to compress the repre-
sentation of geographic objects (their coordinates in a map). Finally, to
check the correctness of our hypothesis, the same GML files are com-
pressed by applying the new parser and coordinates encoding strategy.

1 Introduction

In the last years, the technology underlying Spatial Databases and Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) has undergone a great development. As a conse-
quence, public administrations and governments are increasingly demanding
tools and applications based on Geographic Information Systems (GIS) tech-
nology. This technology uses spatial extensions for object-relational databases
to store the geometry of geographical objects. That is, these applications not only
use standard alphanumeric data, but also geographic data to represent both the
shape and the situation in the territory of different geographic objects (plots,
roads, buildings, rivers, etc.).

The use of many different commercial off-the-shelf GIS tools, supporting dif-
ferent geographic data formats, makes the interchange of data among different
systems difficult. To overcome these inter-operability problems, a standardiza-
tion effort has been undertaken by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). An
? Partially supported by MCyT (PGE and FEDER) grant(TIC2003-06593) and Xunta
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important result of such an effort is the definition of the Geography Markup
Language (GML), which is an XML language that enables the representation of
objects with both alphanumeric and geographic attributes of any kind.

The last version of this language has recently become a draft of the ISO
technical committee 211, which is in charge of standardization in the field of
digital geographic information.

Geographic datasets usually contain many geographic objects, each of them
defined in terms of a long list of floating point coordinates. Therefore, represent-
ing such datasets with GML usually leads to huge text files and consequently to
serious efficiency problems in their storage and transmission over the Internet.

To the best of our knowledge, no compression techniques have ever been
used to compress GML. Probably this is due to the fact that the systematic use
of GML is new, in fact the ISO committee is still standardizing GML. On the
other hand, a good part of the GIS community does not have a computer science
background.

In this paper, the application of various compression techniques to GML files
has been investigated. In particular, in Section 2 the main characteristics GIS and
GML are first described. Next, in Section 3, it is shown how these characteristics
can be exploited to achieve a better compression rate on GML files and, also in
this section, we present strategies to parser and to process coordinates in order
to obtain a better compression by taking advantage of those features. Finally,
in Section 4, the compressibility of GML is tested using real GML corpus and
a wide set of well known compressors. We first use all the compressors directly
over the GML files to have a baseline to compare with, and then, we explore the
utility of our strategies to improve the compression ratio.

There are several well-known classic compression techniques such as Huffman
[18] or Ziv-Lempel [27]. However, the widespread of the web caused the devel-
opment of a wide range of new compression techniques designed to save storage
space and/or transmission time.

Some of these compression methods [22, 21, 12, 14, 13] are statistical (also
known as “zero-order substitution” methods). Statistical compression techniques
split the original text into symbols and each symbol is represented (in the com-
pressed text) by a unique codeword. Compression is achieved by assigning shorter
codewords to more frequent symbols. These techniques need to compute the fre-
quency of each original symbol and then a coding scheme is used to assign a
codeword to each symbol.

Other compression methods [17, 27] are based on the use of a dictionary.
These methods substitute the occurrence of strings in the text by pointers (all
of them with the same length) to the correct entry in the dictionary. The longer
the strings, the better the compression. These methods take advantage of the
co-occurrence of characters or words because it permits, in general, longer strings
and shorter dictionaries.

Both kinds of compression methods can be either static (vocabulary/dictionary
fixed in advance), semistatic or dynamic. Semistatic statistical compression meth-
ods are also known as two pass methods [22, 21, 12, 14] since they perform two
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passes over the original text. In the first pass, they compute the frequency of
each symbol, then the coding schema of each method assigns a codeword to each
source symbol in the vocabulary and finally, in the second pass, each input sym-
bol in the original text is substituted by its corresponding codeword. Something
similar happens with semistatic dictionary-based methods [17].

Classic statistical compression methods used characters as input symbols.
However, Moffat in [20] proposed the use of words instead of characters as the
symbols to be compressed. By using words instead of characters compression
ratios improve drastically, because the distribution of words is much more biased
than that of characters.

There are still other well-known compression methods that follow different
strategies. For example, arithmetic compressors [16] represent the whole text
with a single number depending on the probability of the words in the text. PPM
[11] is a statistical compressor that uses arithmetic encoding. Finally, since XML
has been proposed as a standard to represent documents some research has been
oriented to explode the structure of the documents to get a better compression.
SCM-PPM [10] is an example of this kind of compressors.

2 Geographic Information Systems: Basic Concepts

For the purposes of the present paper, geographic or spatial data is any kind
of data with a reference to Geographic Space, i.e., to the Earth surface. Two
main categories of spatial data have been identified in the GIS literature [23, 24],
spatial objects and spatial fields. A spatial object is described by a collection of
properties of conventional data types (integer, real, string, etc.) and a collection
of properties of spatial data types (point, line, surface), the latter defining its
position and shape in Geographic Space. Examples of spatial objects are cities,
rivers, roads etc.

A spatial field is a mapping from the positions of a subset of Geographic
Space to the domain of some conventional property. A spatial field may be either
discrete or continuous. In a discrete field, a single conventional value is assigned
to each different element of a finite collection of either points or lines or surfaces.
Examples of discrete spatial fields are the soil type, vegetation type, etc. In the
case of continuous fields each point of an infinite subsect of Geographic Space
is mapped to a value of a conventional domain. Examples of continuous spatial
fields are the temperature, elevation above see level, etc.

A Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) includes a collection of spatial data
sources and services. The services are useful to discover, access and process the
data in the data sources integrated in the SDI. To guarantee the interoperabil-
ity between the services of a SDI, the definition of standards was something
mandatory. The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) [9] has proposed standard
specifications for the interfaces of web services that enable a uniform access to
heterogeneous collections of spatial data sources. In particular, a Web Feature
Service (WFS) may be used to access repositories of spatial objects (Features
with geometry in OGC terminology) in the web. Similarly, a Web Coverage Ser-
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vice (WCS) may be used to access repositories of spatial fields (coverages in
OGC terminology). Finally, a Web Map Service (WMS) may also be used to
generate maps (images in formats such as JPG, PNG, SVG, etc.) by assigning
visualization styles (colors, line widths, etc.) to the data retrieved from WFSs
and WCSs. Commercial and open source tools already exist that implement the
standard WFS [1, 4, 8, 6, 7], WCS [1, 3] and WMS [1, 8, 6, 7] interfaces above. To
represent the data retrieved by the WFS, the OGC has also defined an XML
language called Geography Markup Language (GML). Versions 1.0, 2.0 and 2.1
of GML support the representation of both conventional and spatial properties
of spatial objects. Among other pieces of functionality, support for the represen-
tation of spatial fields has been added to GML in versions 3.0 and 3.1. Therefore,
GML can now also be used to represent data retrieved by a WCS. Version 3.1 of
GML is currently a draft of the ISO technical committee 211, which is in charge
of the standardization in the area of digital geographic information. Finally, it
is remarked that most of the GML currently used is coded with version 2.1,
therefore the remainder of this paper is restricted to this version. According to
this, the following subsection gives a brief description of the representation of
spatial objects in GML 2.1.

It is interesting to point out that all these standards are in full use since its
definition because they were fully accepted by the GIS community. In Europe,
the INSPIRE (INfrastructure for SPatial InfoRmation in Europe) [5] initiative
of the European Commission intends to trigger the creation of an European
SDI, which integrates national, regional and local SDIs of the member states.
To establish a legal framework for the creation and operation of such and SDI, a
directive of the European Parliament and of the Council has also been proposed
by the Commission. Such a directive will force public administrations at national,
regional and local level to follow the INSPIRE principles making mandatory the
use of the described standards including GML. Therefore in the near future
more and more GML files will be exchanged among spatial databases, at less
in Europe. As a consequence, the interest of developing techniques for GML
compression is clear.

2.1 Representing Spatial Objects in GML

To model Geographic space, a Coordinate Reference System (CRS) [19] is re-
quired, which assigns a tuple of numeric coordinates to each of its positions.
Various types of CRSs have been used since the first cartographic representa-
tions of the Earth surface. As an example, in a geographic CRS positions are
expressed in terms of latitude and longitude coordinates. Notice however that
because of the curvature of the Earth surface, in order to display its positions
in a 2-D flat surface (screen, paper sheet, etc.), a projection is needed. Thus, in
a projected CRS, positions are expressed in terms of 2-D cartesian coordinates,
and a projection is used to map each such position to the relevant position in
Geographic Space. The Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) is a well-known
example of such a projection. The generation of UTM coordinates for each po-
sition in the Earth surface is next informally illustrated. First, the shape of the
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Earth is approximated by an ellipsoid and each of its positions projected to a
horizontal cylinder that surrounds the spheroid. Then, the cylinder is unrolled
from north to south and the resulting flat surface partitioned into 60 vertical
zones, each of them of 6 degrees wide. The equator splits each such zone into two
subzones, north and south. A different origin of coordinates is assigned to each
of the above subzones. Both north and south subzones have their origin X coor-
dinate 500,000 meters west from the central meridian of the zone. However, the
origin Y coordinate of north and south subzones is placed, respectively, at the
equator and 10,000,000 meters south from the equator. These origins guarantee
that both X and Y coordinates of positions are always positive distances.

In order to represent in a computer the infinite number of points contained in
a spatial object, discrete finite representations had to be developed. Two main
types of such discrete representations can be found in the literature [23, 24],
namely vector and raster representations. Roughly speaking, in a vector rep-
resentation, the coordinates of the CRS are approximated by either integer or
floating point numbers. A point is represented by a pair of (x, y) coordinates of
the CRS. Lines are approximated by sequences of line segments, each of them
represented by its two end-points. A surface is represented by the vector approx-
imation of its boundary, which is in the general case composed of an exterior
boundary line and the boundary of a collection of holes. In a Raster representa-
tion, Geographic Space is partitioned into a collection of disjoint surfaces, called
cells, of the same size and shape (usually squared). A spatial object is approxi-
mated by a set of such cells. Finally, it is well-known that a vector representation
achieves a more precise representation of spatial objects and discrete spatial fields
with a low storage cost, whereas, raster representations are better suited for the
representation of continuous fields [24]. Therefore, the representation used by
GML for spatial objects is vector-based.

To illustrate the use of GML in a realistic example consider the schema shown
in Figure 1. It enables the representation of collections of municipalities in GML.

( 1)<?xml version="1.0"?>

( 2)<xsd:schema targetNamespace="http://www.core06.mx/Ex"

( 3) xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

( 4) xmlns:ex="http://www.core06.mx/Ex"

( 5) xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml" elementFormDefault="qualified">

( 6) <import namespace="http://www.opengis.net/gml" schemaLocation="feature.xsd"/>

( 7) <import namespace="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" schemaLocation="xlink.xsd"/>

( 8) <element name="Example" type="AbstractFeatureCollectionType"

( 9) substitutionGroup="gml:_FeatureCollection"/>

(10) <element name="Municipality" type="ex:MunicipalityType"

(11) substitutionGroup="gml:_Feature"/>

(12) <complexType name="MunicipalityType"> <complexContent>

(13) <extension base="gml:AbstractFeatureType"><sequence>

(14) <element name="id" type="long"/> <element name="name" type="string"/>

(15) <element name="population" type="float"/>

(16) <element name="geo" type="gml:PolygonPropertyType"/>

(17) </sequence> </extension>

(18) </complexContent> </complexType>

(19)</schema>

Fig. 1. XML Schema of a GML 2.1 Document.
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The import element in line (6) specifies the location of the file “feature.xsd”
that contains the schema for the definition of GML features (it is reminded
that a feature with geometry is the term used by the OGC to denote a spa-
tial object). Next, two elements are defined in the example schema. First an
“Example” element is declared as a subtype of the GML type AbstractFeatureC-
ollectionType, which enables the representation of collections of spatial objects.
It is remarked here that the OGC defines that a collection of features is also a
feature. Next, a “Municipality” element is declared. The definition of its type
“MunicipalityType” follows in lines (12-18). It is noticed that “Municipality-
Type” is defined as a subtype of the GML AbstractFeatureType, which is also
defined in “feature.xsd” and enables the representation of spatial objects. Be-
sides the general purpose properties already defined in type AbstractFeatureType,
“MunicipalityType” contains also application specific conventional properties of
each municipality. These are the “id” and “name” of the municipality. Finally,
a spatial property “geo” of spatial data type polygon is also included in the
“MunicipalityType”.

( 1)<?xml version="1.0"?>

( 2)<Example xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/gml"

( 3) xmlns:ex="http://www.core06.mx/Ex">

( 4)<boundedBy><Box><coord><X>308787.49</X><Y>4744080.86</Y></coord>

( 5) <coord><X>315101.36</X><Y>4748098.29</Y></coord></Box></boundedBy>

( 6)<featureMember> <ex:Municipality>

( 7) <ex:id>1</ex:id><ex:name>Mazaricos</ex:name>

( 8) <ex:geo><Polygon srsName="EPSG:23031"><outerBoundaryIs>

( 9) <LinearRing><coordinates>

(10) 309440.29,4744357.47 309038.81,4744668.04 308787.49,4745676.36

(11) 310118.86,4746562.93 310363.24,4747445.11 311109.89,4747560.09

(12) 312741.84,4748098.29 313455.53,4747914.19 309440.29,4744357.47

(13) </coordinates></LinearRing></outerBoundaryIs></Polygon></ex:geo>

(14)</ex:Municipality> </featureMember>

(15)<featureMember> <ex:Municipality>

(16) <ex:id>2</ex:id><ex:name>Oroso</ex:name>

(17) <ex:geo><Polygon srsName="EPSG:4230"><outerBoundaryIs>

(18) <LinearRing><coordinates>

(19) -99.0249938,56.6880477 -99.0258258,56.687203 -99.0255803,56.6863047

(20) -99.0248452,56.6854873 -99.0241594,56.685209 -99.023588,56.6851012

(21) -99.0223964,56.6851823 -99.018169,56.6861353 -99.0249938,56.6880477

(22) </coordinates></LinearRing></outerBoundaryIs></Polygon></ex:geo>

(23) </ex:Municipality> </featureMember>

(24)</Example>

Fig. 2. Example of a GML 2.1 Document.

Based on the GML schema described above, a GML document containing a
collection of two municipalities is shown in Figure 2. First, the minimum bound-
ing rectangle that contains all the spatial objects in the represented collection is
declared in the BoundedBy element in lines (4-5). It is noticed that the coordi-
nates of such a rectangle are given in the “EPSG:23029” CRS, name given by the
European Petroleum Survey Group to the UTM Zone 31 north. The BoundedBy
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element is mandatory for feature collections. Next the first member municipality
of the collection is represented. Line (7) represent the conventional properties of
the municipality (“id” and “name”). Next, lines (8-13) define the spatial prop-
erty “geo”, whose data type is polygon and whose coordinates are again coded
with the UTM CRS. The second municipality of the collection is represented in
lines (15-23). Now, the coordinates of the polygon of this municipality are coded
in degrees of latitude and longitude.

In the GML example in Figure 2, it can be observed that an important part
of the document is occupied by numeric coordinates. Obviously, the number of
coordinates depends much on the precision of the represented data. Usually, the
percentage of document occupied by coordinates is low in collections of point
spatial objects and large in collections of lines and surfaces, reaching in some
cases an amount of more than 80% of the file.

3 Compressing GML

GML documents are a special kind of textual documents, therefore we though
that compressing them as any other textual document, without considering their
specificity, would lead to losing compression ratio. Our hypothesis is that there
are some GML features that can be exploited to increase its compressibility. In
the next section we show the empirical data that proves such affirmation. In this
section, we describe the GML characteristics that we have exploited to improve
the compression ratio. Those features are:

1. GML files include many tags and numbers, which represent coordinates. On
the other hand, the alphanumeric part represents data extracted from the
columns of the non-spatial part of the database. Therefore it can not be
considered as a natural language document. Our hypothesis was that the
word frequency distribution in GML documents would be very different of
those typical in natural language documents.
We checked this hypothesis and computed the word frequency distribution of
GML text and we found that it could be approximated by the Zipf distribu-
tion [26], but the Θ parameter of Zipf distribution, that has a value between
1.2 and 1.6 in natural language text, has in GML text the average value of
0.6. Therefore, we thought that the usual word-based compressors used in
natural language documents such as [20–22, 14, 12] would not be efficient, as
we will prove later.

2. In natural language documents, words can be usually identified by a se-
quence of alphabetic characters (‘a’..‘z’, ‘A’..‘Z’, ‘0’..‘9’) and everything be-
tween words is considered a separator. However, GML is cluttered with tags,
and each appearance of a specific alphanumeric attribute of the database is
marked with the tag corresponding to the name of such attribute. That is,
a tag is written before and after the value itself. Tags are always written
between ‘<’ and ‘>’. Furthermore, other characters such as ‘=’ or ‘ ’ appear
systematically after some words.
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From this characteristic, we argued that parsers used in word-based com-
pressors are not adequate, and we designed a new parser taking into account
the specific use in GML of tags and other usual symbols. Then we empirically
checked the new parser as shown in Section 4.

3. GML is an XML-based language, as a consequence it can have many inden-
tations, produced by long strings of blank spaces. Such spaces are useless,
except to make the documents easier to read by humans. In the compression
research field, spaces are always respected as any other character in the text,
and they can not be removed. However, in GML, it does not make sense to
keep all these spaces. In fact, some WFS, such as “Deegree” [1] do not insert
spaces in the GML files, while other applications like JUMP [25], introduce
a lot of them. Notice that spaces are not useful to split words because infor-
mation in GML appears in the middle of the appropriate tags that always
can be identified because they start and end with ‘<’ and ‘>’ respectively.
Hence, we decided to study how the spaces (removed or not) affect the
different compressors tested, but our hypothesis was that it would be useful
to remove the spaces in the compressed text. We present these results in
Section 4.

4. Coordinates represent a significative part (that can be even the 95%) of GML
files. Such coordinates describe the points of the vectors that conform the
geometry of each spatial object. Coordinates representing a spatial object can
be a long sequence of numbers. However, some of the digits of these numbers
will be equal in every coordinate, since coordinates represent points in a
spatial object geometry, using UTM or Longitude or Latitude coordinates
systems. Evidently, a point in an object may not be very far from others in
the same object, and therefore, the most significative digits are usually the
same since all points of a object belong to the same geographic area.
On the other hand, coordinates rarely appear in two objects at the same time
or twice in the same object. Therefore, introducing each coordinate value in
the vocabulary as a new entry, and encoding it with a specific code would
not produce compression. Word-based statistical compressor do exactly that
and therefore we argue that this kind of compressors will obtain very poor
compression ratios.
To deal with this characteristic we decided to design a strategy to process the
coordinates in order to improve the results of different compressors. Specif-
ically, we focused our attention in the word-based statistical compressors
since we thought that those compressors would be the most affected ones.

3.1 Strategies to Improve GML Compression

The strategies followed to improve GML compression were:

1. A lossless compressor must be able to compress and later decompress a text
obtaining an exact representation of the original text, but we considered that
in this case the spaces are meaningless and therefore we decided that remov-
ing them before the compression would be acceptable in GML. Empirical
results show the gain obtained by doing that.
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2. We built a new parser adapted to GML. This parser identifies the characters
that are useful in GML to split words. Tags are identified as an unit, and
repeated attributes ending with specific symbols such us “=” are identified
as a single word. Section 4 presents the effect of this new parser.

3. To avoid the large amount of digits repeated in the coordinates, we decided to
represent each coordinate as a difference to the previous one. In this way, the
more significative numbers, representing the general geographic area where
all the spatial points of the object are placed, are not repeated because
after the first coordinate all the others are differences with respect to the
previous one. This leads to save a big amount of space since we need less
digits to represent differences than to represent full coordinates. On the other
hand, to reduce the space used to represent numbers (inside coordinates),
we decided to use a compact representation which uses only 4 bits for each
number. This gives 12 codes that are enough to represent the 10 digits plus
the symbols ‘+′ and ‘−′, needed to represent the sign of the difference with
the previous coordinate and, at the same time, to identify the beginning of
each coordinate.

Summarizing, we preprocess the GML text removing spaces before to start
the compression with any compressor. Then, to improve the compression of word-
based statistical compressor, we substituted coordinates by its differences and
we represent numbers with a compact representation of 4 bits. In addition, to
improve the compression of word-based statistical compressors, we designed a
specific parser to identify the best words candidates. This parser identifies as a
single word each whole set of compacted differences of consecutive coordinates
describing the vectorial representation of a spatial object. Therefore this (maybe
long) array of bytes, each byte representing two numbers of the differences among
coordinates, is introduced as a single entry into the vocabulary and encoded with
a byte oriented codeword (that usually has 3 bytes, or 4 if the file is huge). At the
end, the vocabulary is compressed using character-based bit oriented Huffman.

4 Empirical Data

The main target of this section is to test the compressibility of GML files. We
used some real GML files extracted from the EIEL Geographic Information Sys-
tem accesible in the web [2]. This system include a huge amount of information
about the infrastructures of some Spanish municipalities. We extracted GML files
form the following tables: Contour lines (CL), Plots (P), Municipalities borders
(MB), Municipalities information(MI), Water supply network (WS), Roads (R)
and Road Stretches (RS).

We started checking the amount of spaces that are included in the GML
files using different applications. Using Deegree to generate the GML file about
Municipalities Borders we obtained a file of 3,394,257 bytes, while JUMP, using
the same table of the database, produces a GML file of 7,130,665 bytes. Then we
compressed these two files obtaining the results shown in Table 1. Since those
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spaces are meaningless and produce a loss in compression, we decided to remove
them (which is equivalent to use Deegree to obtain the GML files).

In Table 2, columns 1 and 2 show the name and size of the files without spaces.
Column 3 represents the percentage of the file size occupied by coordinates.
Notice that the space occupied by coordinates changes drastically depending on
the complexity of the shape of the spatial objects included in the GML file.

All files were compressed with different compressors, some were general-
purpose compressors, some were text compressors and finally, some were specially
designed to compress XML files. As general-purpose compressors, we included
the dictionary-based compressor gzip [27], one of the most frequently used com-
pressors, bzip2, which is based in the Burrows-Wheeler Transform [15], and an
arithmetic compressor [16] customized to use characters as symbols.

We also used two word-based and byte oriented statistical compressors: Plain
Huffman (PH)[21], a Huffman-based compressor and End Tagged Dense Code
(ETDC) [14], less efficient but faster and easier to implement, which is a com-
pressor of the Dense family [12, 13].

Finally, we included SCMPPM [10] which is an adaption of the well known
predictive compressor PPM [11] specifically adapted to compress XML files.

FILE size gzip bzip2 scmppm arith ETDC PH Class. Huff.
JUMP 7,130,665 1,153,291 904,308 874,192 2,638,057 2,540,224 2,455,558 2,694,058
Deegree 3,413,795 996,145 890,498 810,741 1,749,144 2,381,037 2,229,043 1,802,206

Table 1. Compression removing and without removing spaces (sizes in bytes).

FILE size coord. scm- unmodified xml parser Coord. Diff
(kb.) (%) gzip bzip2 ppm arith ETDC PH ETDC PH ETDC PH

CL 4,322 67.90 20.34 15.83 15.35 60.52 38.88 37.68 33.45 33.44 15.38 15.37
MB 3,414 91.74 29.18 26.09 23.75 51.24 69.75 67.14 45.57 45.53 21.11 21.07
P 8,081 9.85 3.92 3.02 2.67 64.89 27.47 27.28 13.75 13.52 11.59 11.36
MI 12,770 95.98 31.73 29.40 27.69 48.83 53.72 52.63 46.46 46.45 23.53 23.52
WS 25,642 58.43 22.39 19.95 18.45 63.78 45.62 44.78 36.96 36.90 24.45 24.39
R 54,736 82.90 34.90 31.92 30.26 56.06 57.19 56.84 41.82 41.76 29.20 29.15
RS 81,332 55.03 24.05 21.22 19.94 65.16 48.16 47.92 35.12 35.05 26.81 26.75
Table 2. Compression of spaceless files using modified parser and coordinate processing.

First we compare all these techniques without any modification, just to com-
pare the regular version of these compressors when they are applied to GML files.
Table 2 shows the compression ratios achieved by the compression techniques
included in our study (columns 4 to 9). General-purpose compressors gzip and
bzip2 obtain good compression ratios, between 20% and 30%, except in the case
of the Plots file, where the small percentage of the file occupied by coordinates
produces a much better compression. It can be observed that text compressors
have problems with GML files, because the streams of coordinates are not com-
pressible with these compressors. Finally, the best results are obtained by the
SCMPPM, although it does not take special care of the coordinates. Columns
10 to 13 show the results after adapting the parsers of the text compressors
ETDC and PH to the GML characteristics. Furthermore, the influence of using
the compact representation of the coordinates as differences can be seen by com-
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paring the compression obtained when such preprocessing of the coordinates is
done (columns 12 and 13) with the compression obtained when the compression
of coordinates follows the standard procedure of the rest of the file (columns 10
and 11).

As it can be seen, when the coordinates are processed, ETDC and PH become
closer to the compression ratios of SCMPPM. On the other hand, ETDC and
PH are better than other alternatives when the percentage of space occupied by
coordinates is significative.

5 Conclusions

The results presented in this paper demonstrate that we should devote attention
to the characteristics of GML in order to compress it efficiently. The ideas shown
here are only a first approximation to the problem, obviously they need to be
improved, specially the efficiency of the compression/decompression process.

On the other hand, GML is automatically produced by software modules
(possibly conforming with the WFS standard) and can be automatically read by
other software modules (such as those following the WMS standard). We think
that it could be convenient to develop applications including the WFS or WMS
standards and compressors, to use a compressed version of GML by pipelining
the compressor with the web service. That is, the output of a GML source
could be compressed by the appropriate module, and before such a compressed
file is provided as input to a GML consumer, a decompression module could
decompress it to provide the information in plain form.

Another research line that should be undertaken is the possibility of searching
patterns directly in the compressed text. This problem has been tackled, in
natural language, by several researchers [21, 14, 12]. However, in natural text.
GML represents spatial objects, so different applications could take advantage
of the possibility of searching directly into the GML files. However, searching
inside of GML involves new constraints and characteristics not present in usual
text retrieval tasks.

We believe that this work opens a new field with new challenges to the com-
pression research field. The compression of GML files has different constraints
and possibilities that are not present in the compression of other kind of files such
as text, DNA, images or music. Furthermore, presumably GML applications will
attract more demand day after day and then, more different applications could
benefit from the use of good compressors.
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Abstract. In this study we present a two-phase dynamic load balanc-
ing technique for P2P systems. In the first phase, given P2P network is
mapped onto a hierarchical topology based on the tessellation of a 1-D
space. This hierarchy is called TreeP (Tree based P2P architecture). In
the second phase load balancing among the nodes is performed using
PSLB algorithm. We also present an optimized version of our load bal-
ancing technique. This optimization makes the technique highly parallel
and scalable. This technique is simple, efficient and does not introduce
a considerable overhead as shown in the experimental results.

1 Introduction

Peer to peer (P2P) computing describes the current trend towards utilizing di-
verse resources available within a widely distributed network of nodes. A peer
to peer system is formed by a large number of nodes that can join and leave the
system anytime and have equal capabilities without any central control. Sev-
eral P2P architectures have been developed, which include Chord, CAN, Pastry,
Tapestry and P-Grid [5, 6, 21]. Although P2P systems have become an archi-
tecture of choice for file sharing applications, such systems are equally suitable
for scientific computing, e-commerce and Grid applications [7, 22]. In fact peer
to peer systems and Grids share the same focus on harnessing resources across
multiple administrative domains. One of the most crucial aspects of these sys-
tems is the efficient utilization of resources and the distribution of the workload
among the nodes [8–11, 20]. Thus load balancing is an important system func-
tion designed to distribute workload among available processors to improve the
throughput and execution time of the distributed algorithms.

In this paper we propose a new dynamic load balancing technique based on
parallel prefix, also known as scan operation. The proposed technique has two
phases. During the first phase the network is mapped to a TreeP. The second
phase deals with the redistribution of the workload among the nodes based
on their processing power and their current load. The proposed technique is
dynamic, non-preemptive, adaptive and fully distributed.

The paper is organized as follows: In the next two sections the mathematical
models of network, nodes and tasks are presented along with the detailed de-
scription of the TreeP structure. In section three, we present our dynamic load
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balancing technique. We illustrated our technique by an example. Creation of
TreeP hierarchy is presented in section four. In section five an optimized version
of our load balancing technique is presented. The section six discusses the per-
formance of the technique. In section seven the experimental results are given.
Finally concluding remarks and the future work are given in the section eight.

2 System Model and TreeP Architecture

A P2P system can be represented as a graph Gnm(V,E) of n nodes and m edges.
The set V represents the nodes of the system and E describes the interconnection
links between the nodes. We consider that the following hold in system under
consideration:

– Each node vi is autonomous and is characterized by three attributes: its pro-
cessing speed πi representing the number of work units that can be executed
per unit of time, its load ni, and its neighborhood ei.

– The network’s flow bij , which is the effective data rate in bits per second on
the link that connect the nodes vi to vj.

– Each node vi is equipped with a communication coprocessor that allows the
communication and computation of loads to be carried out simultaneously.

– The tasks are independent and can be executed on any node regardless of
their initial placement.

– Each task ti is characterized by two parameters, which are the number of
work units (in terms of computations) within the task (βi), which dictates
its computation cost(Ccomp), and the number of packets required to transfer
the task (µi), which dictates its communication cost (Ccomm).

The TreeP topology [4], as shown in figure 1(a) consists of several layers
of peers. The topology consists of connections that are actively maintained.
These connections provide the skeleton of the hierarchy. New joining peers are
assigned to the lowest layer, and are promoted to upper layers to fit the needs
of the system. The system promotes the nodes in a distributed manner and
the criteria used for promotion are based on the characteristics of the nodes
such as: CPU, memory, bandwidth, network load, uptime and storage space.
The network is assumed to be spatially distributed. The space is divided into
tessellations and each tessellation is associated with one level of hierarchy. The
ID of a node Vij provides a spatial location in its tessellation. Level Θ0 contains
all active nodes of the network. The level Θj , where j > 0, consists of the nodes
that have been selected from the level Θ0, based on their uptime and their
resource characteristics. These selected nodes assume the role of higher level
nodes, continuing the existing role of level 0. Each node at level k is a parent of
nodes covered by its tessellation at level k − 1. A parent is also responsible for
promoting a child to its level of the hierarchy.

The TreeP structure is similar to a B+Tree [14]. However unlike B+Tree,
the nodes of level Θ0 can also be part of any other level. The higher level nodes
act as a fabric of virtual interconnection network for TreeP topology, and are
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Fig. 1. (a) The TreeP Structure (b) Labeling Scheme for TreeP

called virtual nodes. Similarly to fully map the given system to a TreeP topology
virtual links are introduced. These virtual links are considered as active links
with zero bandwidth. Another main difference between TreeP and B+Tree is
that the nodes within the same level are connected by a bus topology. The
height h of the hierarchy can be calculated in the same way as for a B+Tree.
The height of a TreeP network having n nodes and a minimum degree t, t ≥ 2,
is given by: h ≤ logt((n+ 1)/2). Usually, the height of a tree corresponds to the
average number of children per parent c: h = logc((n+ 1)/2).

3 Extension of Positional Scan Load Balancing to TreeP

The load balancing technique presented in this paper constitutes an extension
of Positional Scan Load Balancing (PSLB) algorithm [1, 2]. The application of
PSLB leads underlying system to a perfect load-balanced state at a very rea-
sonable time. The PSLB algorithm preserves the locality decomposition. It can
be applied at fine grain level to load balance a parallel application as well as at
coarse grain level to schedule heterogeneous tasks.

The Extended PSLB presented in this paper is a two-step strategy. Firstly,
the given P2P system is structured as a TreeP, and then PSLB is deployed. The
PSLB technique is based on parallel prefix operator, or scan [10, 15–17], which
can be defined as follows:

Definition: The prefix-sums (scan) operation takes a binary operator ⊕,
and an ordered set of n elements [a0, a1, . . . , an−1], and returns the ordered set
[a0, (a0 ⊕ a1), . . . , (a0 ⊕ a1 ⊕ . . .⊕ an−1)].

The overhead of executing PSLB on a system is directly proportional to the
cost of performing scan operation. Scan operation can be implemented on TreeP
in an efficient manner by exploiting the low height of the topology.
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Fig. 2. The Scan Operation on TreeP Structure (a) Step I: Up-sweep phase (b) Step
II: Down-sweep phase.

Proposition 1. The time required for a scan operation performed on an n-
node TreeP of height h is of complexity O logn, that is O(h).

Proof. A scan can be performed on a TreeP in two phases, an up-sweep
phase and a down-sweep phase. During the up-sweep phase, nodes at the level
Θ0 send the operand variable to their respective parent nodes. An intermediate
node, will create a partial sum of the received values, and will pass it on to its
parent node, and eventually this partial sums vector arrive at the root, Fig 2(a).
At the root second phase starts, where this partial sums vector is made a full
scan vector and is sent down to the lower levels. At the end of down-sweep phase,
each node in the system has a complete scan vector, Fig 2(b). So assuming each
communication channel an independent one, the complete scan operation can be
performed in 2× h, where h is the height of the TreeP.

3.1 TreeP Labeling

A simple yet efficient labeling scheme for TreeP nodes is presented in this section.
This labeling scheme is based on prefix binary concatenated strings and holds
the following properties: 1) a node v can determine its level in the tree, 2) two
nodes v and u can determine their nearest common ancestor and, 3) a node
v can determine its neighbors at the same level. The first two properties of
the proposed labeling scheme are important for a scan operation and the third
property is vital for the optimal routing during the task migration phase.

The proposed labeling scheme, shown in figure 1(b), assigns a label of 0 to the
root. The label of a non root node is its parent’s label (prefix) concatenates the
delimiter and its own label calculated by its parent. Each parent node calculates
the labels for its children, such that, the label of nth child is a binary string of
length d, where d is the total number of children of the parent node, where nth

bit is inverted to 1. In the prefix labeling schemes [12, 13] the string before the
last delimiter is called a prefixlabel, the string after the last delimiter is called a
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selflabel, and the string before the fist delimiter, between two neighbor delimiter
or after the last delimiter is called a component.

Observation 1: The maximum cost for the label storage on an individual
node of a given TreeP structure of maximum degree d and total number of nodes
n is d logn.

Observation 2: Node v and node u having the same parent node are neigh-
bors, and are connected at the same level of TreeP topology, if xth bit is 1 in
one’s selflabel and (x+ 1)th or (x− 1)th bit is 1 in other’s selflabel.

Observation 3: Node v and node u having two different parents are neigh-
bors, and are connected at the same level of TreeP topology, if one of them is the
last child of its parent node and the second is the fist child of its parent and the
parents are neighbors, that is, are connected at the same level of TreeP topology.

Observation 4: The nearest common ancestor of two nodes v and n is the
node whose label is present in both node’s label as a first common component.

3.2 PSLB Algorithm

The PSLB algorithm can be summarized in the following five steps.

Algorithm 1: PSLB Algorithm - Brief Description

1. Index the work units.
2. Use scan operator to collect information on the load in the system and on

the processing power.
3. For each node (in parallel): Calculate normalized processing power vector
4. For each node (in parallel): Calculate locally the destination node of each

work unit.
5. For each node (in parallel): Perform the migrations of the work units.

Consider a peer to peer system of total nodes q structured as a TreeP of
height h. Each node vi has a processing power πi and a workload ni expressed
in terms of number of work units. The total work load and processing power of
the system are denoted by W =

∑q
i=1 ni and Π =

∑q
i=1 πi respectively.

At the end of the two scan operations each node will know how much load
and power is on its sub-hierarchy and in the system. Each node will then locally
calculate the normalized relative processing power. In a perfect load balanced
system, the load of each node is given by Wγi, where γi is the normalized relative
processing power.

The next step is to calculate the destination node for each work unit. Assume
that a work unit ux is currently on node ni. Let node nj be its destination node.
Then, the problem consists of calculating the index of the node nj . This is
achieved by using the index number of work unit, the total load, and processing
power on the left hand side of the node ni. Each work unit is described in terms
of two different index numbers. A local index number and a global index number.
For example kth work unit on node i can be described as Ii

k, that is work unit
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number k on node i.

Ii
k = k +

a<i∑

a=1

na (1)

The algorithm calculates the least index such that λj ≤ (k+Si)/W . This means
that algorithm uses relative processing power of the nodes and the sum of the
workload of the entire system to calculate the target node for each workload
unit. The description of the algorithm to calculate the destination node is given
in algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Destination Node

for all nodes i in parallel
for j = 1 to ni(load on node i)

Find out last processor for which
λk ≤ (j+Si)

W
l← j + Si + λk ×W
Migrate (WK

l ←−W k
j )

end for
end for all

3.3 Example: PSLB on TreeP

Let us illustrate the PSLB technique by an example. Consider a TreeP of height
4 with 14 number of nodes, as presented in figure 1(a). The number of work
units and the processing powers of each node are given in the first two rows of
table 1.

Table 1. Initial load distribution, Processing Power, scan on Load and Processing
Power, Normalized Processing Power and Final Load

vi v0 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9 v10 v11 v12 v13

ni 5000 3500 2000 2200 2500 1800 1400 1200 1500 3800 2800 1900 2400 2700
πi 100 200 140 120 110 160 180 300 230 240 150 220 280 190

Si 0 5000 8500 10500 12700 15200 17000 18400 19600 21100 24900 27700 29600 32000
λi 0 100 300 440 560 670 830 1010 1310 1540 1780 1930 2150 2430

γi 0.038 0.076 0.053 0.046 0.042 0.061 0.067 0.12 0.088 0.092 0.057 0.084 0.107 0.073
nbal 1325 2649 1854 1589 1457 2119 2384 3974 3046 3178 1987 2914 3708 2516

Consider the node v1. Its total initial load is 3500. The local index of its
work units are labeled from 1 to 3500. The global index of its work units starts
from 5000 + 1, since the total workload of v0 is 5000. By executing the PSLB
algorithm, we first calculate the exclusive scan for the processing power and the
workload. Each node normalizes its processing power values.
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For instance normalized processing power of node v0 is 0.038168, so the
workload that node v0 should keep is 0.038168×34700, that is 1325. Quickly, each
node determines which work unit should be kept and which work unit should
be migrated and where. In addition, the under-loaded nodes know that they are
receivers. In the table 1, node v0 has to send 2649 tasks to node v1 and 1026
tasks to node v2. Node v1 will send 828 work units to node v2 and 1589 work
units to node v3 and 1083 work units to v4 and eventually will have 2649 work
units. That is the number of work units that node v1 should have in a perfectly
balanced system. Table 1 also shows the final distribution of the load among 14
nodes.

Table 2 shows the response time of the system before and after load balancing.
Without load balancing, system will execute the tasks in 100 time units, but after
the load balancing these tasks can be completed in 64 time units.

Table 2. Response Time of the system before and after load balancing

vi v0 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9 v10 v11 v12 v13

Initial Response Time 100 35 29 37 46 23 16 8 14 32 38 18 18 29
Final Response Time 64 44 41 45 50 38 35 31 30 33 41 32 27 28

4 TreeP Topology Creation

This constitutes the first step of EPSLB. The TreeP topology creation is pre-
sented in detail in [4], here we briefly describe it. The creation and maintenance
of a TreeP structure is quite simple. When a node reaches a degree of 2 and does
not have a parent, it will search for a parent by contacting its neighbors. The
election of a parent is triggered when a node reaches a degree of 2. The election
technique used in TreeP is described in [18, 19]. When the election is triggered,
each participating node starts a countdown. The initial value of the countdown
is calculated according to the node characteristics (CPU, bandwidth, average
work-load, average network load, etc.). A node that has higher characteristics
will have smaller countdown initial value. When the countdown of a node reaches
0 and if no other node was elected during this time, it will signal to its neighbors
that it is their new parent. Similarly, if a parent has less than two children, it will
start a countdown, but this time, the higher is the characteristic the longer is
the countdown. At the end of the countdown, if it still has less than two children
it will leave its current level and will become an ordinary node of the level 0.

Each peer maintains its routing table by exchanging data through its active
connections. The exchange concerns only the routing table information that
is out-of-date. When two nodes communicate for the first time they exchange
information about their resources and state. Then, each node has to maintain
this information with its direct neighbors. If the connection between two nodes
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a and b is at level 0 and they have different maximum levels ia and ib, (with
ia < ib), then a will send to b information about its parents at the level ib.

Each active connection at level i, (i > 0), allows the two end points to ex-
change their inner neighbors entry information and also information about their
children. They also exchange their routing table entry about their immediate
parent of level i+ 1. If the parent entry does not exist it will be added and then
forwarded to its own parent. Such exchange prevents the network from having
two roots of the tree that are not connected. Finally for any two neighbors,
after the initial synchronization and the usual keep-alive message, they only ex-
change information concerning the out of dated data. Sometimes, the update
can be delayed, waiting to be piggybacked during a keep-alive exchange. In the
current implementation the update is exchanged immediately. This technique,
for maintaining the routing tables, provides better connectivity and, therefore
better performance and fault tolerance.

5 Optimized EPSLB on TreeP

An optimized version of EPSLB is presented in this section. This optimization
not only exploits the tessellations and sequential links on the same level of a
TreeP, but also makes the algorithm highly scalable.

Fig. 3. A Tessellated TreeP Structure of height 4. Tessellations on the same level,
contained in different parent tessellations, perform load balancing in parallel

A TreeP of height h can be modeled by a set of dp tessellations of height
h − 1, where dP is the degree of parent node shared by all the tessellations in
the set.

TreeP h = {T h−1
1 , T h−1

2 , . . . , T h−1
dp
}
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Each tessellation can be described as T x
y : where x represents the level of the

tessellation and y represents the sequential order of the tessellation in its parent
tessellation. The highest level node in a tessellation is called its root node. Root
nodes of the tessellations on the same level can communicate through sequential
links of TreeP topology. Parent node of the root node of a tessellation is called
the parent node of the tessellation as well. Root nodes of the tessellations at
level x with the common parent node are contained in the same x+ 1 level tes-
sellation. Two tessellations on the same level with different parent nodes do not
communicate directly. By using the TreeP labeling scheme presented in section
3.1, each node can easily determine all the above parameters and can spatially
determine its location in a tessellated TreeP.

Similarly each tessellation at level h − 1 in the above set can recursively be
divided into dp tessellations of height h− 2:

T h−1
1 = {T h−2

1 , T h−2
2 , . . . , T h−2

dp
}

T h−1
2 = {T h−2

1 , T h−2
2 , . . . , T h−2

dp
}

At the same level each tessellation in the system can be considered as a single
node participating in the PSLB algorithm, using the workload and processing
power of the entire tessellation.Tessellations of height 1 are the leafs of the TreeP
topology, that is, the nodes of the system.

The optimized EPSLB algorithm starts by an up-sweep phase of prefix oper-
ation, where each node will send its processing power and workload information
to its parent node. Each parent/intermediate node will calculate the partial sum
of these values and will pass on this information to its parent at the next level.
As the down-sweep phase of the prefix operations starts, at each level, the root
node of each tessellation T x

y determines whether it is a sender or a receiver or
both among the tessellations at the same level. A receiver (resp. sender) means
that tessellation is underloaded (resp. over-loaded). If, for instance, a tessella-
tion T x

y has to receive additional tasks then its task consists of balancing its own
workload according to the PSLB algorithm and just wait to receive more tasks
which will go to the appropriate nodes. On the other hand, if it is over-loaded,
then it uses PSLB to balance its own workload (only for the tasks that have to
remain in the same tessellation), knowing that the tessellation of higher level will
balance the tasks among themselves and therefore will migrate the extra tasks
to the target tessellations. Each tessellation balances its load with other tessel-
lations on the same level. This procedure guarantees that after its completion
the entire system will be as close as possible to the perfect load balance state.
The EPSLB on TreeP is highly parallel.

6 EPSLB Performance Model

In this section, firstly, a performance model for EPSLB is developed and then
this model is extended to the optimized EPSLB. Let h and q denote the height
and the number of nodes of a TreeP respectively. The number of communication
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Fig. 4. A TreeP Structure of height 4 and 48 nodes

steps needed to perform a scan operation on the load and processing power
((+, γ) and (+, n)) is Scomm = 2(2 × h) which is equal to 2 × 2 log q. If we
assume that both the load and processing power can be grouped in one message,
then we only need one scan operation. The number of computations performed
by each node is Scomp = 2× (q − 1).

Let ψ and ϕ be the costs in time units of a communication and computation
step, respectively, then the total cost of the algorithm can be expressed as follows:

Sq = Scomc + Scomp = 2(log q)ψ + 2(q − 1)ϕ (2)

Equation 2 can be rewritten as:

Sq = Scomc + Scomp = 2(h)ψ + 2(q − 1)ϕ (3)

In optimized EPSLB load balancing is performed within each tessellation
first and at every next level, each tessellation is considered as a single node par-
ticipating in the load balancing. In optimized EPSLB algorithm, load balancing
among highest level tessellations start only after h+ 1 = log q+ 1 time steps. In
a perfect load balanced system, the load of a tessellation t is W t = Wγt, where
γt is the normalized relative processing power of tessellation t. So the root node
of tessellation t will balance W −W t = Wγt load with other tessellations on
the same level within same parent tessellation. Since tessellations are created
recursively, lower level tessellations perform the load balancing in parallel with
in each parent tessellation making the optimized EPSLB algorithm highly scal-
able. Each sender node has to determine the target node on the workload units
within the same parent tessellation.
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Using the equation 3, cost of performing EPSLB on a tessellation t of height
1 with qt nodes is:

Sq = Scomc + Scomp = 2ψ + 2(qt − 1)ϕ (4)

In optimized EPSLB, each higher level tessellation, can be described as a tes-
sellation of height 1. As TreeP is a balanced tree stucture, we can safely assume
that for all tessellations number of participating nodes qt is approximately same.
So the total cost of performing optimized EPSLB on a TreeP is:

Sq = (h+ 1)ψ +
i=h−1∑

i=1

{2ψ + 2(qt − 1)ϕ} (5)

For a large peer to peer system structured as a TreeP, the number of nodes
in a tessellation qt is very small compared to the total number of nodes q, so the
execution time of the optimized EPSLB algorithm is smaller on TreeP nodes.
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Fig. 5. (a) Load distribution before load balancing, (b) After load balancing, Load Dis-
tribution Curve perfectly corresponds to the Processing Power Curve. More powerfull
processors have more work

7 Experimental Results

Experimental results presented in this section are based on the following pa-
rameters: the communication cost of each workload unit and the computational
cost of a work load unit. The load is initially distributed among the nodes ran-
domly. Figure 4 shows a TreeP of height 4 with 48 number of nodes. Figure
5(a) represents the processing powers of the individual nodes and the distri-
bution of work units among the system before the load balancing. Figure 5(b)
represents the distribution of work units after load balancing using the EPSLB
algorithm. It can be clearly seen that powerful processors have more work. The
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work is exactly balanced according to the relative normalized processing power
of individual nodes. Figure 6(a) shows the response time of the individual nodes
without load balancing and after load balancing. The graph clearly shows that
the response time of the system after load balancing is better than the response
time of the system without load balancing.
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Fig. 6. (a) Decrease in Response Time of the system after load balancing. (b) Effec-
tiveness of PSLB on TreeP is more for the tasks having lower communication cost and
higher computation cost

Next, we present the effectiveness of load balancing, showing when it is ben-
eficial to perform load balancing. Let λ be the ratio of initial response time of
the system to the balanced response time: λ = RTinit

RTbal
. Also let φ be the ra-

tio of computation to communication cost of a workload unit: φ = Ccomp

Ccomm
. A

value of λ more than one reflects that the response time of the system after load
balancing is less than the response time of the system before load balancing,
so the load balancing is effective. Figure 7 plots the crossover point showing
clearly when it is beneficial to perform EPSLB. To calculate the crossover point,
the EPSLB algorithm was executed on a network system of 48 nodes with an
average workload of 85000 work units. The response time of the system with
and without load balancing was calculated for different computation and com-
munication costs, within a range of {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. Figure 6(b) presents the
effectiveness of EPSLB as the values of computation and communication costs
change. The graph clearly shows that as computation cost of the system changes
from 1 to 7, the effectiveness of the system increases. Figure 7 shows that when
the computation to communication ratio φ is less than 1.75, the load balancing
is not effective. But when this ratio is higher than 1.75, the EPSLB becomes
very effective.
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Fig. 7. Effectiveness of load balancing increases as the ratio of computation to com-
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8 Conclusion

We proposed a new load balancing technique for peer to peer systems. The
technique is based on PSLB, a pure dynamic load balancing technique. The
execution of any load balancing technique requires some means of maintaining
a global view of the system. The technique achieved this by using the scan
operator. An optimized version of EPSLB is also developed, that makes the
technique highly parallel and scalable. It is shown that the technique is highly
distributed, parallel and efficient. We studied its cost both theoretically and
experimentally.
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Abstract. During the last decade there has been a huge interest in Grid
technologies, and numerous Grid projects have been initiated with vari-
ous visions of the Grid. While all these visions have the same goal of re-
source sharing, they differ in the functionality that a Grid supports, char-
acterization, programming environments, etc. In this paper we present a
new Grid system dedicated to deal with data issues, called DGET (Data
Grid Environment and Tools). DGET is characterized by its peer-to-peer
communication system and entity-based architecture, therefore, taking
advantage of the main functionality of both systems; P2P and Grid.
DGET is currently under development and a prototype implementing
the main components is in its first phase of testing. In this paper we gives
description of two main components of DGET: Entity Management and
Security subsystem.

1 Introduction

In recent years, Internet-scale systems have been developed and deployed to
share resources at a very large scale across the traditional organisational bound-
aries. The need for constructing such systems was motivated by the increas-
ingly complex requirements of modern applications from diverse disciplines. Such
global scale systems provide opportunities to harness idle resources which are dis-
tributed and heterogeneous. Another benefit offered by such systems is that they
allow coordinated use of resources from multiple organisations. Thus, these wide-
area systems may span multiple organisations and form virtual organisations on
top of the existing organisational hierarchies. Two such systems exploiting these
views include Grid and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems. Grid and P2P have seen
a rapid evolution and widespread deployment. The two technologies appear to
have the same final objective, pooling and coordinating large sets of distributed
resources[1]. During the last few years various projects have been undertaken to
try to merge these two complementary approaches of these technologies, such as
OurGrid[2]. Also various modifications to the Globus toolkit[3] have been pro-
posed to include P2P technology and thus improving the discovery system[4].
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Typically, Grid systems are designed to run applications with intensive com-
puting and storage needs across the traditional organisational boundaries[5–7].
They are characterised by their sophisticated resource management and data
transfer components. P2P systems on the other hand were mainly designed for
resource sharing, mostly files. Therefore, the focus of P2P systems is on pro-
viding sophisticated resource discovery capabilities. Both approaches have their
own advantages and disadvantages.

In this paper we describe DGET (Data Grid Environment & Tools). DGET is
a P2P based grid middleware. This paper explains the functionality of two main
components of the middleware: EntityManager and Security. Details of DGET
architecture and other components can be found in [8][9][10][11]. The rest of the
paper is structured as follows: Related work is described in section 2. Section
3 and 4 explain general overview and an intrduction to DGET architecture re-
spectively. Details about Entity Management are given in section 5 and Security
subsystem is explained in section 6. The paper concludes in section 7.

2 Related Work

DGET is P2P Grid middleware and employs techniques from both fields. DGET
should be compared to other midlewares adopting the P2P Grid approach. The
following paragraphs describe how DGET is distinguished from existing solu-
tions.

DGET and Grid Middleware: A number of grid midleware has been developed
and used. A wide range of systems have been developed. Some of these focus
on providing the core middleware services while other programming frameworks
are built on top of these middleware systems and provide high-level applica-
tion development functionalities. Globus, Legion and UNICORE are the most
notable grid middlewares. The Globus Toolkit is the most widely used middle-
ware. DGET has some distinct characteristics. First, existing grid middlewares
adopt a manual and static topology whereas DGET is based on dynamic, self-
organizing topology borrowed from the decentralised P2P systems. Other dis-
tinguishing DGET features include a decentralized P2P style resource discovery
and fine grained access control. Existing grid systems depend on specialized cen-
tral servers to maintain information about shared resources. DGET, on the other
hand adopts the P2P style decentralized resource discovery approach and thus
doesn’t rely on any specialized servers.

On the security front, Globus possess an extremely powerful security system
but it has considerable management overhead. All the users are required to
have individual accounts on the machines before they can use the resource.
This situation is applicable if there are a limited number of participants. In a
situation where a very large number of users are present this technique would
become very cumbersome. DGET on the contrary doesn’t require users to have
individual user accounts on the resources. DGET’s security mechanism is based
on an extended Java security model. Other aspects where DGET security differs
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from Globus are the fine-grained access control policies and the resource quota
control. DGET uses XACML[12] to define fine-grained access control policies.

DGET and Hybrid Systems: Some system designers have tried integrating both
P2P and Grid approaches to come up with a system which enjoys the benefits
of both grid and P2P systems[4]. This section compares DGET’s approach with
such hybrid P2P Grid systems. Our Grid is one such P2P Grid middleware. Our-
Grid[2] bears many similarities with DGET but has some differences as well. Our
Grid lacks sophisticated resource discovery solutions present in DGET. Another
difference between DGET and OurGrid is migration support. DGET supports
strong transparent migration of applications but OurGrid does not.

3 DGET Overview

As described in the related work section, there are a few systems that have com-
bined the concepts from both Grid and P2P systems. Such hybrid systems are
called P2P Grids. DGET adopts the same approach and exploits the advantages
of both systems and provides an integrated environment for manipulating and
analyzing very large data sets.

3.1 DGET Objectives

We have set the following high-level objectives for DGET middleware.

Uniform Management Interface: Resources in DGET systems are represented
through a standard and uniform interface. This approach helps in masking the
intra-resource heterogeneity. Users don’t have to master the entire heterogeneous
interface. New resources can be seamlessly added to the system.

Simplicity & Ease of Use: Grid users are typically non-technical, therefore, it
is imperative that grid middleware should be simple and easy to use. DGET
should tackle the low-level complexities and make it simple for the grid users to
use and manage.

Fault Tolerance: In a large scale grid system, faults are not an exception but a
norm. DGET should be able to manage the survive system failures transparently
without degrading the application performance.

Scalable Architecture: DGET architecture should be scalable to accommodate
thousands or even millions of users, resources and data sets. DGET topology
must be decentralized and dynamic as centralized architecture result in poor
scalability of the system
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3.2 DGET Concepts

Entity: An Entity is a network enabled discrete unit of abstraction that provides
some functionality to its users. Entity can take many forms e.g. a remote compu-
tation, a remote object, a server that processes user requests etc. The Concept
of an entity is akin to a process in the operating systems. An Entity is a mobile
element that can move around on different nuclei. An Entity is composed of two
parts, a system provided Shell and user provided Ghost. Definitions of these are
given below.

Shell The Shell is the system provided control part of the entity. Shell exposes
a management interface through which entities can be manipulated. Shell is
attached to the programmer provided Ghost when an entity is created.

Ghost The Ghost represents the programmer provided part of an entity. Ghost
implements the actual logic of the functionality.

Nucleus The Nucleus is the kernel of the system. It Provides basic services like
lifecycle management, communication, security etc. to entities.

Connector Transport protocol agnostic communication medium provided to
entities for communicating with each other. Connector is a polymorphic artifact
that supports a rich set of interaction models between the entities. Connector
is a high level construct which shields programmers from low-level connection
setup related operations. Another distinguishing feature of connector is that
it is a restorable communication medium which plays a key role in the entity
migration process.

4 DGET Architecture

In this section we will give an overview of the architectural components. De-
tailed description of these components is given in their respective sections. The
purpose of this section is to give an overview about how all the components
are structured and organised. Figure 1 shows a diagrammatic overview of the
system. The DGET system is composed of three logical layers. The Following is
a brief description each layer and the components residing in that layer.

Core Layer This layer provides basic services to the entities executing in the
nucleus. These basic services include communication facilities, lifecycle manage-
ment and security.

Facilitation Layer This is the second layer in the system. It facilitates execution
of the entities by providing them certain services. The components residing at
this layer are also modeled as entities. Entities residing at this layer are called
System entities. System entities use the services provided by the core layer.
Certain components from the Core layer are modeled as system entities as well.
Therefore, in the diagram, Security and EntityManager components span both
Core and Facilitation layers. The following entities are located at this layer.
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Fig. 1. DGET Architectural Compenents

– Entity Manager Entity This entity provides lifecycle management ser-
vices. This entity to instantiate new entities or manipulate existing entities.

– Policy Entity This entity serves as the policy repository of the nucleus.
Access control and other management related policies are maintained in the
policy entity.

– Resource Discovery Entity This entity implements the DGET resource
discovery component. Resources and services provides by other entities are
discovered through resource discovery entity.

User Layer This is the top most layer in the system. Entities developed by the
users and deployed into the system reside at this layer. Entities located at this
layer provide user implemented functionality to the users.

5 Entity Management

Entity Creation & Isolation The EntityManager entity is responsible for initi-
ating the creation of a user entity in the Nucleus. As described previously, the
EntityManager functionality is exposed as a System Entity in the Nucleus. The
EntityManager Entity (EME) publishes its existence along with the character-
istics of the host so other entities can locate EMEs according to their require-
ments. In order to access the local EME running in the same Nucleus, entities
can use EntityContext. EME creates a shell and passes it the system parame-
ters required to load a ghost. These system parameters include a GhostLoader
reference, ThreadGroup reference and information about the Ghost to be instan-
tiated. Shell uses these parameters and instantiates the Ghost. After successful
instantiation of the Ghost, the Shell calls the setEntityContext() method on
the Ghost class passing in the EntityContext object. The Shell also passes an
instance of itself to the Ghost. The Ghost can use this instance to invoke lifecy-
cle management operations on itself. The EntityContext class is the medium
ghosts can use to access system services supported by the Nucleus.

public class EntityContext {
public Connector getEMEntity();
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public Connector getRDEntity(){};
public Shell getShell();
public NucleusInfo getNucleusInfo();
public Resource[] getResourceLimits();
public Resource[] getResourceConsumption();

}

Entity isolation in the Nucleus is provided by a custom classloader called
GhostLoader. A separate GhostLoader is used to load all the classes belonging to
an entity thus providing a separate namespace for the entity classes. GhostLoader
associates a security context with the entities classes. This security context is
used during its execution to take the access control decisions. Communication
between entities is done through connectors. GhostLoader has other functions in
DGET beside providing separate namespaces for entity classes. These include in-
strumenting entity bytecode to support soft termination, transparent migration
and resource control etc.

Soft Termination Entity termination means killing all the threads an entity
might have created during its execution. Sun has declared the thread termina-
tion methods as potentially unsafe[13] and deprecated them. Another approach
should be adopted to terminate all the threads belonging to an entity. DGET
uses the following approach for soft termination of entity threads:
An Execution class is introduced. This Execution class has a flag indicating
the execution state of the entity. During the execution, all entity threads call the
check() method periodically. If execution flag is RUNNING, check() method
returns silently but if execution state is TERMINATED, the check() method
throws
EntityTerminatedException. During the loading process, entity classes are in-
strumented with this execution checks. All the methods are also instrumented
with try/catch blocks. The catch catches the EntityTerminatedException
exception and re-throws this exception to propagate it down the thread stack.
Entity classes are not allowed to catch this exception. During the classloading
and instrumentation process, entity class files are scanned to find exception han-
dlers for the EntityTerminatedException. This scanning ensures the malicious
programmer don’t catch this error in order to avoid the entity termination.

5.1 Migration Support

One of the distinguishing features of DGET is strong migration support in a
transparent manner. This section describes implementation details of migration
support in DGET.

Implementation Techniques The deciding factor in choosing these method-
ologies were the requirements of portability of the solution, minimal space and
time overhead. Code blocks injected into entity classes through bytecode un-
strumentation perform different functions like program counter restoration and
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execution checkpoints (described shortly). The bytecode instrumentation is per-
formed at class load time by a custom classloader. Bytecode instrumentation is
performed by the classloader using the Byte Code Enginerring Library(BCEL)[14].
The Second technique used for capturing and restoring execution state is the
Java Platform Debugger Architecture (JPDA). JPDA is part of the JVM spec-
ification and thus it is implemented by every standard JVM implementation.
JPDA provides access to runtime information of the JVM including the thread
stacks. JPDA is implemented purely in Java so our migration solution doesn’t
lose portability

Migration Enabling Features These paragraphs explain the features that
enable transparent strong migration in DGET. In order to perform migration
at an arbitrary point, values on the operand stack must be saved and restored
during the entity restoration process. JPDA doesn’t expose any methods to
access the values currently present on the operand stack. Initiating migration
at such point might result in loss of data from the operand stack. One solution
could be to insert checkpoints in the code at locations where execution is not
in the middle of a source code level instruction. Migration requests should be
delayed till the execution reaches any such checkpoint. Execution checkpoints
are inserted as the first instruction in every method and in all the loops in every
method.

Another DGET feature to support multi-threaded migration is Mobile Mon-
itors. Java provides multi-threading support in the form of synchronized meth-
ods and code blocks. A monitor is associated with each java object by JVM and
before entering a synchronized method or code block, a thread has to acquire
the monitor associated with the object. Monitors associated with java objects
are maintained and hidden inside the JVM. These monitors are not serilizable
and thus are not transported with the serialized objects. Mobile monitors pre-
serve the lock state upon migration. During the class loading process, class files
are instrumented to replace Synchronized methods and code blocks. A Mobile
monitor is associated with a class that requires synchronized access.

Migration Process

Entity Suspension: The migration process is initiated when the export()
method is invoked on the Shell. Execution checkpoints discussed in the previous
section are used to halt the execution of the entity The export method calls the
suspend() method on the associated Execution class. As a result, execution of
all the threads is blocked on the next execution checkpoint.

State Capture The StackFrame class from JPDA represents a method call
on the thread stack. The StackFrame class gives access to the values of local
variables and the program counter. Calling the visibleVariable() method on
the StackFrame class returns a list of all the variables accessible till the point
of execution in the method code. Execution state of all the entity threads along
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with the mobile monitors and Execution class is saved in a serializable format
and transported to the destination for reincarnation of the entity.

State Restoration On the destination nucleus, entity state is restored by calling
the import() method of the shell. Saved image of entity’s execution context is
passed as a parameter to the import() method.To reestablish the execution state
of a thread, its method stack must be rebuilt. To do this, all the methods are
called in the order they were on the stack before execution was suspended and
migration was initiated. Event handlers can be set that are called when method
entry/exit event occurs. When a method entry event occurs, such event handlers
restore the values of local variable of the method from the saved execution image.
After restoring local variables execution should continue from the code position
which is the method invocation for the next method on the stack. Doing so
will ensure the instructions already executed are skipped and restoration of the
next method on the stack frame begins and proceeds in the same manner. After
restoring all the threads to the state they were before the migration was initiated,
the resume() method on the Execution class is called. This method sets the
execution status flag to RUNNING and notifies all the threads blocked on this
class. Execution proceeds normally afterwards.

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, after restoring local variables, ex-
ecution should continue from the code position which is the method invocation
of the next method on the stack. No mechanism is available in JPDA to set
the value of the program counter register to this code position. This problem
is solved by maintaining an artificial program counter (APC) which represents
an index of method invocations in the method. This APC is incremented after
every method invocation instruction. This APC is used in conjunction with a
tableswitch bytecode instruction which branches the execution according the
value of the APC. This tableswitch and APC increment instructions are added
during the instrumentation procedure. tableswitch is added at the beginning
of each method and defaults to the original starting code position of the method
code.

6 Security

In opposition to grid systems, no centralized servers are present in P2P thus
security should not rely on the presence of a centralized server to store and
process security related information. All the security related decisions should
be made in a decentralized manner making the system scalable. The security
model in DGET is designed keeping in mind the P2P system characteristics.
The following are the important features of the DGET security model:

– Distributed low-overhead identity based authentication mechanism
– Policy based fine-grained access control
– Distributed security policy management
– Fine grained need-to-act based permission delegation
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6.1 DGET Security Architecture

DGET employs several techniques and components to provide a secure execution
environment for entities. This section provides a brief overview of the DGET
security architecture. The description of the security system architecture is as
follows:

Security Policy-Aware Resource Discovery DGET is equipped with a
sophisticated P2P style resource discovery system[8][9]. It is important to en-
hance resource discovery with security policies so that only those resources are
discovered which the user has access to thus increasing system efficiency and pro-
ductivity. Access control policies are advertised along with the resources so the
resource discovery system can analyze this policy during the resource discovery
process.

Security Handlers The Shell being the control part of an entity, is the most
logical place to perform security related operations. The Shell is equipped with a
set of security handlers which process the request to apply security functionality.
These handlers are structured in the form Chain of Responsibility (CoR) design
pattern. The following two handlers perform security operations:

Authentication Handler This handler performs the authentication and estab-
lishes identity/attributes which can be used during the authorization decision
process. Details of the authentication mechanism are described in the following
sections

Authorization Handler After the successful completion of the authentication
process by the authentication handler, user attributes are extracted from user
credentials and the request is passed on to the Authorization Handler (AH).
This handler carries out the authorization decision process.

Policy Repository Access control information is specified using policies which
are updated dynamically. There are multiple levels of security polices specified
by different users according to their roles in the system. Policy information is
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maintained in a separate Entity called the Policy Entity. The Policy Entity is a
System Entity and thus it is also subject to the authorization.

Security Entity Security Entity is responsible for the creation and verification
of certificates, keys and signatures. The SE is considered as a Trusted Authority
(TA) that is valid PKG with the necessary information proving its validity. In
the current implementation of DGET, we have used a hard coded certificate
that exists in all nuclei to ensure a high level of security for the system. The
SE plays the role of Keystore for all the other Entities within the Nucleus Since
this Entity holds the keys and handles signature verification, we implemented a
cache system for frequent authentication and signature verification.

6.2 Authentication Mechanisms

We have designed Identity Based Cryptographic (IBC) solution to handle the
authentication of DGET. We were inspired by various solutions that appeared
lately in[15, 16, ?]. It provides an easy way to manage keys and the benefits from
the ID-based approach include:

– Automatic revocation via expiry of time-limited identifiers.
– Reduced round trips if the user can predict delegation requests.
– Reduced bandwidth.
– Similar computational costs.
– Trivial computation of proxy key pairs (RSA key pair generation replaced

by elliptic curve multiplication).
– Replication of existing GRID security capabilities.
– Possibility of providing Signencryption scheme.

The IBC system we decided to implement is a variation of the SOK-IBS[ref]

SOK-IBS scheme: This subsection gives formal definitions of presumed hard
computational problems on which the SOK-IBS relies.

Bilinear Maps Let G be a cyclic additive group generated by P, whose order
is a prime q. Let V be a cyclic multiplicative group of the same order. We use
Weil or the Tate pairing (ê : G x G → V ) over supersingular elliptic curves or
Abelian varieties over finite field because they can provide admissible maps over
cyclic groups satisfying those properties[17]:

– Bilinearity:
For any P, Q,R ∈ G, we have ê(P + Q,R) = ê(P ,R)ê(Q ,R) and ê(P,Q +
R) = ê(P,Q)ê(P,R).
In particular, for any a, b ∈ Zq, ê(aP, bP ) = ê(P, P)ab = ê(P, abP ) =
ê(abP, P).

– Non-degeneracy:
There exists P,Q ∈ G, such that ê(P,Q) 6= 1.

– Computability: There is an efficient algorithm to compute ê(P,Q) for all P,Q
∈ G.
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Diffie-Hellman problems Consider a cyclic group G1 of prime order q.

– The Computational Diffie-Hellman problem (CDH) in G1 is, given 〈
hP, aP, bP 〉 for un- known a, b ∈ Zq, to compute abP ∈ G1.

– The one more CDH problem (1m-CDH ) is,
given 〈P, aP 〉 ∈G1 for an unknown a ∈ Zq, and access to a target oracle[18]
TG1

returning randomly chosen elements Y i in G1 (for i = 1; .... ; qt, qt)
being the exact number of queries to this oracle) as well as a multiplication
oracle.
HG1,a

(.) answering aW inG1 when queried on an input W inG1, to produce
a list ((Z1; j1), ... , (Zqt , jqt)) of qt pairs such that Zi = aYji inG1 for all i
= 1,..., qt, 1 ≤ ji ≤ qt and qm < qt where qm denotes the number of queries
made to the multiplication oracle.

Scheme The modified SOK-IBS scheme was proven to be as secure as the
one-more Diffie-Hellman problem [19]. This scheme is made of four operations:

– Setup:Given a security parameter k, the Private Key Generator (PKG) se-
lects groups G1 and G2 of prime order q > 2k, a generator P of G1, a
randomly chosen master key s ∈ Zq and the associated public key Ppub =
sP. It also selects cryptographic hash functions of the same domain and
range H1,H2 : 0, 1 → G1

∗. The public parameters of the system are:
params = (G1 , G2 ê, P, Ppub,H1,H2)

– KeyGen:Given the ID of a user, the PKG computes
QID = H1(ID) ∈ G1 and the associated private key
dID = sQID ∈ G1 that is transmitted to the user.

– Sign:In order to sign a message M,
• Pick a random integer r ∈ Zq and compute

U = rP ∈ G1 . Then H = H 2(ID,M,U ) ∈ G1.
• Compute V = dID + rH ∈ G1 where + indicates addition operation on

the group G1.

The signature on M is the pair = (U, V) ∈ G1 x G1.

– Verify:To verify a signature = (U, V) ∈ G1 x G1 on a message M, the verifier
first obtains the ID of the signer and computes QID = H1(ID) ∈ G1. The
verifier recalculates H = H 2(ID,M,U ) ∈ G1.
The signature is accepted if ê(P, V ) = ê(Ppub,QID)ê(U,H) and is rejected
otherwise.

The multi-authority scalable DGET Authentication systems: As noted
in [19] the use of a random seed to handle unlinkability concerns allows the
sender and receiver to have different PKG since no pairing is involved with the
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receiver’s private key (and respectively with the sender’s one). This allows us
to provide signature and hence authentication capabilities as long as the public
keys of the involved PKGs are trusted. Such specific functionality is used to
create a hybrid solution between a full identity based solution like a hierarchical
ID based one and traditional PKI system. This solution allows more flexibility
than traditional PKI or HIBE while reducing the overall network load and com-
putational overhead on the system. In the next section we will describe how we
implemented such a system.
Every single Entity, Nucleus and user has its own ID. So before becoming part
of DGET every element must register its identity with a TA. Upon a success-
ful registration of ID, the TA will issue the corresponding private key. Every
Nucleus possess a Security Entity, so no remote secure communication channel
is required to be open and the authentication process is purely local. Since the
public key is simply the identity string, this allows a more fine grained control
of the key management by adding more information to the identity string such
as: a validity period ,delegation characteristic, security domain restriction,etc...
The validity period depends on the type of element registered. While a Nucleus
might get a long validity period an Entity will get a shorter one corresponding to
their average lifecycle. This means that in some cases the authentication string
will need to be renewed due to an excessively short validity period.

Fig. 3. Entity permissions set Schema

6.3 Policy Repository

Every Nucleus has its own Policy Entity storing its local policies independent of
other participants in the grid community. The Policy Entity exposes interfaces
to insert, update and delete policies, making the policy administration easier.
Policy updates become immediately visible to the authorization decision process.
The Policy Entity can be configured to retrieve policies from external sources
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as well. DGET supports multiple levels of policies governing different aspects of
the system. Different policy levels supported by DGET are described below:

Domain Policy Domain policies specify the access control rules defined accord-
ing to the domain in which the Nucleus is running. Domain policies can be either
specified or the Policy Entity can be configured to retrieve a Domain policy from
the domain policy repositories.

Nucleus Policy Nucleus policy specifies the policies governing access to system
resources and entities. Nucleus policies are specified by Nucleus administrators.

Entity Policy Entity policies decouple access control logic from the Entity
application logic and thus updates can be made without changing the Entity
code or without redeploying the Entities. Entity policy typically specifies which
operations on the Entity are allowed by which users or Entities.

Acting Policy The Acting policy is used for fine-grained permission delegation.
The Acting policy follows the least privilege principle and thus allows users to
allocate fine grained permissions on the need-to-act basis. The Acting policies
controls the level of permissions granted to tasks or requests.

6.4 Authorization and Access Control

Access to scarce system resources and Entities must be controlled and subject
to verification of permissions on the resource or perform an operation on the
Entity.

Authorization Model DGET uses an association based authorization model.
Permissions are organized as authorization profiles. Permissions are granted to
profiles and members from the P2P groups, depending on the agreements be-
tween the members. Users are required to present credentials to prove their
membership with any organization. Based on the membership credentials pre-
sented, permissions from the corresponding authorization profiles are granted to
the users.

Permission Delegation DGET provides functionality to support fine grained
permission delegation following the least privilege principal. Entities can be
granted permissions on a need-to-act basis thus avoiding any potential secu-
rity problem. Users can delegate permissions temporarily to other users who
are not members of the organization, or who have rights granted to it. Short-
term ad-hoc collaboration scenarios can be supported with this feature. These
delegated permissions are attached to the request as the Acting Policy and is
evaluated as the part of authorization decision process.
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Access Control The Grid is an inherently insecure environment because code
is remotely downloaded and executed. Access to shared resources and services
must be controlled in order to avoid any misuse. Access control must be exercised
at two levels: Nucleus and Entity. The following two paragraphs explain these
two aspects of access control:

Nucleus Protection The Nucleus provides the execution environment for En-
tities. During execution, Entities access the system resources like memory, disk
and network etc. It is of utmost importance that access to these resources is
controlled. In the absence of such protection mechanisms, some malicious Enti-
ties can hijack the Nucleus thus resulting in a Denial of Service (DoS) attack.
Nucleus protection is achieved through the Java sandboxing mechanism. DGET
uses customized classloaders called GhostLoaders to load ghost classes. Ghost-
Loaders associate appropriate ProtectionDomains based on the authorization
profiles.

Entity Protection Besides Nucleus protection, Entities running inside the Nu-
cleus should be protected from misuse as well. Entity owners specify Entity access
control policies. These policies are put in place during the deployment. Method
invocations on Entities are intercepted and processed through the Authoriza-
tion Handler. If the method invocation is permitted , the invocation request is
processed, otherwise it is rejected.

7 Conclusion

This paper described two main components of the DGET architecture. DGET
simplifies the deployment, management and usage of grid systems. DGET pro-
vides a dynamic and scalable solution for entity management and security op-
erations that relies on truly decentralized and self-organizing topology. DGET
enables resource sharing with the least management overhead and makes grid
programming an easier task. DGET provides a flexible interface to adopt any
security model. In the future, we plan to incorporate more sophisticated features
like fine-grained resource control thus making it feasible to provide Quality of
Service (QoS)and support and enforce Service Level Agreements (SLA).
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Abstract. P2P networks provide a basic form of anonymity, and the 
participating nodes exchange information without knowing who is the original 
sender. Packets are relayed through the adjacent nodes and do not contain 
identity information about the sender. Since these packets are passed through a 
dynamically-formed path and since the final destination is not known until the 
last time, it is impossible to know who has sent it in the beginning and who will 
be the final recipient. The anonymity, however, breaks down at 
download/upload time because the IP address of the host from which the data is 
downloaded (or to which it is uploaded) can be known to the outside. We 
propose a technique to provide anonymity for both the client and the server 
node. A random node along the path between the client and the server node is 
selected as an agent node and works as a proxy: the client will see it as the 
server and the server looks at it as the client, hence protecting the identity of 
the client and the server from attacker. 

1   Introduction 

Peer-to-Peer(P2P) is characterized by resource sharing among computing machines 
that participate in the network. In Server/Client environment, the user sends query 
messages to the server, and a popular server suffers a heavy load resulting degraded 
service. P2P network alleviates this problem by distributing the server data among the 
participating nodes and providing a mechanism to locate the data dynamically. This 
way copies of data are scattered around in the network, and the load concentration 
problem can be handled; however, it became harder and more expensive to find out 
which nodes have the data. 

Currently locating data is done via Flooding techniques as in FreeNet[1] or 
Gnutella[2] or Distributed Hash Table techniques as in Tapestry[3,4], Can[5], or 
Chord[6]. Flooding model involves a repeated broadcasting of a query and inevitably 
causes a heavy traffic. Distributed Hash Table reduces query traffic considerably but 
still has the problem of keeping the table fresh. Both, however, do not provide 
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anonymity for server locations and could expose servers to DoS or storage flooding 
attack or  anonymity-breaking attacks[7,8,9,10].  

In this paper, we propose a technique to provide anonymity both for the client and 
the server node. An intermediate node is selected as the agent who goes between the 
client and the server. This agent will pose itself as the server to the client and creates 
this illusion by replacing the true server IP with its own one in the query hit message 
packets. It also relays the client's content request to the true server and relays the data 
back to the client pretending as the true server. 

The rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 summarizes previous researches on 
providing anonymity in P2P network. Section 3 looks at the probabilistic 
characteristics in P2P packets which will be used in our algorithm that is explained in 
Section 3. Section 4 shows the experimental results, and Section 5 concludes the 
paper. 

2  Related Researches 

Anonymity problem in P2P networks is studied in several strands of related work. 
The primary goal for Freenet security is protecting the anonymity of requestors and 
inserters of files. As Freenet communication is not directed towards specific 
receivers, receiver anonymity is more accurately viewed as key anonymity, that is, 
hiding the key which is being requested or inserted.  Anonymous point-to-point 
channels based on Chaum’s mix-net scheme[11] have been implemented for email by 
the Mixmaster remailer[12] and for general TCP/IP traffic by onion routing[13,14] 
and freedom[15]. Such channels are not in themselves easily suited to one-to-many 
publication, however, and are best viewed as a complement to Freenet since they do 
not provide file access and storage. Anonymity for  consumers of information in the 
web context is provided by browser proxy services such as the Anonymizer[16], 
although they provide no protection for producers of information and do not protect 
consumers against logs kept by the services themselves. Private information retrieval 
schemes[17] provide much stronger guarantees for information consumers, but only 
to the extent of hiding which piece of information was retrieved from a particular 
server. In many cases, the fact of contacting a particular server in itself can reveal 
much about the information retrieved, which can only be counteracted by having 
every server hold all information. Reiter and Rubin’s Crowds system[18] uses a 
similar method of proxing requests for consumers, although Crowds does not itself 
store information and does not protect information producers. Berthold et al. propose 
Web MIXes[19], a stronger system that uses message padding and reordering and 
dummy messages to increase security, but again does not protect information 
producers. 

The Rewebber[20] provides a measure of anonymity for producers of web 
information by means of an encrypted URL service that is essentially the inverse of 
an anonymizing browser proxy, but has the same difficulty of providing no protection 
against the operator of the service itself. Publius[21] enhances availability by 
distributing files as redundant shares among n webservers, only k of which are needed 
to reconstruct a file; however, since the identity of the servers themselves is not 
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anonymized, an attacker might remove information by forcing the closure of n-k+1 
servers. The Eternity proposal[22] seeks to archive information permanently and 
anonymously, although it lacks specifics on how to efficiently locate stored files, 
making it more akin to an anonymous backup service. Free Haven[23] is an 
interesting anonymous publication system that uses a trust network and file trading 
mechanism to provide greater server accountability while maintaining anonymity. 

MUTE[24] forces all intermediate nodes along the path between the client and the 
server node to work as proxies to protect the identities of the client and the server. 
Every node in the path including the client and the server thinks its previous node is 
the client and its next one the server. Therefore the data from the true server will be 
relayed node by node along the path causing a heavy traffic, especially for large 
multimedia files. Tarzan[25] is a peer-to-peer anonymous IP network overly. so it 
works with any internet application. Its peer-to-peer design makes it decentralized, 
scalable, and easy to manage. But Tarzan provides anonymity to either clients or 
servers. Mantis[26] is similar to Crowds in that there are helping nodes to propagate 
the request to the candidate servers anonymously. Since Mantis preserves the 
anonymity of the server only, the server knows where is the client. The server sends 
the requested data to the client directly but in UDP hiding its IP. UDP is convenient 
to hide the server's identity but due to the packet loss inevitable in UDP Mantis needs 
additional packet retransmission mechanism. 

Our technique is similar to Onion routing in that it uses a proxy node to hide the 
identity of the client and the server. But it differs from it in that the proxy node is 
selected dynamically for each session and not fixed as in Onion routing. The fixed 
proxy might be convenient to use and is useful when loaded with additional features 
such as encryption as in Onion routing. However it is a sort of compromise from P2P 
point of view: we are introducing something similar to a control center that could 
become a bottleneck in the network. Temporary proxy doesn't have this problem: it is 
used once and discarded, and later another node is selected as the proxy. However 
using temporary proxy has a different problem: it is hard to find the right proxy. It 
should be in a particular path set up between the client and the server, and it should 
be in some position where the proxying service can be most efficiently performed. In 
this paper, we show a technique to find such proxy, explain the rationale behind the 
decision, and prove its effectiveness through experimentation. 

3  Providing anonymity via random agent nodes 

To hide the client and the server from each other, our algorithm selects a limited 
number of random agent nodes and let them relay the actual data between the server 
the client. The agents are selected dynamically per each session, hence it is hard to 
trace the location of the server or the client via the agent nodes. Also our algorithm 
makes sure the number of selected agents is very limited, in most cases one or two, so 
that the relay overhead can be minimized. The algorithm each node performs as it 
receives a packet is given in Fig. 1. We explain the algorithm in following sections. 

When the incoming packet is a QueryHit packet, each node performs an algorithm 
to determine whether it is going to be an agent for this query. It generates a random 
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number in [0..PATH_LEN-1]. PATH_LEN is the length of the communication path 
this query belongs to and can be computed by TTL + Hops - 1 in the received packet. 
When added, TTL and Hops in the QueryHit packet represents the length of the path 
between the client and the server; by choosing a random number in [0..PATH_LEN-
1], we hope approximately one node in the communication path will establish itself as 
an agent node. If the random number is 0, it becomes an agent. There is a chance no 
node in the path will pick 0; in this case there will be no agent node. There is also a 
chance that multiple nodes pick 0's; then we have multiple agent nodes. Multiple 
agent nodes will increase the relay-overhead but will strengthen the degree of 
anonymity as well. Failure to select an agent node will expose the client and the 
server to each other; but both still don't know for sure that the other part is the actual 
server or client. 
 

If Received_Pakcet is QueryHit
   random_hop = random number between [0, path lenght between client & server]
   if Received_Packet->hops == random_hop
      Replace IPAddress and Port of the Received_Packet with MY IPAddress and Port
      Remember this connection in SessionTable
      Send out the packet
   else
     Pass the packet
else if Received_Packet is HTTP GET
    if HTTP_GET_Request->ServantSessionUUID != MY->global.sessionGUID
       // This means I should work as a proxy for this request.
       for each SessionRecord at SessionTable
          if found Session Record with HTTP_GET_Request->ServantSessionUUID
            Make a PUSH packet to send to the sever node remembered in it.

Send out the packet through SessionRecord->Connection
          endif
       endfor
   endif
................
endif

 
Fig. 1. Packet processing at each node. 

The agent node will replace the IP Address and Port in the QueryHit packet with its 
own ones. The ServantSessionUUID remains the same. Now this packet will have the 
IP Address and Port of the agent instead of the original server, but it still has the 
ServerSessionUUID of the original server. The client, after receiving this packet, will 
contact the specified IP Address with a wrong UUID, and this discrepancy will be 
detected by our agent node allowing it to act as a proxy between the client and the 
server. For this purpose, the information about the original server is saved in the 
SessionTable of the agent node as shown in the algorithm. The same algorithm is 
repeated at following agent nodes when there are more than one agent. For the second 
agent, the first agent will be treated as the original server, and it will establish itself as 
a proxy between the client and the first agent node. This argument goes on for the 
third and fourth agent nodes as they are added in the path. Note we are not adding all 
intermediate nodes between the client and the server as agent nodes as in MUTE; we 
are selecting only those who picks 0. 

Fig. 2 shows a typical flow of a Query and QueryHit packet. Node 1 broadcasts a 
Query packet for which Node 7 has the requested data. Node 7 sends a QueryHit 
packet back to Node 1 via the same path that the Query packet followed. Without 
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anonymity mechanism, the client can contact Node 7 directly since the QueryHit 
packet contains the IP Adress and Port of Node 7. Node 7, on the other hand, also 
contacts node 1 directly to answer the request; hence both are exposed to one another. 
 

Node1 Node2

TTL:7
Hops:0

Node3 Node4

TTL:6
Hops:1

TTL:5
Hops:2

TTL:4
Hops:3

TTL:3
Hops:4

TTL:2
Hops:5

TTL:1
Hops:6

Discard

TTL:7
Hops:0
IP:node7's IP
Port:node7's Port
UUID:node7's UUID

TTL:6
Hops:1
IP:node7's IP
Port:node7's Port
UUID:node7's UUID

TTL:1
Hops:5
IP:node7's IP
Port:node7's Port
UUID:node7's UUID

Node5 Node6 Node7 Node8

 
Fig. 2. Flow of Query and Query Hit packets. 

In our scheme, some agent nodes will be elected as the QueryHit packet traces 
back to Node 1. Suppose Node 6 and Node 3 are such agent nodes. Upon deciding to 
become an agent, Node 6 starts to modify the packet header: the IP Address and Port 
of Node 7 are replaced with those of Node 6. And the related information is saved in 
the SessionTable. Node 6 now acts as if it is the server who has sent the QueryHit 
packet. Node 3 also processes the packet similarly,  but in this case, it thinks Node 6 
is the server and sends the modified packet to Node 1 as a proxy for Node 6. 
 

Node1 Node2

TTL:7
Hops:0

Node3 Node4

TTL:7
Hops:0
IP:node7’s IP
Port:node7's Port
UUID:node7's UUID

TTL:6
Hops:1
IP:node6's IP
Port:node6's Port
UUID:node7's UUID

TTL:1
Hops:6
IP:node6's IP
Port:node6's Port
UUID:node7's UUID

Node5 Node6 Node7 Node8

TTL:2
Hops:5 PUSH

 
Fig. 3. Selection of agent nodes and flow of requested data through them. 

Node 1, upon receiving QueryHit packet, contacts Node 3, the first agent, and 
sends HTTP header to it requesting data. The UUID included in the packet, however, 
is that of Node 6. Node 3 knows that this packet should be delivered to Node 6 by 
noticing this mis-matching between UUID and the destination IP address. It builds a 
PUSH packet to request the indicated data from Node 6. Now Node 3 works as an 
agent between Node 1 and Node 6. The response from Node 6 will be relayed to 
Node 1 via Node 3. Similar events happen in Node 6 because it is another agent 
between Node 3 and the final server. Two agents, Node 3 and Node 6, will relay the 
data from the actual server to the client hiding the identities of both ends successfully 

4  Experimentation 

Onion Routing sets up an Onion Proxy to separate the client and the server from 
each other. Onion Proxy prepares an anonymous path between the client and the 
server consisting of Onion Routers. The data itself is encrypted and decrypted at each 
router until it reaches the final destination. MUTE utilizes all nodes in the path 
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between the client and the server to provide a strong anonymity. For a large file, the 
transmission speed is severely affected because of this. Mantis, on the other hand, 
tries to solve this problem by employing UDP protocol. With UDP, the client doesn't 
have to set up a connection with the server: the server can send directly to the client 
when the request from the client reaches it through the intermediate nodes. But to 
compensate the instability of the protocol, it generates additional control packets. Our 
technique excludes the use of a static proxy as in Onion Routing to avoid the 
exposure of such proxy to attackers and to avoid the inconvenience at client side (of 
registering to the proxy beforehand). We also removes the need to involve all nodes 
in the path to protect the client and the server from each other by selecting randomly a 
small number of agents between them. 

To prove the effectiveness of our algorithm, we have built a simulated P2P 
network with Minism[27]. Minism allows us to generate a random topology for a 
number of nodes and to simulate packet broadcasting. Things such as what 
percentage of the original packets reaches the final destination or how many packets 
are discarded during the propagation can be answered. 
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Fig. 4. A P2P network generated by Minism. 

We have modified the behavior of Minism to implement our algorithm. Especially 
a routing table is built to trace the movement of QueryHit packet. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 
shows the inner-working of Minism code. Fig. 4 shows a P2P network generated by 
Minism. The figure shows each node is assigned a number of neighbor nodes: node 0 
has neighbors of node 3 and 4; node 1 has neighbors of node 102, 9789, etc. Fig. 5 
shows the propagation of Query packet. The "reached" array shows the nodes the 
Query packet reached at each stage. In "reached" array, nodes with -1 are ones that 
are not reached yet; nodes with 1 are those that are visited already; finally a node with 
(1) is one we are going to visit next. Below "reached" array, we can see the state of 
the stack that contains the Query packet. To simulate the propagation of a packet, the 
stack shows at each stage which path each duplicated Query packet should follow 
(from which node to which node). For example, at stage 1, all nodes are marked with 
-1 except node 0 since we haven't visited any node yet, and the starting node is node 
0. The stack contains the path we should relay the packet: from -1 (no where) to 0 
(the starting node). At stage 1, we can see node 0 is already visited (at stage 1); the 
next node we should visit is node 3 because node 0 has two neighbors - node 3 and 4 
- and node 3 is selected as the next one. The stack shows the two path segments we 
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should take (from 0 to 3 and from 0 to 4) for the Query packet. The segment at the 
top of the stack (from 0 to 3) will be chosen. 
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Fig. 5. The propagation of a Query packet. 
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Fig. 6. A routing history table. 

 
To implement our algorithm, we have included routing tables that show at each 

stage which path the Query packet has followed. Fig. 6 shows such tables. At stage 1, 
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the first table shows route(0,3) and route(0,4) has been taken. At stage 2, it shows that 
route(3,5), route(3,9999), route(4,7), etc. has been taken. With these tables, we can 
backtrack the paths starting from the destination all the way back to the original 
client. 

The result is shown in Fig. 7 and 8. Fig. 7 shows the number of packets generated 
for our simulation. Path length between the client and the server is chosen to vary 
from 2 to 11. Fig. 8 shows the performance of our algorithm compared to that of 
MUTE. As expected MUTE increases the traffic linearly as the path length gets 
longer, while ours stays almost the same. In most cases only one node chooses to be 
an agent. Since we do not allow any additional controlling packet to relay the 
information about this selection process, there is a chance that no node will decide to 
become the agent or all nodes become the agents. The latter case will make our 
algorithm to mimic that of MUTE, the former to that of no anonymity case. It could 
be a problem if there are no node selected as an agent: the client and the server is not 
hidden from each other. But as explained in the previous section, with our scheme the 
client or the server never knows that it is dealing with the other side directly. The 
chance is very small and each side cannot attack the other with such a small percent 
of certainty. 
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Fig. 7. Number of packets generated for each path length. 
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Fig. 8. Comparison between MUTE and our technique in terms of generated traffic to deliver 
the contents. 
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5   Conclusions 

Currently, many techniques are suggested to provide anonymity for both the client 
and the server. Some of them guarantee anonymity by setting up a static proxy and 
forcing all communication to go through it. The clients, however, should know the 
presence of the proxy beforehand. Other techniques provide anonymity by allowing 
all intermediate nodes to participate in the data transmission. The data delivery time 
suffers delay inevitably. We proposed a technique that stood about in the middle of 
these two approaches. We employed the idea of a proxy but not static one. The proxy 
is selected dynamically during the traverse of the QueryHit packet. Since the 
selection process is truly distributed, no one knows exactly how many proxies, or 
agents, are selected and where they are located. The agents are linked together only 
by neighbors: each agent knows only its previous and the succeeding one. We have 
designed the process such that only very limited number of agents are selected. Since 
these agents are used only for the current session (and will be replace by others in the 
next session), it is hard to attack them or to predict the location of the client or the 
server by analyzing their packets. We explained how it works and showed that its 
performance improved substantially over previous techniques through 
experimentation. 
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Abstract. The design and implementation of structured computer and 
communication network are based on the requirement of an individual, 
feasibility and application services planned on the network. Modification in the 
network infrastructure if any must minimize the changes in the network 
infrastructure with minimum down time. Layered network design attracts most 
of the organization due to its adoptability, security and scalability. In the 
layered approach, the fault identification is simple. By implementing Virtual 
LAN (VLAN) one can suppress the broadcasting, implement access list for 
security and slice the bandwidth based on application. Security measures can 
also be considered into the design without much modification by implementing 
the local security policy. We propose a layered network design for an academic 
institution to cover entire campus with high-speed data, QoS on multimedia 
information as well for video lectures with scalability and security aspects. 

Keywords: Switched Network , *Scalability ,* Securability ,*Service 

1   Introduction 

Information networks have emerged as strategic [6] assets and a critical element for 
delivering education and services. Today’s information networks must meet 
increasing demands to carry more information and provide new services. Leading 
educational institutions are adopting newer applications for education and information 
dissemination. The educational institutions participate in research and development 
activities in addition to the conventional teaching to keep ties with the industry and 
this leads driving forces for the improvement of network infrastructure and 
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technology decisions. In educational institutions, the computers are connected with 
Local Area Network (LAN) technology and (WAN) Wide Area Network for their 
various Internet applications and Wireless LAN and WAN [11] for research activities. 
To be success in R&D activities students are required to refer the electronic form of 
recent literature, journal of referred. Network access from student hostels and 
academic departments will promote self-education and learning. The purpose of this 
paper is to describe the proposed multilayer-switched [2] infrastructure for 
networking the entire campus [1] to improve network service and security [4]. For 
smooth running of Institute Network some local security policies and practices must 
be implemented. The paper also describes security considerations while rapid access 
to various forms of information to the student community. The proposed design 
includes application considerations as well as technical considerations while 
designing a converged infrastructure. The network security and system security are 
two important issues, should be addressed by any academic institution. The Scope of 
this paper addresses the infrastructure that will be enabled on the IP multi services 
infrastructure for various forms of network service including wireless WAN 
adoptability and security to access campus resources and access to Internet. 

2   Multilayer-Switched Network Design Architecture 

Multilayer-switched network design architecture includes three layers [5] such as 

• The backbone (core) layer that provides optimal transport between sites 
• The distribution layer that provides policy-based connectivity [8] 
• The local-access layer that provides workgroup/user access to the network 

 
Fig 1. A typical multi-layer Switched Backbone 

Each student hostel and the Major academic departments will have a high speed 
layer 3 aggregation switches with local servers. Edge switches, which connect to the 
student, faculty or lab workstations will aggregate the end connections to the 
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distribution switch. The core switches will provide high-speed transport and switching 
for the entire campus network infrastructure. 

Figure 1, we show the Layer 3 switched campus backbone with dual links to the 
backbone from each distribution-layer switch. The main advantage of this design is 
that each distribution-layer switch maintains two equal-cost paths to every destination 
network, so recovery from any link failure is fast. This design also provides double 
the trunking capacity into the backbone Layer 3 switched backbones have several 
advantages such as Reduced router peering, Flexible topology with no spanning-tree 
loops, Multicast and broadcast control in the backbone and Scalability to arbitrarily 
large size. 

3   Various Layers Of The Multi-Layer Switched Backbone 

3.1 Local-Access Layer 

It will provides high speed 10 Mbps / 100 Mbps Ethernet connection to the end station 
/ desktop computer on Category 5/6 UTP (copper) cabling. The maximum number of 
user connections required at the each floor of a wing and is depends on the port 
density of the switch. It can be easily replaceable in case of failures and is manageable 
from central location with network management station and supports converged 
services on IP such as telephony and video. Layer 2 managed switches capable of 
segregating users based on VLANs (Broadcast domains). The access layer is the point 
at which local end users are allowed into the network. This layer may also use access 
lists [10] or filters to further optimize the needs of a particular set of users to enforce 
the local security policy. In the campus environment, access-layer functions can 
includes such as shared bandwidth, switched bandwidth, MAC layer filtering and 
micro segmentation. 

 
Fig 2. Network Schematic of the Local-Access Layer 
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3.2 Distribution Layer 

It provides high-speed 100 Mbps Ethernet connections / gigabit Ethernet connection 
[3] to the Department/Hostels on Category 5/6 UTP (copper) cabling. It aggregates all 
the gigabit Ethernet uplinks on single mode fiber from the access switches at the 
different areas of the hostels. It is modular and scalable both in terms of expansion 
and performance. The distribution layer of the network is the demarcation point 
between the access and core layers and helps to define and differentiate the core. The 
purpose of this layer is to provide boundary definition and is the place at which packet 
manipulation can take place. In the campus environment, the distribution layer can 
include several functions, such as address or area aggregation, departmental or 
workgroup access, broadcast/multicast domain definition, Virtual LAN (VLAN) 
routing, any media transitions that need to occur and security. It is manageable from 
central location with network management station. It supports converged services on 
IP such as telephony and video, security and access control lists to protect common 
resources such as network infrastructure switches and critical servers from pilferage 
and attacks. It can connect to the core switches at the central core switch. 

3.3 Backbone (core) Layer 

It provides high-speed gigabit switching between the distribution switches. It should 
be completely redundant. The inter-link between the core switches and the 
distribution switch will use the single mode fiber infrastructure. It should be 
manageable from the network management station. It supports converged services on 
IP such as telephony and video. The core layer is a high-speed switching backbone 
and should be designed to switch packets as fast as possible. This layer of the network 
should not perform any packet manipulation; such as access lists and filtering that 
would slow down the switching of packets. The Campus network is used multilayer-
switched Network. Layer 3 switching provides the same advantages as routing in 
campus network design, with the added performance boost from packet forwarding 
handled by specialized hardware. Putting Layer 3 switching in the distribution layer 
and backbone of the campus segments the campus into smaller, more manageable 
pieces. 
 

 
Fig 3. Complete network schematic of the layered network 
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4   Principles Of The Design Of Layered Network 

 
Good-layered network design [5] is based on many concepts that are summarized by 
the following key principles:  

Examine single points of failure carefully—There should be redundancy in the 
network so that a single failure does not isolate any portion of the network. There are 
two aspects of redundancy that need to be considered are backup and load balancing. 
In the event of a failure in the network, there should be an alternative or backup path. 
Load balancing occurs when two or more paths to a destination exist and can be 
utilized depending on the network load. The level of redundancy required in a 
particular network varies from network to network. 

Characterize application and protocol traffic: - The flow of application data will 
profile client-server interaction and is crucial for efficient resource allocation, such as 
the number of clients using a particular server or the number of client workstations on 
a segment. 

Analyze bandwidth availability: - There should not be an order of magnitude 
difference between the different layers of the hierarchical model. It is important to 
remember that the hierarchical model refers to conceptual layers that provide 
functionality. The actual demarcation between layers does not have to be a physical 
link—it can be the backplane of a particular device. 

Build networks using a hierarchical or modular model: - The hierarchy allows 
autonomous segments to be inter-networked together. 

5 Multilayer-Switched Infrastructure To Improve Network Service 
And Security: Implementation Issues 

5.1 Reducing the size of Failure Domain 

A group of Layer 2 switches connected together is called a Layer 2 switched domain. 
The Layer 2 switched domain can be considered as a failure domain because mis 
configured or malfunctioning workstation can introduce errors that will impact or 
disable the entire domain. A jabbering network interface card (NIC) may flood the 
entire domain with broadcasts. A workstation with the wrong IP address can become a 
black hole for packets. Problems of this nature are difficult to localize. Restricting it 
to a single Layer 2 switch in one wiring closet if possible should reduce the scope of 
the failure domain. 

5.2 Limiting the Size of Broadcast Domain 

Media Access Control (MAC)-layer broadcasts flood throughout the Layer 2 switched 
domain. Use Layer 3 switching in a structured design to reduce the scope of broadcast 
domains. In order to do this, the deployment of VLANs and VLAN trunking is 
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needed. Ideally one VLAN (IP subnet) is restricted to one wiring-closet switch. The 
gigabit uplinks from each wiring-closet switch connect directly to routed interfaces on 
Layer 3 switches. 

5.3 Avoidance of Spanning-Tree for Redundancy 

Layer 2 switches run spanning-tree protocol to break loops in the Layer 2 topology. If 
loops are included in the Layer 2 design, then redundant links are put in blocking 
mode and do not forward traffic. It is preferred to avoid Layer 2 loops by design and 
have the Layer 3 protocols handle load balancing and redundancy, so that all links are 
used for traffic. The spanning-tree domain should be kept as simple as possible and 
loops should be avoided. With loops in the Layer 2 topology, spanning-tree protocol 
takes between 30 and 50 seconds to converge. Use Layer 3 switching in a structured 
design to reduce the scope of spanning-tree domains. Let a Layer 3 routing protocol, 
such as Enhanced Internet Gateway Routing Protocol (IGRP) or Open Shortest Path 
First (OSPF); handle load balancing, redundancy, and recovery in the backbone. 

6   VLAN Design And Configuration 

6.1. Perfect VLAN Design 

VLAN has the same characteristics of a failure domain, broadcast domain, and 
spanning-tree domain, as described above. So, although VLANs can be used to 
segment the campus network logically, deploying pervasive VLANs throughout the 
campus adds to the complexity. Avoiding loops and restricting one VLAN to a single 
Layer 2 switch in one wiring closet will minimize the complexity. With the advent of 
high-performance Layer 3 switching in hardware, the VLANs can be used to logically 
associate a workgroup with a common access policy as defined by access control lists 
(ACLs). Similarly, VLANs can be used within a server farm to associate a group of 
servers with a common access policy as defined by ACLs. 

6.2 Configuration of VLAN 

When you configure VLANs, the network can take advantage of the following 
benefits and they are 

Broadcast control—Just as switches physically isolate collision domains for 
attached hosts and only forward traffic out a particular port, VLANs provide logical 
collision domains that confine broadcast and multicast traffic to the bridging domain. 

Security—If you do not include a router in a VLAN, no users outside of that 
VLAN can communicate with the users in the VLAN and vice versa. This extreme 
level of security can be highly desirable for certain projects and applications. 

Performance—You can assign users that require high-performance networking to 
their own VLANs. You might, for example, assign an engineer who is testing a 
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multicast application and the servers the engineer uses to a single VLAN. The 
engineer experiences improved network performance by being on a "dedicated LAN," 
and the rest of the engineering group experiences improved network performance 
because the traffic generated by the network-intensive application is isolated to 
another VLAN. 

Network management—Software on the switch allows you to assign users to 
VLANs and, later, reassign them to another VLAN. Recabling to change connectivity 
is no longer necessary in the switched LAN environment because network 
management tools allow you to reconfigure the LAN logically in seconds. 

 
Fig 4. Schematic of a typical VLAN 

6.3 IP Subnet Planning for the Campus 

An IP subnet also maps to the Layer 2 switched domain; therefore, the IP subnet is the 
logical Layer 3 equivalent of the VLAN at Layer 2. The IP subnet address is defined 
at the Layer 3 switch where the Layer 2 switch domain terminates. The advantage of 
subnetting is that Layer 3 switches exchange summarized reachability information, 
rather than learning the path to every host in the whole network. Summarization is the 
key to the scalability benefits of routing protocols, such as Enhanced IGRP and OSPF. 
In an ideal, highly structured design, one IP subnet maps to a single VLAN, which 
maps to a single switch in a wiring closet. This design model is somewhat restrictive, 
but pays huge dividends in simplicity and ease of troubleshooting. 

6.4 Policy Domain 

Access policy is usually defined on the routers or Layer 3 switches in the campus 
network. A convenient way to define policy is with ACLs that apply to an IP subnet. 
Thus, a group of servers with similar access policies can be conveniently grouped 
together in the same IP subnet and the same VLAN. Other services, such as DHCP are 
defined on an IP subnet basis. 
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7   Quality Of Service For Voice And Video And Caching 

7.1 Quality of Service for Voice and Video 

Interface experiences congestion when it is presented with more traffic than it can 
handle. Network congestion points are strong candidates for Quality of Service (QoS) 
mechanisms. A better alternative is to apply congestion management and congestion 
avoidance at oversubscribed points in the network. Figure 5 shows the examples of 
typical congestion points 

 
Fig 5. Typical congestion points 

Network congestion results in delay. A network and its devices introduce several 
kinds of delays, as explained in Understanding Delay in Packet Voice Networks. 
Variation in delay is known as jitter, as explained in Understanding Jitter in Packet 
Voice Networks. Both delay and jitter need to be controlled and minimized to support 
real-time and interactive traffic. In particular, QoS features provide better and more 
predictable network service by different methods such as Supporting dedicated 
bandwidth, Improving loss characteristics, Avoiding and managing network 
congestion, Shaping network traffic and Setting traffic priorities across the network. 

7.2 Scaling with Caching 

As enterprises grow and expand their network over Internet or to remote locations on 
WAN, it becomes very critical to improve the response to the enterprise web servers 
and to reduce delay across WAN. Typical Web caching solutions involve a series of 
caching devices in close proximity to a specific user community. Content Caching 
works best if cache engines are positioned closest to the points of access to minimize 
WAN bandwidth utilization. An enterprise can deliver accelerated service to its 
customers by front-ending Web server farms with cache engine clusters. In this 
application, content requests are redirected to a cache engine cluster instead of 
directly forwarding them to the Web servers. If the content being requested is 
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cacheable, the cache engines will fill the request. When the cache cluster fulfills these 
requests, it off-loads traffic from the Web servers, thereby minimizing content 
download latency and increasing Web server capacity. Therefore, once a customer 
requests a particular piece of cacheable content, it is cached so that successive 
requests are not directed repeatedly to a Web server. The same concept can be 
extended to the enterprise LAN as well. Intranet servers with rich multimedia content 
are often the potential bottlenecks. The content can be moved closest to the user 
community with high-speed cache engines. 

8   IP Address Scheme And Network Address Translation 

8.1 Private Address Space 

The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) has reserved the following three 
blocks of the IP address space for private Internet [9] 
10.0.0.0 
10.255.255.255 (10/8 prefix) 
172.16.0.0 
172.31.255.255 (172.16/12 prefix) 
192.168.0.0 
192.168.255.255 (192.168/16 prefix) 

An institute that decides to use IP addresses out of the address space defined in this 
document can do so without any coordination with IANA or an Internet registry. The 
address space can thus be used by many enterprises. Addresses within this private 
address space will only be unique within the institute, or the set of institute, which 
choose to cooperate over this space so they may communicate with each other in their 
own private Internet. Private hosts can communicate with all other hosts inside the 
institute, both public and private. However, they cannot have IP connectivity to any 
host outside of the institute. While not having external (outside of the institute) IP 
connectivity private hosts can still have access to external services via mediating 
gateways (e.g., application layer gateways). Two scalability challenges facing the 
Internet are the depletion of registered IP address space and scaling in routing. 
Network Address Translation (NAT) [7] is a mechanism for conserving registered IP 
addresses in large networks and simplifying IP addressing management tasks. As its 
name implies, NAT translates IP addresses within private "internal" networks to 
"legal" IP addresses for transport over public "external" networks (such as the 
Internet). Incoming traffic is translated back for delivery within the inside network. 

9   Conclusion 

 
We have designed a layered switched network for an academic institution. This design 
takes provides high-speed data down to the end point. The fault identification is found 
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to be easy. The security policies can be implemented at the VLAN’s. VLAN 
suppresses the broadcasting into the local domain and so we avoid bandwidth 
choking. The downtime of the core and distribution level is taken care by the 
redundancy. This design provides effective use of effective IP address space by using 
private IP addresses and network address translation. 
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Abstract. We address the problem of designing efficient procedures for
counting models of Boolean formulas and, in this task, we establish new
polynomial classes for #2SAT determined via the topological structure
of the underlying graph of the formulas.
Although #2SAT is a classical #P-complete problem, we show that,
if the depth-first search of the constraint graph of a formula generates
a free tree and a set of fundamental independent cycles, this is, there
are not common edges neither common nodes among such fundamental
cycles, then to count the number of different models of the formula can
be computed in polynomial time, in fact, in linear time.

The new polynomial class of 2-CF’s brings us a new paradigm for solv-
ing #SAT, and our method to count models could be used to impact
directly in the reduction of the complexity time of the algorithms for
other counting problems, i.e. for counting independent sets, counting
colouring of graphs, counting cover nodes, etc. We present just one of
the applications of this counting results for realizing the incremental re-
compilation of an initial knowledge base Σ with a new formula F , in an
inductive and efficient way.
Keywords: #SAT Problem, Counting Models, Incremental Recompila-
tion of Knowledge, Propositional Inference.

1 Intro duction

As is well known, the propositional Satisfiability problem (SAT problem) is a
classical NP-complete problem, and an intensive area of research has been the
identification of restricted cases for which the SAT problem, as well as its opti-
mization and counting version: MaxSAT and #SAT problems respectively, can
be solved efficiently.

SAT and #SAT are a special concern to the Artificial Intelligence (AI) field,
and they have a direct relationship to Automated Theorem Proving as well as in
approximate reasoning. For example, #SAT has applications in the estimating
of the degree of reliability in a communication network, for computing the degree
of belief in propositional theories, in Bayesian inference, in a truth maintenance
systems, for repairing inconsistent databases [1, 3, 13, 15]. The previous problems
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come from several AI applications such as planning, expert systems, data-mining,
approximate reasoning, etc.

The #SAT problem is at least as hard as the SAT problem, but in many
cases, even when SAT is solved in polynomial time, no computationally effi-
cient method is known for #SAT. For example, the 2-SAT problem (SAT re-
stricted to consider formulas where each clause has two literals at most), it can
be solved in linear time. However, the corresponding counting problem #2-SAT
is a #P-complete problem. #2-SAT continues being a #P-complete problem if
we consider only monotone formulas or Horn formulas [14]. Even more, #SAT
restricted to formulas in the class (2, 3µ)-CF (the class of conjunctions of 2-
clauses where each variable appears three times at most) is also #P-complete
[13], while their respective SAT versions are solved efficiently.

The maximum polynomial class recognized for #2SAT is the class (≤ 2, 2µ)-
CF (conjunction of binary or unitary clauses where each variable appears two
times at most) [13, 14]. Here, we extend such a class for considering the topo-
logical structure of the undirected graph induced by the restrictions (clauses) of
the formula.

We extend here some of the procedures presented in [4, 5] for the #2-SAT
Problem, keeping the polynomial time of the algorithms we determine class of
2-CF where #2-SAT is tractable. In fact, we determine a new polynomial class
for #2-SAT and show that this new class is not restricted by the number of
occurrences per variable of the given formula, but rather, by the topological
structure of its constraint graph.

2 P r eliminaries

Let X = {x1, . . . , xn} be a set of n Boolean variables. A literal is either a variable
x or a negated variable x. As is usual, for each x ∈ X , x0 = x and x1 = x. We
use υ(l) to indicate the variable involved by the literal l.

A clause is a disjunction of different literals (sometimes, we also consider a
clause as a set of literals). For k ∈ IN , a k-clause is a clause consisting of exactly
k literals and, a (≤ k)-clause is a clause with k literals at most. A unitary clause
has just one literal and a binary clause has exactly two literals. The empty clause
signals a contradiction. A clause is tautological if it contains a complementary
pair of literals. From now on, we will consider just non-tautological and non-
contradictory clauses. A variable x ∈ X appears in a clause c if either x or x is
an element of c. Let υ(c) = {x ∈ X : x appears in c}.

A Conjunctive Form (CF) is a conjunction of clauses (we also consider a CF
as a set of clauses). We say that F is a monotone CF if all of its variables appear
in unnegated form. A k-CF is a CF containing only k-clauses and, (≤ k)-CF
denotes a CF containing clauses with at most k literals. A kµ-CF is a formula
in which no variable occurs more than k times. A (k, sµ)-CF ((≤ k, sµ)-CF) is
a k-CF ((≤ k)-CF) such that each variable appears no more than s times. In
this sense we have a hierarchy given by the number of occurrences by variable,
where (k, sµ)-CF is a restriction of (k, (s+1)µ)-CF, and a hierarchy given by the
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number of literals by clause, where (≤ k, sµ)-CF is a restriction of (≤ (k+1), sµ)-
CF. For any CF F , let υ(F ) = {x ∈ X : x appears in any clause of F}.

An assignment s for F is a function s : υ(F ) → {0, 1}. An assignment can
be also considered as a set of no complementary pairs of literals. If l ∈ s, being
s an assignment, then s makes l true and makes l false. A clause c is satisfied by
s if and only if c ∩ s �= ∅, and if for all l ∈ c, l ∈ s then s falsifies c.

A CF F is satisfied by an assignment s if each clause in F is satisfied by s.
F is contradicted by s if any clause in F is contradicted by s. A model of F is
an assigment over υ(F ) that satisfies F .

Let SAT (F ) be the set of models that F has over υ(F ). F is a contradiction
or unsatisfiable if SAT (F ) = ∅. Let µυ(F )(F ) = |SAT (F )| be the cardinality of
SAT (F ). Given F a CF, the SAT problem consists of determining if F has a
model. The #SAT consists of counting the number of models of F defined over
υ(F ). We will also denote µυ(F )(F ) by #SAT(F ). When υ(F ) will clear from
the context, we will explicitly omit it as a subscript.

Let #LANG-SAT be the notation for the #SAT problem for propositional
formulas in the class LANG-CF, i.e. #2-SAT denotes #SAT for formulas in 2-
CF, while #(2, 2µ)-SAT denotes #SAT for formulas in the class (2, 2µ)-CF. FP
denotes the class of functions calculable in deterministic polynomial time, while
#P is the class of functions calculable in nondeterministic polynomial time. The
#SAT problem is a classical #P-complete problem, similarly for its restrictions
#2-SAT, #(2, 3µ)-SAT and for (2, 3µ)-MON and (2, 3µ)-HORN, monotone and
Horn formulas, respectively.

The Graph Representation of a 2-CF
Let Σ be a 2-CF, the constraint graph of Σ is the undirected graph GΣ =

(V, E), with V = υ(Σ) and E = {(υ(x), υ(y)) : (x, y) ∈ Σ}, that is, the vertices
of GΣ are the variables of Σ and for each clause (x, y) in Σ there is an edge
(υ(x), υ(y)) ∈ E. Given a 2-CF Σ, a connected component of GΣ is a maximal
subgraph such that for every pair of vertices x, y, there is a path in GΣ from x to
y. We say that the set of connected components of Σ are the subformulas corre-
sponding to the connected components of GΣ . We will denote [[n]] = {1, 2, ..., n}.

Let Σ be a 2-CF. If F = {G1, . . . , Gr} is a partition of Σ (over the set
of clauses appearing in Σ), i.e.

⋃r
ρ=1 Gρ = Σ and ∀ρ1, ρ2 ∈ [[r]], [ρ1 �= ρ2 ⇒

Gρ1 ∩ Gρ2 = ∅], we will say that F is a partition in connected components of Σ
if V = {υ(G1), . . . , υ(Gr)} is a partition of υ(Σ).

If {G1, . . . , Gr} is a partition in connected components of Σ, then:

µυ(Σ)(Σ) =
[
µυ(G1)(G1)

] · . . . · [µυ(Gr)(Gr)
]

(1)

In order to compute µ(Σ), first we should determine the set of connected
components of Σ, and this procedure is done in linear time [14]. The differ-
ent connected components of GΣ conform the partition of Σ in its connected
components. Then, compute µ(Σ) is translated to compute µυ(G)(G) for each
connected component G of Σ. From now on, when we mention a formula Σ, we
suppose that Σ is a connected component. We say that a 2-CF Σ is a cycle, a
chain or a free tree if GΣ is a cycle, a chain or a free tree, respectively.
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3 Linear P r o c edures for sub classes of #2-SAT

Our purpose is to identify the restrictions over the class of (≤ 2)-CF’s under
which the hard problem #2-SAT either remains hard or become easy. We suppose
that GΣ is the constraint graph of a connected component type given by Σ a
(≤ 2)-CF. We present the different typical simple graphs for GΣ and design
linear procedures to compute #SAT (Σ).

3.1. If GΣ is acyclic

First, let us consider that GΣ = (V, E) is a linear chain. We write the associ-
ated formula Σ, as: Σ = {c1, ..., cm} =

{
{yε1

0 , yδ1
1 }, {yε2

1 , yδ2
2 }, . . . , {yεm

m−1, y
δm
m }

}
,

without a loss of generality (ordering the clauses and its literals, if it were neces-
sary) in such a way that |υ(ci)∩υ(ci+1)| = 1, i ∈ [[m−1]], and δi, εi ∈ {0, 1}, i =
1, ..., m.

As Σ has m clauses then |υ(Σ)| = n = m + 1. We will compute µ(Σ) in
base to build a series (αi, βi), i = 0, ..., m,where each pair is associated to the
variable yi of υ(Σ). Te value αi indicates the number of times that the variable
yi is ’true’ and βi indicates the number of times that the variable yi takes value
’false’ over the set of models of Σ. Let fi a family of clauses of Σ builds as
follows: fi = {cj}j≤i, i ∈ [[m]]. Note that fi ⊂ fi+1, i ∈ [[m − 1]]. Let SAT (fi) =
{s : s satisifies fi}, Ai = {s ∈ SAT (fi) : yi ∈ s}, Bi = {s ∈ SAT (fi) : yi ∈ s}.
Let αi = |Ai|; βi = |Bi| and µi = |SAT (fi)| = αi + βi. From the total number
of models in µi, i ∈ [[m]], there are αi of which yi takes the logical value ’true’
and βi models where yi takes the logical value ’false’.

For example, c1 = (yε1
0 , yδ1

1 ), f1 = {c1}, and (α0, β0) = (1, 1) since y0 can
take one logical value ’true’ and one logical value ’false’ and with whichever of
those values it would satisfy the clause c1 which is the only clause of Σ where y0

appears. SAT (f1) = {yε1
0 yδ1

1 , y1−ε1
0 yδ1

1 , yε1
0 y1−δ1

1 }, and (α1, β1) = (2, 1) if δ1 were
1 or rather (α1, β1) = (1, 2) if δ1 were 0.

In general, we compute the values for (αi, βi) associated to each node xi,
i = 1, .., m, according to the signs (εi, δi) of the literals in the clause ci, by the
next recurrence equations:

(αi, βi) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

(βi−1 ,αi−1 + βi−1) if (εi, δi) = (0, 0)
(αi−1 + βi−1,βi−1 ) if (εi, δi) = (0, 1)
(αi−1 ,αi−1 + βi−1) if (εi, δi) = (1, 0)
(αi−1 + βi−1,αi−1 ) if (εi, δi) = (1, 1)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

(βi−1 ,µi−1) if (εi, δi) = (0, 0)
(µi−1 ,βi−1 ) if (εi, δi) = (0, 1)
(αi−1,µi−1) if (εi, δi) = (1, 0)
(µi−1 ,αi−1) if (εi, δi) = (1, 1)

(2)

Note that, as Σ = fm then µ(Σ) = µm = αm + βm. We denote with ′ →′ the
application of one of the four rules of the recurrence ( 2), so, the expression
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(2, 3) → (5, 2) denotes the application of one of the rules (in this case, the rule
4), over the pair (αi−1, βi−1) = (2, 3) in order to obtain (αi, βi) = (αi−1 +
βi−1, αi−1) = (5, 3).

Example 1 Let Σ = {(x0, x1), (x1, x2), (x2, x3), (x3, x4), (x4, x5)} be a 2-CF
which conforms a chain, the series (αi, βi), i ∈ [[5]], is computed as: (α0, β0) =
(1, 1) → (α1, β1) = (2, 1) since (ε1, δ1) = (1, 1), and the rule 2 have to be ap-
plied. In general, applying the corresponding rule of the recurrence ( 2) accord-
ing to the signs expressed by (εi, δi), i = 2, ..., 5, we have (2, 1) → (α2, β2) =
(1, 3) → (α3, β3) = (3, 4) → (α4, β4) = (3, 7) → (α5, β5) = (10, 7), and then,
#SAT (Σ) = µ(Σ) = µ5 = α5 + β5 = 10 + 7 = 17.

   X1    X3   X2   X0

(1,1) (2, 1) (1, 3) (3, 4)

   X4    X5

(10, 7)(3, 7)

Fig. 1. The constraint graph for the formula of the example 1

If Σ is a chain, we apply ( 2) in order to compute µ(Σ) and this procedure
has a linear time complexity over the number of variables of Σ, since ( 2) is
applied while we are traversing the chain, from the initial node y0 to the final
node ym.

There are other procedures for computing µ(Σ) when Σ is a (2, 2µ)-CF [13,
14], but these last proposals do not distinguish the number of models in which
a variable x takes value 1 of the number of models in which the same variable
x takes value 0, situation which is made explicit in our procedure through the
pair (α, β) labeled by x. This distinction over the set of models of Σ is essential
when we want to extend the computing of µ(Σ) for more complex formulas.

Example 2 Suppose now a monotone 2-CF Υ with m clauses and where GΥ is a
linear chain. I.e Υ = {(x0, x1), (x1, x2), . . . , (xm−1, xm)}. Then, at the beginning
of the recurrence ( 2), (α0, β0) = (1, 1) and (α1, β1) = (2, 1) since (ε1, δ1) =
(1, 1), and in general, as (εi, δi) = (1, 1), for i ∈ [[m]], then the rule: (αi, βi) =
(αi−1 + βi−1, αi−1) is always applied while we are scanning each node of the
chain, thus the Fibonacci numbers appear!.

µ1 = α1 + β1 = α0 + β0 + α0 = 3,
µ2 = α2 + β2 = µ1 + α1 = 5,
(µi)i≥2 = αi + βi = µi−1 + µi−2

The sequence: 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, ..., in which each number is the sum
of the preceding two, is denoted as the Fibonacci series. The numbers in the se-
quence, known as the Fibonacci numbers, will be denoted by Fi and we formally
define them as: F0 = 0; F1 = 1; Fi+2 = Fi+1+Fi, i ≥ 0. Each Fibonacci number
can be bounded up and low by φi−2 ≥ Fi ≥ φi−1, i ≥ 1, where φ = 1

2 · (1+
√

(5))
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is known as the ’golden ratio’. Any Fibonacci number Fi can be computed by
the equation Fi = ClosestInteger( φi

√
5
) = (1+

√
5)i

2·√5
.

The Fibonacci series appear in many applications of the mathematics and it
presents interesting properties that they are reflected in the nature, for example,
it has been shown that some leaves of the trees present a growth in hairspring
as the series of Fibonacci. Thus, applying the Fibonacci series for computing
the number of models in the formula F of the example 2, we obtain the values
(αi, βi), i = 0, ..., 5: (1, 1) → (2, 1) → (3, 2) → (5, 3) → (8, 5) → (13, 8), and
this last series coincides with the Fibonacci numbers: (F2, F1) → (F3, F2) →
(F4, F3) → (F5, F4) → (F6, F5) → (F7, F6). We infer that (αi, βi) = (Fi+2, Fi+1)
and then µi = Fi+2 + Fi+1 = Fi+3, i = 0, ..., m. I.e. for m = 5, we have µ(F ) =
µ5 = F7 + F6 = F8 = 21.

Theorem 1 Let Σ be a monotone 2-CF with m clauses such that GΣ is a chain,

then: #SAT (Σ) = Fm+3 = ClosestInteger

[
1√
5

(
1+

√
5

2

)m+3
]

Let GΣ be a free tree: Let Σ be a Boolean formula with n variables and m
clauses and where there are no cycles in GΣ = (V, E). Traversing GΣ in depth-
first build a free tree, that we denote as AΣ , whose root node is any vertex v ∈ V
with degree 1, and where v is used for beginning the depth-first search. The next
procedure give us a recursive view of the depth-first search, which we show in
order to present the different moments of a node during the search.
Procedure dfs(GΣ, v)

1. Mark v as discovered
2. For each vertex w such that there is an edge (v, w) ∈ GΣ

(a) IF w is undiscovered then dfs(GΣ ,w)
3. Mark v as finished

Note that since GΣ is a free tree, then all its edges are tree edges and, there
are no back edges in AΣ . We denote with (αv, βv) the associated pair to a node
v (v ∈ AΣ). We compute µ(Σ) while we are traversing GΣ in depth-first, for the
next procedure.

Algorithm Count Models for free trees(AΣ)
Input: AΣ the tree defined by the depth-search over GΣ

Output: The number of models of Σ
Procedure: Traversing AΣ in depth-first, and when a node v ∈ AΣ is left
(marked as ”finished” in dfs() ), assign:

1. (αv, βv) = (1, 1) if v is a leaf node in AΣ .
2. If v is a father node with an unique child node u, we apply the recurrence (2)

considering that (αi−1, βi−1) = (αu, βu) and then (αi−1, βi−1) → (αi, βi) =
(αv, βv).
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3. If v is a father node with a list of child nodes associated, i.e., u1, u2, ..., uk

are the child nodes of v, then as we have already visited all child nodes, then
each pair (αuj , βuj ) j = 1, ..., k has been defined based on ( 2). (αvi , βvi) is
obtained by applying (2) over (αi−1, βi−1) = (αuj , βuj ). This step is iterated
until computes the values (αvj , βvj ), j = 1, ..., k. Finally, let αv =

∏k
j=1 αvj

and βv =
∏k

j=1 βvj .
4. If v is the root node of AΣ then returns(αv + βv).

This procedure returns the number of models for Σ in time O(n + m) which
is the necessary time for traversing GΣ in depth-first.

   X4

   X8

(1, 1)

(4, 1)

(2, 1)

(36, 5)
   X1

(41,36)

(1, 1)   X5

   X2

   X7

(1, 1)

(2, 1)

(2, 1)

(5,4)
(9, 5)

   X3

(2, 1)

   X6

(1, 1)

Fig. 2. The free tree graph for the formula of the example 3

Example 3 If Σ = {(x1, x2), (x2, x3), (x2, x4), (x2, x5), (x4, x6), (x6, x7), (x6, x8)}
is a 2-CF, we consider the depth-first search starting in the node x1. The free
tree generated by the depth-search as well as the number of models in each level
of the tree is shown in Figure 2. The procedure Count Models for free trees
returns for αx1 = 41, βx1 = 36 and the total number of models is: #SAT(Σ) =
41 + 36 = 77.

If there are unitary clauses in Σ, i.e. U ⊆ Σ and U = {(l1), (l2), ..., (lk)}.
Then, when the recurrence ( 2) is being applying over a node xi of GΣ , it has to
be checked if xi ∈ υ(U) or not. If xi /∈ υ(U) we only apply the recurrence, but

if xi ∈ υ(U) then (αi, βi) =
{

(0, βi) if (xi) ∈ U ,
(αi, 0) if (xi) ∈ U

Since a unitary clause uniquely determines the values of its variable is not
needed to consider the opposite value for the variable.

Let U ′ = {(l) : υ(l) ∈ υ(U)} and let U ′′ = U − U ′. If there are no contra-
dictory pairs of unitary clauses in U ′′ then µ(U ′′) = 1; otherwise µ(U ′′) = 0. In
base to ( 1), µ(Σ∪U) = µ(Σ∪U ′)·µ(U ′′) since GΣ∪U ′ and GU ′′ are independent
connected components.

3.2. If GΣ contains cycles

As is known, #SAT for formulas in the class (2, 3µ)-CF is a #P-complete prob-
lem [14], for this class, if we discard the class of formulas Σ where GΣ is a free
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tree (because for this subclass #SAT is computed in linear time), remains in the
class just cycle formulas. In this section we show that even for cycle formulas,
there is a tractable subclass for #2SAT.

First, let us consider that Σ is a (2, 2µ)-CF such that GΣ = (V, E) is a
simple cycle with m nodes, that is, all the variables in υ(Σ) appear twice,
|V | = m = n = |E|. Ordering the clauses in Σ in such a way that | υ(ci) ∩
υ(ci+1) |= 1, and ci1 = ci2 whenever i1 ≡ i2 mod m, hence y0 = ym, then

Σ =
{

ci = {yεi

i−1, y
δi

i }
}m

i=1
, where δi, εi ∈ {0, 1}. Decomposing Σ as Σ = Σ′∪cm,

where Σ′ = {c1, ..., cm−1} is a chain and cm = (yεm
m−1, y

δm
0 ) is the edge which

conforms with GΣ′ the simple cycle: y0, y1, ..., ym−1, y0. Then, we can apply the
linear procedure in (3.1) for computing µ(Σ′).

Every model of Σ′ determined logical values for the variables: ym−1 and
y0 since those variables appeared in υ(Σ′). Any model s of Σ′ satisfies cm if
and only if (y1−εm

m−1 /∈ s and y1−δm
m /∈ s), this is, SAT (Σ′ ∪ cm) ⊆ SAT (Σ′),

and SAT (Σ′ ∪ cm) = SAT (Σ′) − {s ∈ SAT (Σ′) : s falsifies cm}. Let Y =
Σ′ ∪ {(y1−εm

m−1 ) ∧ (y1−δm
m )} then, µ(Y ) is computed as a chain with two unitary

clauses, and then:

#SAT (Σ) = µ(Σ) = µ(Σ′) − µ(Y ) = µ(Σ′) − µ(Σ′ ∧ (y1−εm
m−1 ) ∧ (y1−δm

m )) (3)

For example, let us consider Σ to be a monotone 2-CF with m clauses such
that GΣ is a simple cycle. Σ =

{
ci = {yεi

i−1, y
δi

i }
}m

i=1
, where δi, εi = 1, | υ(ci) ∩

υ(ci+1) |= 1, and ci1 = ci2 whenever i1 ≡ i2 mod m, hence y0 = ym. Let
Σ′ = {c1, ..., cm−1}, then: µ(Σ′) = µm−1 = Fm−1+3 = Fm+2 for theorem 1
and being Fi the i-esimo Fibonacci number. As εm = δm = 1 and µ(Y ) =
µ(Σ′∧(y0)∧(ym−1)) is computed by the series: (α0, β0) = (0, 1) = (F0, F1) since
(y0) ∈ Y , (α1, β1) = (1, 0) = (F1, F0); (α2, β2) = (1, 1) = (F2, F1); (α3, β3) =
(2, 1) = (F3, F2); and in general (αi, βi) = (Fi, Fi−1), then for the clause cm−1,
(αm−1, βm−1) = (Fm−1, Fm−2), then µ(Y ) = βm−1 = Fm−2 since (ym) ∈ Y .
Finally, #SAT (Σ) = µ(Σ) = µ(Σ′) − µ(Y ) = Fm+2 − Fm−2. On the other
hand; Fm+2 − Fm−2 = Fm+1 + Fm − Fm−2 = Fm+1 + Fm−1 + Fm−2 − Fm−2 =
Fm+1 + Fm−1 = Fm+2 · Fm−1.

Theorem 2 Let Σ be a monotone 2-CF with m clauses and where GΣ is a
simple cycle, then: #SAT (Σ) = Fm+2 − Fm−2 = Fm+1 + Fm−1.

Note that the combination of the procedure for free trees and the processing
of cyles (equation 3) can be applied for computing #SAT (Σ) if GΣ is a graph
where the depth-first search generates a free tree and a set of fundamental cycles,
such that any fundamental cycle is independent with any other fundamental
cycle, that is, there are no common vertices neither common edges among any
pair of fundamental cycles.

Thus, the procedures presented here, for computing µ(Σ) being Σ a Boolean
formula in 2-CF and where GΣ is a cycle, a chain, a free tree, or a free tree
union independent cycles, each one runs in linear time over the length of the
given formula, and they have the complexity time O(m + n).
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The class of Boolean formulas F such that its depth-first search builds a
free tree and a set of fundamental independent cycles, such class conforms a
new polynomial class for #2-SAT. This new class is a superclass of (2, 2µ)-CF,
and it has not restriction over the number of occurrences of a variable over the
formulas, although (2, 3µ)-CF is a #P -complete problem.

4 A pplying #SAT t o P r op osit ional I nference

We now turn to one important application of the results of the previous section
into the area of propositional reasoning. A generalization of deductive inference
which can be used when a knowledge base is augmented by, e.g., statistical
information, is to use the inference of a degree of belief as an effort to avoid the
computationally hard task of deductive inference [13].

The approach to compute the degree of belief of an intelligent agent, consists
of assigning an equal degree of belief to all basic ”situations”. In this manner, we
can compute the probability that Σ (an initial knowledge base which involves
n variables) will be satisfied, denoted by PΣ , as: PΣ = Prob(Σ ≡ �) = µ(Σ)

2n ,
where � stands for the Truth value and Prob is used to denote the probability.

We are interested in the computational complexity of computing the degree
of belief in a propositional formula F with respect to Σ, such as the fraction
of models of Σ that are consistent with the query F , that is, the conditional
probability of F with respect to Σ, denoted by PF |Σ , and computed as: PF |Σ =
Prob((Σ ∧ F ) ≡ � | Σ ≡ �) = µ(Σ∧F )

µ(Σ) .

We want to determine the class of formulas for Σ and F where the degree
of belief PF |Σ can be done efficiently, in such a way that we can realize the
incremental recompilation of knowledge of Σ by F in an efficient way.

Many approaches for incorporating dynamically a single or a sequence of
changes into an initial Knowledge Base (KB) have been proposed [3, 7, 9, 11,
12]. Almost all these proposals are plagued by serious complexity-theoretic im-
pediments, even in the Horn case [7, 9]. More fundamentally, these schemes are
not inductive, in the sense that they may lose in a single update any positive
properties of the structure of the KB.

Thus, in order to perform the computing of the degree of belief PF |Σ in
polynomial time, we begin considering a knowledge base Σ in 2-CF and where
GΣ is a free tree and if there are cycles in GΣ , these are independent cycles,
since as we have shown in the previous section that #2-SAT for this class of
formulas is computed in polynomial time.

We also suppose that the KB Σ is a satisfiable 2-CF and µ(Σ) > 0 and then
PF |Σ = µ(Σ∧F )

µ(Σ) is well-defined. We will show here how to compute µ(Σ ∧ F ),
and for this, we consider the different cases for F .

4.1. Computing the Degree of Belief in Basic Formulas

Let F = {(l)}, where υ(l) ∈ υ(Σ). We have shown in chapter 3 how to compute
µ(Σ ∪ {(l)}). Notice that if Σ ∧ F is unsatisfiable then PF |Σ = 0.
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If F = {(l)} and υ(l) /∈ υ(Σ), and as we have considered the degree of belief
in F given Σ as a conditional probability, then it makes sense to update the
degree of belief for updating the probability space where PF |Σ is computed [6].

Incremental Knowledge Process: When new pieces of information that did
not originally appear in the sample space must be considered then, we will
introduce into the area of updating the degree of belief for making an extension
of the original probability space [8].

Let F = (
∧k

j=1 lj) a conjunction of literals where there are variables that do
not appear in the original knowledge base Σ. Let A = {(l) ∈ F : υ(l) /∈ υ(Σ)},
t =| A | and | υ(Σ) |= n. We consider F as a set of literals (the conjunction
is understood between the elements of the set), let F ′ = F − A. There are 2n

assignments defined over υ(Σ) and 2n+t assignments defined over υ(Σ) ∪ υ(F ),
then we update the domain of the probability space over which we compute

PF |Σ , as: PF |Σ = Prob(Σ∧F )

ProbΣ
=

µ(Σ∧F )
2n+t

µ(Σ)
2n

= µ(Σ∧F )
2t·µ(Σ) . Since GA and GΣ∪F ′ are two

independent connected components and µ(
∧

l∈A l) =
∏

l∈A µ(l) = 1, then:

PF |Σ =
µ(Σ ∧ F ′) · µ(

∧
l∈A l)

2t · µ(Σ)
=

µ(Σ ∧ F ′)
2t · µ(Σ)

(4)

Example 4 Let Σ = {(x0, x1), (x1, x2), (x2, x3), (x3, x4), (x4, x5)}, and F =
{x0, x3, x8}. A = {l ∈ F : υ(l) /∈ υ(Σ)} = {x8}, and t =| A |= 1. We can
compute µ(Σ ∧ F ) according of the procedure (3.1) then, (α0, β0) = (1, 0), since
(x0) ∈ F , and then (α1, β1) = (1, 1). (α2, β2) = (α1 + β1, α1) = (2, 1) → (3, 2) =
(α3, β3), but this last pair must be changed since υ(x3) is the label of (α3, β3)
and appears as a negated variable in F , then (α3, β3) = (0, β3) = (0, 2). After
(α4, β4) = (β3, α3 + β3) = (2, 2) → (4, 2) = (α5, β5). And µ5 = 6 = µ(Σ ∧ F ) =
µ(Σ ∧F ′) = µ(Σ ∧ (x0)∧ (x3)), applying ( 4) since x8 does not appear in υ(Σ).

PF |Σ =
µ(Σ∧�k

j=1 lj)

2t·µ(Σ) = µ(Σ∧(x0)∧(x3)∧(x8))
2t·µ(Σ) = 6

2·19 = 6
38 .

To compute µ(Σ ∧ F ′) as well as µ(Σ) is done in linear time by the linear
procedure of chapter 3, then ( 4) is computed in linear time too.

Let now a clause, F = (
∨k

j=1 lj). Considering F as a set of literals, let
A = {l ∈ F |υ(l) /∈ υ(Σ)}, t =| A |, and let F ′ = F − A. We can compute
µ(Σ ∧ F ), as:

µ(Σ ∧ F ) = µ(Σ) · 2t − µ(Σ ∧ F ) (5)
We are computing µ(Σ∧F ) by extending the models of Σ for considering the

variables which are in υ(F ) however they are not in υ(Σ), and we are eliminating
the assignments which falsify Σ ∪ F .

As, F = (
∨k

j=1 lj) then F = (
∧k

j=1 lj) = (
∧

x∈F ′ x ∧ ∧
x∈A x) since υ(A) ∩

(υ(Σ)∪υ(F ′)) = ∅ we could consider GA as a connected component independent
to GΣ∪F ′ , where F ′ =

∧
x∈F∧υ(x)∈υ(Σ) x. According to ( 1), µ(Σ ∧ F ) = µ(Σ ∧

F ′) · µ(A) = µ(Σ ∧ F ′) since µ(A) = 1, then:

PF |Σ =
µ(Σ ∧ F )
2t · µ(Σ)

=
µ(Σ) · 2t − µ(Σ ∧ F ′)

2t · µ(Σ)
= 1 − µ(Σ ∧ F ′)

2t · µ(Σ)
(6)
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Notice that when F is a phrase or a clause there is no restriction on the
number of literals that F can contain. Thus, ( 6) permits us to solve #SAT
for formulas (Σ ∪ F ) in a greater hierarchy than (≤ 2, 3µ)-CF, for considering
clauses in F with more than 2 literals.

Some methods for choosing among several possible revisions are based on
some implict bias, namely a priory probability that each element (literal or
clause) of the domain theory requires revision. Opposite to assign the probabili-
ties to each element F of the theory Σ by an expert or simply chosen by default
[10], we have shown here a formal and efficient way to determine such proba-
bility based on the degree of belief PF |Σ , with the additional advantages that
such probabilities could be adjusted automatically in response to newly-obtained
information.

Suppose that Σ is a (≤ 2)-CF where GΣ is a free tree or it contains a set of
cycles such that any pair of such cycles do not share edges neither nodes. The
last objective that we approach here, consist on determining the structure of a
new formula F (set of clauses) such that GΣ∪F keeps the same conditions of GΣ ,
in order that #SAT (Σ ∪ F ) remains computing in polynomial time complexity
and the incremental knowledge process will be inductive.

IF for each ci ∈ F, i = 1, ..., | F |
– ci is a unitary clause, or
– υ(ci) − υ(Σ) �= ∅, or
– ci adds a new fundamental cycle en GΣ , this is, ci conforms a new cycle but

the set of cycles in GΣ ∪ ci do not share edges neither nodes.

Then #SAT (Σ∪F ) remains computing in polynomial time using the procedures
presented in chapter 3.

5 Conclusions

#SAT for the class of Boolean formulas in 2-CF is a classical #P-complete
problem. Until now, the maximum subclass of 2-CF where #2SAT is solved
efficiently is for the class (2, 2µ)-CF, which are the Boolean formulas in 2-CF
where each variable appears twice at most.

We present different linear procedures to compute #SAT for subclasses of 2-
CF. Let Σ be a 2-CF where GΣ (the constraint undirected graph of Σ) is acyclic
or, a free tree union independent cycles, we show that #SAT (Σ) is computed
in linear time over the length of the formula Σ.

This new polynomial class of 2-CF contains to the class (2, 2µ)-CF, and it
does not have restriction over the number of occurrences per variable in the given
formula, although (2, 3µ)-SAT is a #P -complete problem. Then, this new class
of Boolean formulas brings us a new paradigm for solving #SAT, and would
be used to incide directly over the complexity time of the algorithms for other
counting problems.

We present one application of our results in the propostional inference area,
showing conditions that permit to an intelligent agent, compute the degree of
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belief in a new formula F given an initial knowledge base Σ and such that it
could be done in polynomial time over the length of (Σ ∪ F ).
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Abstract. Digital cameras with wide angle lens are typically used in
mobile robots to detect obstacles near the robot. Unfortunately cam-
eras with wide angle lens capture images with a radial distortion. This
paper describe the problems associated with severe radial distortion, re-
view some previous relevant approaches to remove the distortion, and
presents a robust method to solve the problem. The main idea is to
get feature points, which must be easily and robustly computed, from a
pattern image (which is in front of the camera) and from the distorted
image (acquired by the camera). An iterative non-linear optimization
technique is used to match feature points from one image to the other.
Experimental results show the robustness of the new method. A Linux
implementation of this approach is available as a GNU public source
code.

1 Introduction

Most algorithms in 3-D Computer Vision rely on the pinhole camera model be-
cause of its simplicity, whereas video optics, especially wide–angle lens, generate
a lot of non–linear distortion. In some applications, for instance in stereo vision
systems, this distortion can be critical.

Camera calibration consists of finding the mapping between the 3-D space
and the camera plane. This mapping can be separated in two different transfor-
mations: first, the relation between the origin of 3–D space (the global coordinate
system) and the camera coordinate system, which forms the external calibration
parameters (3–D rotation and translation), and second the mapping between
3–D points in space (using the camera coordinate system) and 2–D points on
the camera plane, which form the internal calibration parameters [1].

This paper introduces a new method to find the internal calibration parame-
ters of a camera, specifically those parameters related with the radial distortion
due to wide–angle lens.

The new method works with two images, one from the camera and one from
a calibration pattern (without distortion) and it is based on a non–linear op-
timization method to match feature points of both images, given a parametric
distortion model. The image from the calibration pattern can be a scanned im-
age, an image taken by a high quality digital camera (without lens distortion),
or even the binary image of the pattern (which printed becomes the pattern).
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First, a set of feature point correspondences between both images are com-
puted automatically. The next step is to find the best distortion model that
maps the feature points from the distorted image to the calibration pattern.
This search is guided by analytical derivatives with respect to the set of calibra-
tion parameters. The final result is the set of parameters of the best distortion
model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describe the problem
to compute transformed images and it presents the Bilinear Interpolation as a
solution to that problem. Sections 3 and 4 describe the distortion and projective
model that we are using. Section 5 presents the method to match pairs of points.
A brief comparison with previous calibration methods is found in section 6. Here
we show the problems associated with cameras using wide angle lens and why
some previous methods fails or require a human operator. Besides the advantages
of the proposed method are highlighted in this section. Experimental results are
shown in Section 7. Finally, some conclusions are given in Section 8.

2 Computing Transformed Images

For integer coordinates 〈i, j〉, let I(i, j) gives the intensity value of the pixel
associated to position 〈i, j〉 in image I. Let I0 and I1 be the original and trans-
formed image, respectively. A geometric transformation, considering a set Θ of
parameters, computes pixels of the new image, I1(i, j) in the following way:

I1(i, j) = I0(x(Θ, i, j), y(Θ, i, j)) (1)

If x(Θ, i, j) and y(Θ, i, j) are outside of the image I0, a common strategy
is to assign zero value which represents a black pixel. But, What happen when
x(Θ, i, j) and y(Θ, i, j) have real values instead of integer values? Remember
that image I0(x, y) have only valid values when x and y have integer values. An
inaccurate method to solve this problem is to use their nearest integer values,
but next section presents a much better method to interpolate a pixel of real
coordinates (x, y) from an image I.

From other point of view, pixel I0(x, y) moves to the position I1(i, j). However
most transformations define points of the new image given points of the original
image. In that case, to apply the bilinear transformation, we need to compute
the inverse transformation that maps new points (or coordinates) to points (or
coordinates) of the original image.

2.1 Bilinear Interpolation

If xi and xf are the integer and fractional part of x, respectively, and yi and yf

the integer and fractional part of y, Figure 1 illustrates the bilinear interpolation
method [3] to find I(xi + xf , yi + yf ), given the four nearest pixels to position
(xi + xf , yi + yf): I(xi, yi), I(xi + 1, yi), I(xi, yi + 1), I(xi + 1, yi + 1) (image
values at particular positions are represented by vertical bars in Figure 1). First
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fx

fy
(xi+1,yi) (xi+1,yi+1)

(xi,yi+1)

(xi,yi)

(xi+1,yi+fy)

(xi,yi+fy)

(xi+fx,yi+fy)

Fig. 1. Using Bilinear Interpolation

(a) Pattern in front of
the camera

(b) Image captured by
the camera

Cd

Pd

Pu

(c) Both images

Fig. 2. The distortion process due to lens

two linear interpolations are used to compute two new values (I(xi, yi + yf ) and
I(xi + 1, yi + yf )) and then another linear interpolation is used to compute the
desired value (I(xi + xf , yi + yf )) from the new computed values:

I(xi, yi + yf ) = (1 − yf )I(xi, yi) + yf I(xi, yi + 1)
I(xi + 1, yi + yf ) = (1 − yf )I(xi + 1, yi) + yf I(xi + 1, yi + 1)
I(xi + xf , yi + yf ) = (1 − xf )I(xi, yi + yf ) + xf I(xi + 1, yi + yf )

(2)

Using the bilinear interpolation, a smooth transformed image is computed.
Now we are able to deal with transformations associated with cameras. In section
5.3 we describe the process to build new images from distorted images and the
set of parameters of the distortion and projection model.

3 The Distortion Model

The distortion process due to wide–angle lens is illustrated in Figure 2. Figure
2 (b) shows an image taken from the camera when the pattern shown in Figure
2 (a) is in front of the camera. Note the effect of lens, the image is distorted,
specially in those parts far away from the center of the image.

Figure 2 (c) shows the radial distortion in detail, supposing that the center
of distortion is the point Cd with coordinates (cx, cy) (not necessarily the center
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of the image). Let Id be the distorted image captured by the camera and Iu the
undistorted image associated to Id.

In order to correct the distorted image, the distorted point at position Pd

with coordinates (xd, yd) in Id should move to point Pu with coordinates (xu, yu).
Let rd and ru be the Euclidian distance between Pd and Cd, and between Pu

and Cd, respectively. The relationship between radial distances rd and ru can be
modeled in two ways:

rd = ruf1(r2
u) (3)

ru = rdf2(r2
d) (4)

Approximations to arbitrary functions f1 and f2 may be given by a Taylor
expansion: (f1(r2

u) = 1+k1r
2
u +k2r

4
u + · · · ) and (f2(r2

d) = 1+k1r
2
d +k2r

4
d + · · · ).

Figure 3 helps to see the difference between f1 and f2 considering only k1 for a
typical distortion in a wide–angle lens. f1 models a compression while f2 models
an expansion. The problem with f1 is that there is the possibility to get the same
rd for two different values of ru. In fact, this behavior was found experimentally
when we use f1, borders of the corrected image duplicate parts of the image (see
the top corners in Figure 4(b) for an example). However f2 does not have this
problem.
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(a) rd = ruf1(r
2
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d), f2 = 1 + 1.3 × 10−5r2
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Fig. 3. Two different functions to model the distortion of images

From now on, we consider only eq. 4. Experimentally we found that we need
to consider four terms for f2, to remove the distortion due to wide–angle lens.
Then, the coordinates (xu, yu) of Pu can be computed by:

xu = cx + (xd − cx)f2(r2
d)

= cx + (xd − cx)(1 + k1r
2
d + k2r

4
d + k3r

6
d)

yu = cy + (yd − cy)f2(r2
d)

= cy + (yd − cy)(1 + k1r
2
d + k2r

4
d + k3r

6
d)

r2
d = (xd − cx)2 + (yd − cy)2

(5)
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(a) Image from camera (b) Corrected image

Fig. 4. An example of a wrong correction using f1

where (cx, cy) are the coordinates of the center of radial distortion. So, this
distortion model have a set of five parameters Θd = {cx, cy, k1, k2, k3}. This
model works fine if the camera have square pixel, but if not, we need another
parameter, sx, called aspect ratio that divide the term (xd − cx). Since most
cameras have square pixels, we consider sx = 1.

4 The Projection Model

Figure 2 shows and ideal case, where the plane of the pattern is parallel to
the camera plane and center of the pattern coincides with the optical axis of
the camera. Using homogeneous coordinates, the class of 2–D planar projective
transformations between the camera plane and the plane of the undistorted
image is given by [8] [x′

p, y
′
p, w

′
p]t = M [x′

u, y′
u, w′

u]t, where matrix M is called an
homography and it has eight independent parameters,

M =




m0 m1 m2

m3 m4 m5

m6 m7 1




Plane and homogeneous coordinates are related by (xp = x′
p/w′

p, yp = y′
p/w′

p)
and (xu = x′

u/w′
u, yu = y′

u/w′
u). So, a point Pu(xu, yu) in image Iu moves to

Pp(xp, yp) in the new projected image Ip. Assigning w′
u = 1, the new coordinates

of Pp are given by:

xp = m0xu+m1yu+m2
m6xu+m7yu+1 , yp = m3xu+m4yu+m5

m6xu+m7yu+1 (6)

And now the projection parameters are Θp = {m0, m1, m2, m3, m4, m5, m6, m7}.

5 The Point Correspondences Method

The goal is to find a set of parameters Θd and Θp that transform the distorted
image capture by the camera, Id into a new projected image, Ip, that match the
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image, Ir, of the calibration pattern put in front of the camera. To do that, a
set of point correspondences are extracted from Id and Ir (see section 5.2 for
details).

Let n be the number of features, (xrk, yrk) be the coordinates of the k–th
feature in Ir and (xdk, ydk) be its correspondence in Id. From (xdk, ydk) and
using eq. 5, we can compute (xuk, yuk) and using eq. 6, we can get the coor-
dinates (xpk, ypk) of the projected feature. So we have a set of pairs of points
C = {< (xr1, yr1), (xp1, yp1) >, · · · , < (xrn, yrn), (xpn, ypn) >}.

We formulate the goal of the calibration as to find a set of parameters Θ =
Θp ∪ Θd such the sum, E, of square distances between projected points and
reference points is a minimum,

exk = xp(Θ, xdk, ydk) − xrk

eyk = yp(Θ, xdk, ydk) − yrk

E =
n∑

k=1

e2
xk + e2

yk

Θ = argmin E(Θ)

(7)

5.1 Non-Linear Optimization

The Gauss-Newton-Levenberg-Marquardt method (GNLM) [6] is a non–linear
iterative technique specifically designated for minimizing functions which has
the form of sum of square functions, like E. At each iteration the increment of
parameters, vector δΘ, is computed solving the following linear matrix equation:

[A + λI] δΘ = B (8)

If there is n point correspondences and q parameters in Θ, A is a matrix of
dimension q × q and matrix B has dimension q × 1. λ is a parameter which is
allowed to vary at each iteration. After a little algebra, the elements of A and
B can be computed using the following formulas,

ai,j =
∑n

k=1(
∂xpk

∂θi

∂xpk

∂θj
+ ∂ypk

∂θi

∂ypk

∂θj
), bi = −∑n

k=1(
∂xpk

∂θi
exk + ∂ypk

∂θi
eyk) (9)

In order to simplify the notation, we use xp instead of xpk and yp instead of
ypk. Then, ∂xp

∂θi
and ∂yp

∂θi
for (θi ∈ Θp) can be derived from eq. 6,

∂xp

∂m0
= xu

D
∂yp

∂m0
= 0

∂xp

∂m1
= yu

D
∂yp

∂m1
= 0

∂xp

∂m2
= 1

D
∂yp

∂m2
= 0

∂xp

∂m3
= 0 ∂yp

∂m3
= xu

D
∂xp

∂m4
= 0 ∂yp

∂m4
= yu

D
∂xp

∂m5
= 0 ∂yp

∂m5
= 1

D
∂xp

∂m6
= −xuxp

D
∂yp

∂m6
= −xuyp

D
∂xp

∂m7
= −yuxp

D
∂yp

∂m7
= −yuyp

D

(10)
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Where D = m6xu + m7yu + 1. Partial derivatives of distortion parameters are
derived from eq. 5 and two applications of the chain rule,

∂xp

∂θi
=

∂xp

∂xu

∂xu

∂θi
+

∂xp

∂yu

∂yu

∂θi
,

∂yp

∂θi
=

∂yp

∂xu

∂xu

∂θi
+

∂yp

∂yu

∂yu

∂θi
(11)

∂xp
∂xu

=(Dm0−(m0xu+m1∗yu+m2)m6)/D2,
∂xp
∂yu

=(Dm1−(m0xu+m1∗yu+m2)m7)/D2

∂yp
∂xu

=(Dm3−(m3xu+m4∗yu+m5)m6)/D2,
∂yp
∂yu

=(Dm4−(m3xu+m4∗yu+m5)m7)/D2 (12)

Finally, the last set of formulas are derived from eq. 5,

∂xu

∂k1
= r2

d(xd − cx)
∂yu

∂k1
= r2

d(yd − cy)
∂xu

∂k2
= r4

d(xd − cx)
∂yu

∂k2
= r4

d(yd − cy)
∂xu

∂k3
= r6

d(xd − cx)
∂yu

∂k3
= r6

d(yd − cy)
∂xu

∂cx
= 1 − (1 + k1r

2
d + k2r

4
d + k3r

6
d) − 2(k1 + 2k2r

2
d + 3k3r

4
d)(xd − cx)2

∂yu

∂cx
= −2(k1 + 2k2r

2
d + 3k3r

4
d)(xd − cx)(yd − cy)

∂xu

∂cy
= −2(k1 + 2k2r

2 + 3k3r
4
d)(xd − cx)(yd − cy)

∂yu

∂cy
= 1 − (1 + k1r

2
d + k2r

4
d + 3k3r

6
d) − 2(yd − cy)2(k1 + 2k2r

2
d + 3k3r

4
d)

(13)

where r was defined previously in eq. 5. Next section describes how to compute
feature points from each image, as well as their correspondences automatically.

5.2 Selecting Feature Points

As we can see in Figure 4 (a), the image has white squares over a black back-
ground. As robust feature points we select the center of mass of each one of
the white squares (or distorted white squares) of both images. The mass of each
pixel is its gray level in the range [0− 255] (0 for black pixels and 255 for white
pixels).

In the implementation, once a white pixel is found (considering a given
threshold), its cluster is identified visiting its neighbors recursively, and the cen-
ter of mass is computed from all pixels in the cluster.

To compute automatically point correspondences, we assume that the array
of white squares in each image is centered, specially in the case of the image
from the camera. This is not a problem with the reference pattern, because we
use the perfect graphic file.

We also assume that the image from the camera does not have a significant
rotation, relative to the reference image. In this way, bad clusters (for instance
when the camera capture some white areas outside of the calibration pattern)
can be eliminated because the good clusters are closer to the image center. The
correspondences are also computed automatically if the image holds the relative
correspondence of clusters with their neighbors. For instance the top–rightmost
clusters in the image of the camera and in the reference image, are the closest
ones to the top–right corner of the image.
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5.3 Computing Corrected Images

If we compute a set of parameters Θ we are able to map a point (xd, yd) into a
new projected point (xp, yp). But to compute a new image we need the inverse
mapping: to set the pixel value with integer coordinates (xp, yp), get the pixel
value with coordinates (xd, yd) in the distorted image Id.

It is easy to compute (xu, yu) given (xp, yp) and the homography M . In
homogeneous coordinates, [x′

u, y′
u, w′

u]t = M−1[x′
p, y

′
p, w

′
p]t.

However, it is harder to compute (xd, yd) given (xu, yu). There is no a direct
way to solve this problem considering k1, k2 and k3. To solve it, we use the
binary search algorithm.

Our goal is to find f2(r2
d) given (xu, yu) and Θd. Once f2(r2

d) has been found,
xd and yd are easily calculated from eq. 5. From eq. 4, we formulate a new
function f:

f(rd) = ru − rdf2(r2
d) = ru − rd(1 + k1r

2
d + k2r

4
d + k3r

6
d) (14)

If xu = cx and yu = cy, from eq. 5 we have xd = xu and yd = yu. For other
cases, f(rd = 0) > 0 and we need to find a value for rd such that f(rd) < 0
and then apply the binary search algorithm to find the value of rd such f(rd) is
close to zero (considering some threshold). In the implementation we iteratively
increment rd until f(rd) < 0.

5.4 The Calibration Process

The calibration process starts with one image from the camera, Id, another
image from the calibration pattern, Ir , and initial values for parameters Θ. In
the following algorithm, Θ and δΘ are considered as vectors. We start with
(cx, cy) at the center of the image, k1 = k2 = k3 = 0 and the identity matrix for
M . The calibration algorithm is as follows:

1. From the reference image, compute the reference feature points (xrk, yrk), (k =
1, · · ·n).

2. From Θ and the distorted image, compute a corrected image.
3. From the corrected image compute the set of feature points (xpk, ypk), (k =

1, · · ·n).
4. From (xpk, ypk)(k = 1, · · ·n) and Θ compute (xdk, ydk)(k = 1, · · ·n).
5. Find the best Θ that minimize E using the GNLM algorithm:

(a) Compute the total error, E(Θ) (eq. 7).
(b) Pick a modest value for λ, say λ = 0.001.
(c) Solve the linear system of equations (8), and calculate E(Θ + δΘ)).
(d) if E(Θ+δΘ) > E(Θ), increase λ by a factor of 10, and go to the previous

step. If λ grows very large, it means that there is no way to improve the
solution Θ.

(e) if E(Θ + δΘ), Ir) < E(Θ), decrease λ by a factor of 10, replace Θ by
Θ + δΘ, and go to step 5a.

6. Repeat steps 2–5 until E(Θ) does not decrease.
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When λ = 0, the GNLM method is a Gauss–Newton method, and when λ
tends to infinity, δΘ turns to so called steepest descent direction and the size δθ
tends to zero.

The calibration algorithm apply several times the GNLM algorithm to get
better solutions. At the beginning, the clusters of the distorted image are not
perfect squares and so point features can not match exactly the feature points
computed using the reference image. Once a corrected image is ready, point
features can be better estimated.

6 Related Approaches

There are two kinds of calibration methods. The first kind is the one that uses
a calibration pattern or grid with features whose world coordinates are known.
The second family of methods is those that use geometric invariants of the image
features like parallel lines, spheres, circles, etc. [2].

The Method described in this paper is in the first family of methods. Feature
point correspondences with reference points are computed automatically. Some
other methods require a human operator (with a lot of patience) to find such
correspondences [9]. Some other registration methods uses all points or pixels
of images as features, instead of a small set of point correspondences. However
these kind of methods need an initial set of parameters close to the right one
and also have problems due to non uniform illumination [9].

The main problem when we have a high radial distortion is the accurate
detection of features. Detect white clusters of pixels is easier than detect lines
or corners. Some other methods apply the function f1 of eq. (3), computing rd

directly from ru. But they tend to fail when there is a high radial distortion, as
shown in Figure 4. Also, in order to correct images, we have to introduce more
terms in the distortion model (k1, k2, k3). Other methods use only k1 and find a
direct solution for rd. However they also fail to model higher radial distortions.
Other methods [4][5] use a Taylor expansion of rd instead of r2

d. They report
slightly better results than the classical approach using an expansion of r2

d with
lens of low distortion [5]. In our case, using wide–angle lens with very high
distortion, we found slightly better results using the expansion of r2

d instead of
rd, considering k1, k2 and k3 in both cases.

Once a set of parameters was found using our method, computing each pixel
of the new image is slow (due to the binary search method). However in order to
process many images from the same camera, that process of finding correspon-
dences between Ip (the new image) and Id (the distorted image) should be done
only once. Given such correspondences, the bilinear interpolation process is very
fast and a new corrected image is computed quickly.

We have described a calibration method based on the Gauss–Newton–Leven-
berg–Marquardt non–linear optimization method using analytical derivatives.
Other approaches compute numerical derivatives [1, 2, 7], so we have faster cal-
culations and better convergence properties.
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(a) Calibration Pattern (b) Image from camera (c) New image

Fig. 5. The calibration process

7 Experimental Results

Table 1. Final set of parameters

m0 m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7

.0752 .0146 131.0073 -.0132 .0788 115.4594 -.00002 .000036

m8 k1 k2 k3 cx cy sx

-.000048 1.2026-06 -4.2812E-13 6.6317E-18 508.936 625.977 1

We test a MDCS2, 1
2” format CMOS, firewire color camera from Videre

Design with a 3.5mm C-mount lens. This camera acquire 15fps with resolution
of 1280 × 960 pixels.

The pattern calibration (image Ir), showed in Figure 5(a), was made using
the program xfig under Linux. The image taken by the camera is shown in
Figure 5(b). The corrected and projected image, using our point correspondences
method, is shown in Figure 5(c), a very good result. The GNLM process was
applied twice, requiring 6 iterations in the first case and 108 iterations in the
second case. The error E after the first GNLM search was 1.706 × 105 and at
the end the second search it was 1.572 × 105. It is interesting to compute the
maximum individual distance between points (di =

√
e2

xi + e2
yi) to see how good

was the match. Using this criteria, at the end of the process we got dmax
i = 1.86

pixels. The final parameters found are listed in Table 1.
Finally, Figure 6 shows an example of removing distortion using an image of

our Laboratory.

8 Conclusions

We propose a robust method to remove radial distortion from images using a
reference image as a guide. It is based on point correspondences between the
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Fig. 6. Original and corrected images

acquired image from the camera (with wide–angle lens) and the reference image.
This method is faster than image registration methods and it is able to model
high radial distortions. Also the selection of the center of mass of clusters of
white pixels within images, as point features, are easier to detect than lines or
corners. Another advantage of this method is its good convergence properties
even starting with a set of parameters that no introduces any distortion.

This method was implemented in Linux and it is available online1 , using the
C language and standard routines from the Free Gnu Scientific library (GSL) to
solve the linear system of equations and to find the inverse of matrix M .
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Abstract. Mobile robots typically need a map of the environment to
perform their tasks. In indoor environments, a 2D geometric map is com-
monly represented by a set of lines and points. In this work we consider
a mobile robot with a laser range finder and the goal is to find the best
set of lines from the sequence of points given by a laser scan. We propose
a probabilistic method to deal with noisy laser scans, where the noise
is not properly modeled using a Gaussian Distribution. An experimen-
tal comparison with a very well known method (SMSM) using a mobile
robot simulator and a real mobile robot, shows the robustness of the new
method. The new method is also fast enough to be used in real time.

1 Introduction

A considerable number of researchers had been using laser range finders in mobile
robotics for indoor environments. Laser range finder measures the outline of
objects with high resolution and accuracy. This information can be used directly
to perform simple tasks. However in most of the mobile robot tasks is necessary
to build a map of the environment.

Normally the laser range finder performs is in a plane parallel to the floor
and each laser scan provides n points from the environment as it is shown in the
figure 1(b). Usually points are expressed in polar format (ri, αi), where ri is the
distance from the sensor to the detected object at direction αi (see figure 1(a)).

Because indoor environments have a lot of planar surfaces such as walls,
doors, or cupboards; Line Maps (LM) are commonly used to represent them.
LM are more compact and accurate than occupancy grids. Unfortunately, as
state in [4], there are some difficulties to get the best LM from a laser scan: 1)
find the best number of lines, 2) determine which points belong to which line,
and 3) estimate the line model parameters given the points that belong to a line.

This paper introduces a new approach called WSAC to find the LM even in
the presence of noisy measurements. The main idea is to perform a probabilistic
search of a line Θ within a short sequence of consecutive measurements and then
review if there are more points in the laser scan that could be represented by Θ .
The final line is estimated using all the possible points.

Problems associated with outliers (atypical data) are handled by the proba-
bilistic search and different segments of the same line are identified easily. Other
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Fig. 1. Laser measurements

methods have difficulties with outliers or report many disconnected segments
when in fact they belong to the same line.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 reviews previous
approaches to find a single line and multiple lines in a sequence of measurements.
Section 3 describes the proposed method, Window SAmple Consensus WSAC.
Experimental tests are reported in section 4 and some conclusions are given in
section 5.

2 Previous Works

In this section we briefly review some previous methods to estimate a single line
and multiple lines given a set of points.

2.1 Fitting a Single Line

Least Squares Methods. The method of Least Squares (LS) proposed by
Legendre and Gauss [14] assumes that the best-fit line is the line that minimizes
the sum of squared deviations or errors from the line to each point in the set of
points. We can state this formally:

Θ = arg min E(Θ) =
n∑

i=1

e2
i (1)

A common way to resolve eq. 1 is to calculate ei as the vertical offset as is shown
in the figure 2(a). In this case we have

ei = yi − (mxi + b) (2)
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Fig. 2. Different deviations from the line

where m and b are the parameters of the line given by y = mx+ b. The solution
of equation 1 using vertical offsets (eq. 2) can be found in several textbooks (v.g.
[10]).

If we minimized perpendicular offsets e⊥i, as indicated in the figure 2(b),
instead of vertical offsets, the method is called Total Least of Squares (TLS). In
this case the error is given by

e⊥i = r − xi cosα − yi sin α (3)

where, r and α are the parameters of the estimated line in polar form. Finally if
instead of weighting all points equally, we use nonnegative constants or weights
ai associated with each point (xi, yi), equation 1 becomes

argmin
α,r

n∑
i=1

ai [r − xi cosα − yi sinα]2 (4)

and its solution is given by:

α =
1
2

arctan

(
−2S̃xy

S̃yy − S̃xx

)
(5)

r = x̃ cos(α) + ỹ sin(α) (6)

where

S̃xx =
n∑

i=1

ai (xi − x̃)2

S̃yy =
n∑

i=1

ai (yi − ỹ)2

S̃xy =
n∑

i=1

ai (xi − x̃) (yi − ỹ)

x̃ =
∑n

i=1 aixi∑n
i=1 ai

ỹ =
∑n

i=1 aiyi∑n
i=1 ai
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This method is called Weighted Total Least of Squares (WTLS) [1].

Robust Regression. The Least–Squares methods are sensible to outliers [12].
An outlier is a single observation far away from the rest of the data. There are
several alternatives to deal with data contaminated with outliers. M–Estimators
[17, 6] reduce the effect of outliers applying weighting functions, reducing the
problem to a WTLS problem.

Rousseeuw [12] introduced the Least Median of Squares (LMS), which mini-
mizes the median of the sequence of squared deviations,

E = median(e2
1, e

2
2, . . . , e

2
n) (7)

The minimization of 7 can not be obtained analytically and therefore requires
an iterative method.

Another alternative is the method RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC)
[3] described in the Algorithm 1. One of the strengths of RANSAC is its ability
to estimate the parameters with accurancy even when outliers are present in the
data set. Frequently RANSAC is a better choice than LMS in vision due it can
be better adapted to complex data analysis situations [9].

Algorithm 1 RANSAC Algorithm
Input: P = {(xi, yi) |i = 1 . . . n}, and a number of tries m
Output: Line Θ•

1. j ← 0, n• ← 0.
2. Repeat until j < m

– j ← j + 1
– Select randomly two points from P and compute the line parameters Θj

– Count the number of inliers nj given a user tolerance t
– if nj > n• then n• ← nj , Θ• ← Θj

3. Reestimate Θ•.

Unfortunatelly, this approach has difficulties: if the threshold t is set too high
then the model estimation can be very poor. nj in algorithm 1 can be viewed as
a cost function Θ given by

CΘ =
n∑

i=1

ρ (e⊥i) (8)

where

ρ (e⊥i) =
{

1 if e⊥i < t
0 elsewhere (9)

and e⊥i is the orthogonal distance of the i–th point to the line Θ . However,
rather than using eq. 9, Torr and Zisserman in [15] proposes a better method
called MSAC which uses the following cost function:
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ρ (e⊥i) =
{

e⊥i if e⊥i < t
t elsewhere (10)

2.2 Finding Multiple Lines

There are several methods to find multiple lines [11, 13]. The most popular meth-
ods are: Expectation–Maximization (EM) [8], Line Tracking (LT) [2], Iterative
End Point Fit (IEPF) [2], the Hough Transform (HT) [7, 5, 16] and the Split–
Merge Split–Merge algorithm (SMSM) [18]. This section describes briefly the
IEPF and SMSM algorithms due to its popularity and simplicity.

The method Iterative End Point Fit is illustrated in figure 3 and is explained
in algorithm 2.

p2

pn

p1

pj

e⊥max

Θ

Fig. 3. Iterative End Point Fit(IEPF)

Algorithm 2 IEPF Algorithm
Input: The laser scan S = {(ri, αi)|i = 1 . . . n} and a threshold t
Output: The map of lines M

1. Initialize a list L with P ,M← {}
2. While L �= {}

(a) Get the next set Sj in L
(b) Find the line Θ which joins the first and the last point of Sj .
(c) Detect the point (rk, αk) with maximum distance e⊥max to the line Θ .
(d) Remove Sj from L.
(e) If e⊥max > t then

– Add Sj0 = {(rj , αj)|j = 1 . . . k − 1} and Sj1 = {(rj , αj)|j = k . . . nj} to L.
(f) Else

– Fit a line Θj to all points in Sj (v.g using LS) and put Θj intoM.
3. Merge collinear segments in M.
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The Split–Merge Split–Merge algorithm (SMSM) [18] is an extended and
more robust version of the IEPF algorithm. The first step consists in applying
a Breakpoint Detector [1]. The idea behind this step is to detect and eliminate
outliers, because they are not going to be included in any cluster. Then it merges
two consecutive clusters if their distance (the distance between the final point of
the first cluster and the first point of the second cluster) is less than a predefined
threshold. In the second phase, SMSM applies the IEPF algorithm to all clusters.
Finally it combines collinear segments.

3 A New Approach: WSAC

The main idea of the WSAC algorithm can be described focusing on how it
extracts a single line. To extract a line the algorithm takes advantage of the
order of the laser scan, searching a line Θ in a window Sl as shown in figure 4.
A window Sl is defined as a set of tl consecutive points. If the algorithm finds a
line in Sl then it looks more points outside the window Sl that fit with the line
Θ , as shown in figure 4(b).

The line Θ obtained by this approach can represent disjoint regions as shown
in figure 4(b), whereas other approaches require an extra phase of post-processing
to merge collinear segments. The WSAC algorithm also manages the outliers
appropriately by using a random selection algorithm within window Sl.

Sl

Θ

�

(a) Local search

SΘ

(b) Global fit

Fig. 4. WSAC

Algorithm 3 explains the local search shown in the figure 4(a). It has a
random algorithm similar to MSAC. To improve results it includes a mechanism
of a ”sliding window”. It means that the window can move slightly through the
laser scan.

A local search is successful if the weighted consensus C• of the line Θ• is
greater than some threshold Cmin.

If the local search was successful the algorithm performs the global fit. Oth-
erwise it performs another local search in a different window.
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The global search has three steps. Fist the algorithm determines the set of
points SΘ that support line Θ• by searching into the whole laser scan P . Second,
it removes the points which belong to small length segments from SΘ . This step
finds the segments of SΘ by applying a BreakPoint Detector algorithm similar
to the one presented in [1]. Finally the line parameters are recomputed using the
set of inliers SΘ and the line is added to the Map. An important consideration
is that after the global search the points in SΘ are removed from the laser scan
P .

Algorithm 3 WSAC: Searching a line within a sliding window
Input: The laser scan P = {(xi, yi)|i = 1 . . . n}, the reference point l, a sliding
constant kd, a window size tl, and a number of tries m
Output: A line Θ• with consensus C•

1. j ← 0, C• ← 0.
2. Repeat until j < m

– j ← j + 1
– Compute ks, 0 ≤ ks ≤ kd using an uniform probabilistic distribution
– Compute the initial point by skipping ks points from l
– Compute the window Sl by selecting tl points starting from the initial point
– Select two points randomly from Sl and compute the line parameters Θj

– Compute the cost CΘ (weighted consensus) of Θj using the MSAC cost function
– if CΘ > C• then C• ← CΘ , Θ• ← Θj

The algorithm 4 shows how WSAC works and figure 5 shows a graphical
example. The first local search with point of reference l = 1 for the sliding
window Sl is represented by figures 5(a), 5(b), 5(c) and 5(d). The first local
search was not successful. The second local search, with l = 4, is represented by
the figures 5(e), 5(f), 5(g) and 5(h). In Figure 5(h) we found a line supported
by points 6, 7, 8 and 10. In the global search, points 12 and 13 are added to the
set SΘ , and the line is putted into the map. Finally the last local search with
l = 4 and the remaining points will be unsuccessful (see Figure 5(i)).

4 Experimental Results

We perform two kind of tests: 1) using simulated data of a Laser Range Finder
mounted on a mobile robot in a structured environment, and 2) using a real
mobile robot equipped with a LMS209-S02 SICK Laser Measurement System
(see Figure 6(a)).

4.1 Test Using Synthetic Data

The simulated environment, shown in figure 6(b), has 12 walls, each one labeled
with a number. The aim of this test is to evaluate the robustness of the proposed
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Fig. 5. An example using WSAC
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Fig. 6. Our mobile robot and a simulated environment
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Algorithm 4 WSAC
Input: The laser scan P = {(xi, yi)|i = 1 . . . n}
Output: A map of lines M

1. l ← 1
2. while l < n do

(a) Perform the local search (algorithm 3) obtaining Θ , SΘ and CΘ

(b) if CΘ < Cmin then
– Merge into SΘ the points of P correctly represented by Θ
– Extract from SΘ points which belongs to small segments
– if SΘ have more than 1 element, recompute the line parameters from SΘ ,
remove the points in SΘ from P and add Θ into M
– Relocate l to the next point in P

(c) else
– Increment l with a constant value l← l + k

method against the popular SMSM method. In this experiment the robot follows
the path ABCDEFGHIJK doing a total of 1000 synthetic laser scans.

Each laser scan has 361 measurements covering 180◦ with a resolution of
0.5◦ and a maximum distance of 32m. The simulator replaces 20% of the mea-
surements with a spurious noise (simulated by adding an uniform random value
between 0 and the maximum distance). The remaining measurements were only
contaminated with a Gaussian random noise with σ = 3cm.

Table 1 shows the results for this experiment, where the best values are in
boldface. As we can see, WSAC got better results: in the parameters of the line
(|∆r| and |∆α|) and in a better association of points with lines (shown in the
last column of the table).

For this test we use a HP Pavilion notebook, Celeron 1.1 Ghz, 256 Mb.
Thr methods are implemented using the C language under the Linux operating
system. In this situation the maximum time consumed by the SMSM was 29.5ms
whereas WSAC got 50.1ms. SMSM is faster than WSAC.

4.2 Test Using Real Data

Figure 7 shows an example of the lines extracted by SMSM and WSAC in a real
environment. Figure 7(a) shows the laser scan for this example.

Figures 7(b) and 7(c) show results of both methods over the area labeled
with an ’A’ in the laser scan. SMSM gets a single line (see Figure 7(b)) whereas
WSAC gets the lines 1 and 2 (figure 7(c)), which better represent this portion
of environment.

Figures 7(d) and 7(e) show the lines obtained by both methods over the area
labeled with an ’B’ in the laser scan. In this case, SMSM reported more segment
lines than WSAC. However lines 1 and 2 in Figure 7(d) correspond to the single
line 1 in the Figure 7(e). Similarly, lines 3, 4, 5 and 6 in Figure 7(d) correspond
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Fig. 7. Results using the real mobile robot
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Table 1. Results obtained in the simulated environment

qty
∣∣∆α

∣∣ σ∆α

∣∣∆r
∣∣ σ∆r npoints

line SMSM WSAC SMSM WSAC SMSM WSAC SMSM WSAC SMSM WSAC SMSM WSAC

1 629 609 0.017 0.111 0.027 0.017 25.433 17.125 39.96 25.457 35.11 62.59
2 454 422 0.030 0.023 0.028 0.020 52.682 42.947 50.090 45.658 12.18 20.05
3 632 626 0.011 0.011 0.020 0.017 18.386 16.916 31.302 29.361 40.70 69.88

4 468 393 0.036 0.029 0.029 0.026 57.801 46.617 56.035 46.758 11.53 21.59
5 692 689 0.011 0.009 0.022 0.014 15.204 13.405 24.717 22.942 45.33 76.20
6 392 322 0.034 0.029 0.029 0.027 51.614 42.923 56.139 49.473 12.18 22.02

7 566 560 0.014 0.010 0.023 0.016 25.733 16.336 42.320 27.521 39.85 70.57
8 312 266 0.352 0.026 0.031 0.026 43.312 32.764 47.049 40.455 15.19 31.43
9 237 192 0.035 0.022 0.035 0.025 56.155 36.307 60.181 43.705 13.79 31.32

10 314 282 0.034 0.026 0.031 0.027 49.564 40.639 50.465 50.192 14.21 26.95
11 241 216 0.036 0.026 0.032 0.026 47.576 40.583 52.376 56.977 14.44 29.70
12 155 131 0.043 0.027 0.037 0.027 42.248 23.958 47.760 29.220 17.83 39.51

to the single line 2 in Figure 7(e). Also in this case, WSAC got better results
than SMSM.

5 Conclusions

We propose a robust method to find multiple lines in a laser scan, avoiding
problems due to outliers and merging local and global strategies. We use a M-
Estimator within a RANSAC method to find a line from a short sequence of
points of the laser scan (the local strategy), then the line is evaluated and re-
fined using the whole set of points (the global strategy), discarding those point
belonging to very small segments.

This method is fast and it is able to find better results than the SMSM
method, a very well known method.

In the future we plan to formulate a global cost function to evaluate how
good is the set of lines found. With this cost function, inserting or deleting lines
will depend on how they affect the global cost.
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Abstract. I present a Multi-agent System that represents a Medical community 
where each Doctor may have a different specialty and may do his/her work with 
specific techniques. In this sense, I propose the use of several Machine Learning 
techniques as a form to represent the use of different techniques to learn to 
diagnose diseases and the use of several data sources to produce knowledge, 
permitting that each data source can be related with some specific medical 
specialty. Also I propose the separation of the processes of learning and 
reasoning to increase the use of Machine Learning techniques whose 
implementations requires great amount of computer resources; for this, the 
knowledge extraction from data is done by software agents that are executed in 
high performance computers while the reasoning processes that exploit the 
knowledge discovered are carried out by software agents that are executed in 
average scale computers. 

 

1  Introduction 

In each community we can find doctors with perhaps different specialties: 
ophthalmology, bacteriology, cardiology, among many others. Also, each doctor 
could have attended his studies in a different University and have made his 
specialization in a different Hospital than the others. As well, each one can set in an 
independent way the amount of its fees. Nevertheless, the great majority of works 
related to processes of knowledge extraction from data do not follow this behavior 
since they are focused in the implementation of a single technique and/or in the 
creation of a model associated with a particular problem domain. In this work an 
analogy to the situations that occur in the real life is created through the construction 
of a multi-agent based medical system, where the agents have multiple capabilities of 
learning and reasoning. In their construction several machine learning techniques are 
used such as Artificial Neural Networks, Rough Set Theory, Bayesian Learning and 
ID3 algorithm, as well as reasoning processes according to the models that the 
previous techniques build.  

The purpose is simulating the different approaches used by each doctor to carry out 
its work. Also several decision systems related to different medical areas are used in 
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order to create different artificial specialists. As development platform was utilized 
Java programming language and JADE framework. 

2   Machine Learning 

2.1  Problems Related to Machine Learning 

During the last decades an enormous increment in the use of sensors as well as in the 
development of data storage devices has been presented. This has produced an 
enormous amount of data, available to be analyzed by specialists to be able to 
understand and to control in a better way the underlying problem domains. On the 
other hand the increment in the power of available computation for these specialists 
has done possible the use of more complex models, causing among others things an 
increase in the investigation and development in diverse fields of the Artificial 
Intelligence [1].  

Within the techniques used in Artificial Intelligence for problem domains 
understanding the machine learning is found, with an extensive use of supervised 
inductive learning, which is used to acquire knowledge from examples previously 
classified.  

Many techniques of supervised inductive learning have been used, within that we 
can mention: Artificial Neural Networks, Rough Set Theory, Bayesian Learning, 
Genetic Algorithms, the family of algorithms derived from ID3, among others. Each 
one of them has its strengths and its weaknesses. For example, it is well known that 
decision trees produced by ID3 are highly understandable and expressive, 
nevertheless is also known the incapacity of ID3 to deal with unstable, uncertain or 
incomplete data. On the other hand the Artificial Neural Networks are excellent 
universal approximators with capacity to process incomplete or noise data, but the 
models generated by them as a form of knowledge representation in numerical 
matrices form makes no sense for a human being. 

Another situation that we must consider as advantages and disadvantages of these 
techniques consists of the type of inputs that are able to process. For example, 
techniques such as ID3 or Bayesian Learning are not adequate to process images 
unlike the Artificial Neural Networks. 

Another disadvantage of the majority of the Machine Learning techniques is the 
great amount of computational resources that they require for his execution. This 
diminishes the number of potential users that can be benefited from their use. 

It is by that a multi-agent system in which some agents takes charge of the process 
of supervised inductive learning and other agents to use the models created by the first 
in order of putting in use the acquired knowledge. Creating with this an artificial 
medical community. 
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2.2  Supervised Inductive Learning 

Many induction problems can be described as follows [2]. One begins with a training 
set of preclassified examples, where each example (also called observation or case) is 
described by a vector of values of characteristics or attributes, and the objective is to 
form a description that can be used to classify with high precision examples non 
previously seen. In a formal way we say that an example is a pair (x, f(x)), where x is 
the input and f(x) is the output of the function applied to x. The objective of the 
inductive inference is, given a set of examples of f, to produce a function h that 
approximates f. Normally x is a vector of attributes each one with a particular domain 
and function f is the valuation done by a human expert of the values of x. For example 
x can be a set of symptoms, vital signs and results of biochemical analysis of human 
patients and the output f(x) can be the diagnosis done by a doctor. 

According to [9] the construction of a procedure of classification from a data set 
for which the classes are known has also been called in an indistinct way as pattern 
recognition, discrimination, discovery of knowledge or supervised learning. Being 
distinguished of the non supervised learning or grouping in which the classes are 
inferred from the data. 

2.2.1 Decision Systems 

Independently of the used technique to carry out the induction, the sets of examples 
that are used can be presented in a standard form of a Decision Table, which is an 
implementation of a Decision System. 

Given an Information System, defined like a pair A = (U, A), where U is a non 
empty finite set of objects called universe of examples (objects, entities, situations or 
states, etc.) and A ={A1, A2,...,An} is a non empty finite set of attributes, such that 
the elements of U are described using the attributes Ai. If to each element of U a new 
attribute d called decision is added, indicating the decision taken in that state or 
situation, then a Decision System (U, A∪{d}, where d∉A) is obtained [2]. 
The values of the decision attribute d are, as already was mentioned, the outcome 
done by a human expert. For example, the Ai�A attributes can be the symptoms or 
characteristics of the patients whom go to medical consultation in a particular clinic 
and the values of d can be the diagnosis done by the doctors of the clinic whom 
attended each patient. 

3   Artificial Neural Networks 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are known by diverse names, among them: 
connectionist models or parallel distributed processing models. Instead of executing a 
program sequentially as in a Von Neumann architecture, the ANN explores many 
hypothesis simultaneously using massively parallel networks of many elements of 
processing connected by weighted connections. The ANNs are inspired in the 
biological model of the human brain, without reaching to duplicate it. The main 
purpose of all the Biological Neural Systems is the centralized control of several 
biological functions, some of them responsible for supplying of energy, therefore the 
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neuronal system is connected with the metabolism, the cardiovascular control and the 
breathing. In the human beings, as well as in the majority of the superior animals, the 
greater capacity of the neurological system is related to the behavior, this is, the 
control of the state of the organism with respect to its environment [4, 5]. 

In the cerebral nervous system the central element is a cell called neuron. An 
important difference of these cells with respect to the rest of the alive cells is its 
capacity to communicate. In general terms a neuron receives input signals, combines 
and integrates them and emits a output signal. In fact a single neuron generally does 
not do anything, performance and results are determined by the cooperative work of 
several of these neurons. 

The ANNs normally consist of Artificial Neurons as the one that is shown in figure 
1. The Artificial Neuron is seen like a node connected with other by means of links 
that correspond to connections axon-synapse-dendrite, which are present in the 
biological neuron. 
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Fig. 1. Artificial Neuron 

There is associated a weight with each connection. As in the case of the synapse in 
the biological neurons that weight determines the nature and intensity of the influence 
of one node on another one. In more specific way, the influence of one node on 
another one is the product of the signal of the input neurons by the weight of the 
connection that connects them with the node in which influences. For example, a large 
positive weight corresponds to a strong excitation, and a small negative weight 
corresponds to a weak inhibition. This interaction causes that in every single moment 
of time t all the neurons that compose the ANN be found in a certain state. In a 
simplified way, we can say that there are two possible states: rest and excitation, that 
we will call activation states. These activation values can be continuous or discreet. In 
addition, they can be limited or unlimited. If, for example, they are discreet binary, an 
active state would be indicated with a 1, and is characterized by the emission of an 
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impulse by the neuron (action potential), while a passive state would be indicated for 
a 0 and would means that the neuron is in rest. 

To generate the state of activation aj(t) of each node j, these combine the individual 
influences that receive in their input connections in a single global influence, by 
means of an activation function. A single activation function passes the weighted sum 
of the input values through a transfer function to determine the output of the node. In 
case of production of binary outputs, this can be 0 or 1, depending on if the weighted 
sum of inputs is down or above the threshold value utilized by the node's activation 
function. 

The connections that link the neurons that form the ANN have an associated 
weight, which is where the knowledge acquired by the network is placed. We consider 
the case where a neuron j is connected in its inputs with N units. Let us denominate 
wji the weight on the connection between the neuron i and the neuron j. Also we 
denominate xi the output value that neuron i transmits to neuron j. As simplification 
we consider that the effect of each input signal is additive, in such way that the net 
input netj that receives a neuron is the sum of the product of each individual signal by 
the value of the synapse that connects both neurons: 

∑
=

Θ−⋅=
N

1i
jij w  net iix

 
This rule determines the general procedure to combine the input values of a unit 

with the weight of the connections that arrive at the same one and is known as 
propagation rule, where �j represents the threshold value of the neuron or a bias term 
on it. Also a called activation rule exists [7], the one that determines how combines 
the value of the weighted inputs netj and the present state of the neuron a(t – 1) to 
produce a new state of activation: 

)net 1),-(tF(a  (t)a jjj =
 

This function F produces a new state of activation in the neuron j from the state in 
the previous instant t-1 and the combination of the weighted inputs in the present 
instant t. 

In most cases F is the identity function, reason by which the state of activation of a 
neuron will be the value netj of the same one. In this case, the parameter that is passed 
to the output function will be netj, directly, without being taken into account the 
previous activation value. In agreement with this the output yj of a neuron j will be 
according to the expression: 

))1(wf()-f(net  (t)y
N
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The modification of the weights of a network can be carried out in diverse ways, 
grouped in two great classes: supervised learning and unsupervised learning. Within 
the main types of supervised learning we have:  

a) Learning by correction of errors. It consists of adjusting the weights in function 
of the difference among the output values from the network and the expected values. 
One of the error correction rules more extensively used is the called Generalized Delta 
Rule or Gradient Descent Rule, base of Backpropagation algorithm: 

pijjpjpjij ynetfydtw )(')()1( Θ−−=+Δ α  
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where 
Δwij: is the amount by witch to change the weight of the connection between neurons i    
and j  

α: is the learning rate parameter 
p: is the pth training example 
dj: is the desired output of neuron j 
yj: is the output of neuron j 
Θj: is the threshold value of neuron j 

 

 
Fig. 2. A Multi-Layer Perceptron 

b) Learning by reinforcement. It is a subtype of supervised learning, characterized 
by there are not complete examples of the desired behavior, but a supervisor exists 
that simply informs by means of a reinforcement if the network output is adjusted or 
not o the desired output and, in function of it, the weights used are adjusted using a 
probabilistic base. 

c) Stochastic learning. This type of learning consists of making random changes to 
the weights values, evaluating its effect from the desired objective and based on 
probability distributions [8].  

Attending its relation with the environment, there are four types of artificial 
neurons: input, output, hidden and composite. Input neurons are which receive from 
the external environment the information that the ANN will learn or will process. 
Output neurons are the units that are responsible to carry out the results of the 
processing done by the ANN in the input data. Hidden neurons do not have any 
contact with the external environment of the ANN. Composite neurons are 
input/output neurons. 

We say that the neurons of the same type are grouped in a layer. Therefore, the 
ANNs could have one or more layers forming the network topology. Besides, related 
with the form in which the signals are transmitted over the network, there are feed-
forward, feedback and recurrent connections. 

The kind of ANN used in this work is the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) using the 
backpropagation algorithm. This is a multi-layer network, with feed-forward 
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connections, with continues inputs and outputs lessen in the interval [0, 1], and which 
uses the Generalized Delta Rule as learning rule. Here the MLPs used are restricted to 
only one hidden layer and one output. This is illustrated in figure 2. 

3.1  Rough Set Theory 

Rough Set Theory was introduced by Zdzislaw Pawlak in 1982 [10] as a formal 
mathematical theory for the modeling of the knowledge about a domain of interest in 
terms of a collection of equivalence relations. Its main area of application is in the 
acquisition, analysis and optimization of computer processable models from data. The 
models can represent functional, partial functional ant probabilistic relations existing 
in data through the extended approaches of the Rough Sets. 

This theory often has been proved to be an excellent mathematical tool for the 
analysis of vague descriptions of objects, particularly when the vagueness refers to 
inconsistencies or ambiguities due to the level of information granularity [12]. Its 
importance in the Artificial Intelligence and the Cognitive Sciences is related to the 
areas of machine learning, knowledge acquisition, decision analysis, knowledge 
discovery from databases, expert systems, decision support systems, inductive 
reasoning and pattern recognition [5]. 

The starting point of the philosophy of the rough sets is the assumption that with 
each object of interest, in a problem domain, exists some associated information. For 
example, if the objects are patients that suffer a particular disease, the symptoms of 
the patients form the information about the patients [10]. 

In [11] it is mentioned that the problems that can be resolved with the rough set 
theory are:  

1. characterization of a set of objects in terms of attributes values 
2. total or partial dependencies, among attributes  
3. reduction of attributes 
4. significance of attributes  
5. decision rules generation  

One of the main advantages of this theory is that it does not require to having any 
preliminary or additional information about the data, just as probability distributions 
in statistics, assignment of basic probabilities in the Dempster-Shafer theory or 
membership functions in the fuzzy set theory.  

From the contained information in the decision system, is desired to discover rules 
of the form X � Y (C), where X is the condition or antecedent of the rule built from 
the attributes of the data set A, Y is one of the values that can take the decision 
attribute d, and C is the certainty of the rule. 

From an equivalence relation B and the use of upper and lower approximations 
(rough sets) such rules can be constructed. Any subset of A (B � A), can be used as 
equivalence relation, although the use of the attributes of A with greater relevance or 
importance in the application domain are recommended. The idea is to construct the 
Yi sets, in which are all the elements of U which have same value yi of the decision 
attribute. To these sets Yi their upper and lower approximations are determined and 
from them the rules are generated. The algorithm of construction of the rules is the 
following one (LRRS, Learning Rules using Rough Set) : 
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1. Build the decision system (U, A ∪ {d}).  
2. Define the subset B⊆A of attributes that are considered relevant. 
3. Build the sets Yj⊆U, such that in Yj are all the elements of U that have yi as 
value in the decision attribute. 
4. Build the equivalence classes Xi from the relation B. 
5. Build the lower and upper approximations for each subset Yj:  

B*(Yj)= {x∈U ⎜B(x)⊆ Yj} 
B*(Yj)= {x∈U ⎜B(x)∩Yj ≠ }φ 

6. Build the limit region of each subset Yj for the equivalence relation of B: 
BNB (Yj) = B* (Yj) – B* (Yj) 

7. Build rules of certainty 1. 
For all Xi do 

For all Yi do  
If Xi⊆ B*(Yj) then generate the rule: Xi ⇒ Yj (1). 

8. Build rules of certainty smaller than 1.  
For all Xi do 

For all Yi do 
If Xi⊆ BNB(Yj) then generate the rule: Xi ⇒ Yj (C), 
where C=⎜Xi ∩Yj⎜/⎜Xi 

The previous algorithm presents a simple form to build rules. Nevertheless, from 
the use of rough sets more complex procedures to knowledge discovery have been 
developed. 

3.2   Bayesian Learning 

A Bayesian Classifier is trained by the estimation of the conditional probability 
distribution of each attribute, producing the label of the class, from the database. A 
case is classified from its set of attributes values, using the Bayes' rule. The case then 
is placed in the class with the greater probability. The underlying assumption that 
simplifies the Bayesian classifiers is that the classes are exhaustive and mutually 
exclusive and that the attributes are conditionally independent once the class is 
known. A Bayesian classifier is defined by a set C of classes and by a set A of 
attributes. We denote a generic class as cj, and a generic attribute as Ai. The set C of 
classes can be tried as a stochastic variable taking one of the values ci with a 
probability distribution that represents a unknown state of the world. The decision 
system is used to determine the probabilities P (cj) and P (Ai|cj) for each attribute Ai. 
These probabilities are determined counting the number of instances. All the attributes 
values depend on their class only, and connections between attributes are not 
permitted[3]. Figure 3 shows a Bayesian Network that is used like a Bayesian 
classifier.  
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Fig. 3. Bayesian network. 

Related with each link in the Network exists a Conditional Probability Table such 
that is shown in table 1. Suppose that you observe a new case with A1 = v2, A2 = 
v2,..., Ak = vk. We use the Bayes' rule to determine the posterior probability of the 
class cj of the new case, conditioned in the attributes values as follows: 

),...,,(/)()|,...,,(),...,,|( 221122112211 kkjjkkkkj vAvAvAPcPcvAvAvAPvAvAvAcP ==========

Using the independence assumption this is simplified to: 
),...,,(/)|(...)|(),...,,|( 2211112211 kkjkkjkkj vAvAvAPcvAPcvAPvAvAvAcP ====∗∗=====

The values P(A1 = v1 | cj) are obtained from the conditional probability tables. The 
denominator P(A1 = v2, A2 = v2, ..., Ak = vk) 

is a normalization factor to force the addition of probabilities is one. 

Table 1. Conditional Probability Table 

P(A1|C) c1 ... cn 

a1,1 P(A = a1,1|c1) ... P(A = a1,1|cn) 

    

a1,m P(A = a1,m|c1)  P(A = a1,m|c1) 

3.3   ID3 Algorithm 

This algorithm produces knowledge in a decision tree representation. Learning of 
trees is a method to approximate functions of discrete values. A decision tree 
classifies the instances ordering them top-down form root to leaves. Each internal 
node of the tree specifies a test from an attribute and leaves are the classes in which 
instances are classified. Each link of an internal node corresponds to some possible 
value of the attribute tested in that node. A decision tree represents a disjunction of 
conjunctions on the attributes values. Each branch from the root to a leaf node 
corresponds to an attribute conjunction, and the tree is itself a disjunction of that 
conjunctions. This is illustrated in figure 4. 
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Fig. 4. A decision tree 

The ID3 is a recursive algorithm: 
ID3(DS:Decision System) : Decision tree 

1. Build a root node. 
2. If all examples have the same decision d = di then  
- Label root node with di 
- Return root node 
3. If attribute list A is empty then 
- Label root node with most common value of d 
- Return root node 
4. bestNode ← attribute with minimum entropy 
5. Label root node with bestNode 
6. For each value vi of bestNode do 
6.1 add new descendant branch to bestNode related with test bestNode = vi 
6.2 Let examplesvi = {X | X∈U ∧ bestNode(X) = vi} 
If examplesvi is empty then 
Build a leaf node 
Label the leaf node with the most common value of d in U 
Link the descendant branch with the leaf node 
else Build a new node = ID3({examplesvi,  
A-bestNode, {d}}) 
Link the descendant branch with new node 
7. Return root node 

4   Architecture of the multi-agent based medical system 

4.1 System Architecture 

The Multi-agent System proposed consists of the development, in first place, of at 
least four agents with inductive machine learning capacity, based on each one of the 
techniques mentioned in the section 2 of this document, with the additional capacity 
to deliver the models created to other agents who therefore requested it. These agents 
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should be executed in a high scale computer that includes a Java virtual machine 
based on the J2SE and the JADE framework. 

In second place the development of at least other four agents with capacity of 
reasoning is proposed. This type of agents should interact with the learning agents to 
request the models that can be employed in the solution of specific problems, for 
which these must know what models are available for be able to reason with each one 
of them. Besides these agents can be consulted for some another agent that have not 
capacity of reasoning and whose has the roll of avatar of a human being. Reasoning 
agents also can be avatars, and must have graphical user interfaces. Reasoning agents 
can be executed in average scale computers that includes the J2SE Java Virtual 
Machine and the JADE framework. 

The third type of agent that is proposed only has the capacity to consult models 
available, verify if those are adequate to particular problem, and then acquire the data 

 
related with the problem instance to be sent to a reasoning agent for its solution. It is 
for this that them receive the User Interface Agent or Avatar Agent name. These 
should be capable of interacting as with learning agents to know the available models, 
as with reasoning agents to request them reasoning services. For their execution low 
scale computers can be used, such as PDAs or Smart Phones, which include the J2SE 
or J2ME Java Virtual Machine and the JADE framework. Figure 5 shows this plan.  

4.2 System Operation 

The process initiates when learning agents carry out the process of induction on a 
subset of learning of a decision system related to cases of some medical specialty. 
Once it extracted the knowledge this is validated on the base of a subset of test of the 
same decision system. A human expert must provides to each learning agent the goal 
to obtain a minimum percentage of effectiveness. The minimum effectiveness can be 
established as a set: 
effectiveness = (minimum effectiveness rate, minimum false positives rate, minimum 
false negatives rate) 

Once the agent has reached the goal, should publish in the yellow pages service the 
technique used, the price of its services and the name of the specialty related to the 
decision system from the knowledge was extracted. The price is used as comparison 
base for selection in the event that two or more agents have produced models related 
to the same specialty. In this work, the price is calculated in terms of the 
effectiveness, for it the same expert that established the minimum effectiveness 
should establish how affect false negatives and false positives in the associated 
specialty, therefore the price published is: Price = AccRate - w1 * PosRate - w2 * 
NegRate 

where  
AccRate : accuracy rate, 
PosRate : false positives rate, 
NegRate : false negatives rate, 
w1 : weight associated with PosRate, 
w2 : weight associated with NegRate  
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Fig. 5. System architecture 
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As each technique produces a particular knowledge representation and since the 
operation of knowledge extraction will do it another agent, then the learning agent 
must publish the used technique so that only the agents who use the knowledge 
representation associated with the corresponding technique can offer the medical 
consult service related to the underlying specialty. 

Therefore, each reasoning agent is capable of using a reasoning method related 
with a knowledge representation. Each reasoning agent that wants to classify a new 
case will request the corresponding model created by the learning agent. Each model 
will be sent codified according to the type of representation created by the learning 
agent. In this case four types exist, as already we know: 
1. Network weights. In this case the learning agent delivers to the reasoning agent the 
network weights in form of two numerical matrices. Preceding the matrices, the data 
of the network structure is sended: number of inputs and number of hidden units. The 
reasoning process consists of using the weights matrices to calculate the network 
output. To be able to do this, is also necessary that the learning agent send the 
attributes domain both inputs and decision, as well as the form to codify the input 
attributes and to decode the network output.  
2. Rules with certainty factors obtained with the algorithm LRRS. In this case the set 
of rules is sent to the reasoning agent that serves as knowledge base. Each rule is of  
type: 
IF A1 = a1 AND ... AND An = an THEN d = di (C) 
3. Bayesian network. In this case the learning agent sends to the reasoning agent the 
set of attributes A, the domain of each attribute Ai, the domain of the decision attribute 
d and the tables of conditional probability for each combination attribute-class. 
4. Decision tree. In the case of the models produced by ID3 the decision tree 
generated is sent to the corresponding reasoning agents. 
In cases 2 and 4, the set A of attributes as their domains also must be sended to the 
reasoning agents.  

Finally, reasoning agents can play the roll of avatar of a human being, but another 
agent with this particular roll must be developed, specially if we want use a low scale 
computer, such as a PDA or a cell phone. 

JADE framework provides all the functionality needed for agents creation, 
communication between agents and yellow pages service; among other functionalities 
related with agent oriented develop. 

4   Conclusions 

This approach was developed mainly with the purpose of creation of an artificial 
medical community in which may be possible the implementation of multiple 
machine learning approaches. Tests done have demonstrated that the effectiveness 
rate of the four techniques used are very similar in the training phase, except the 
ANNs which performance has depended of correct selection of its characteristics 
parameters. 
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However, in the operation phase the performance vary significantly among them. 
The best situated have been the Bayesian Classifier, mainly when not all the attributes 
values are available. The other three models have had similar performances. 

The distributed approach has permitted the use of machine learning models in 
middle and low scale computers, increasing their use. 

We will have to do more work in the future, in order to incorporating more 
machine learning techniques, as well as another approaches of creating artificial 
communities.  
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Abstract. Case-based systems constitute an Artificial Intelligence technique, 
which is well-known for their ability to reuse and to adapt past experiences to 
solve new problems. To achieve this, they store and retrieve past experiences, 
based on their attributes, adapt them, and apply the adapted solution to the new 
problem. After analysing the solution performance, it may store the new case in 
the case-based, so that the system can improve its performance over time. The 
main feature of such systems is the retrieving mechanism, which is responsible 
for comparing and identifying similar, relevant information in the stored cases, 
through similarity metrics. This work presents an approach for handling 
multivalued attributes in well-known similarity metrics in order to retrieve the 
most relevant cases for a specific class of application. A health area application 
concerning lateral epicondilitis, which is an elbow tendonitis, was developed, 
and it illustrates its use. This work contains real data from the Brazilian public 
health system, where the work was developed and is been prepared to be used. 

1  Introduction 

When we face a new problem, we often remind similar problems that we solved in the 
past, and use them to solve the new one. 

Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) may be seen as a problem solving approach that 
uses and adapts similar past solutions for new problem situations.   

The mechanism used to retrieve the best and most similar past situations is of 
utmost relevance in such systems, because the situations retrieved will be used as the 
basis for the new problem solution. 

This work presents an approach to handle multivalued attributes in well-known 
similarity metrics, and it shows its use in a health area case-based system,. This 
application had a strong demand on the Brazilian public health system, in particular in 
Araras and Limeira regions, in the state of Sao Paulo, Brazil, due to the lack of 
personnel in some public health facilities. 

Section 2 presents an overview of the main case-based concepts and similarity 
metrics used in this work. 
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Section 3 describes the application, and shows how the multivalued attributes were 
handled, besides the results obtained by the system. 

Finally, we present the conclusions of this work. 
 

2  Case-Based Systems 

Case-Based Systems are an Artificial Intelligence (AI) technique that reproduces 
human cognition aspects to solve specific problems that usually are solved by human 
experts in a specific knowledge area. They simulate the human act of remembering a 
past case to solve a new one through the identification of affinities among them [2] [6] 
[7].  

In a Case-Based System, a case represents a complete description of a problem in 
that application domain, with a solution already applied. It is an abstraction of an 
experience, described by valued attributes. The attributes describe the experience 
content and context. After a similar case is retrieved based on its attributes, it is 
adapted to fit the new problem, offering a better solution [3] [12] [13]. 

The CBR cycle proposed by Aamondt e Plaza, illustrated by Figure 1, is very 
useful to understand the process, being composed by four tasks: 

••  Retrieve the most similar cases; 
••  Reuse (adapt) the solution for the new problem; 
••  Revise the proposed solution; and 
••  Retain (learn) the experience representing the new case for further use.  

 
 

 
Fig. 1 The CBR Cycle 
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Similarity metrics are of utmost importance in case-based systems because they are 

responsible to identify the most similar stored solutions to be used in the new problem 
situation. These solutions will serve as basis for the whole cycle [10] [11]. 

Similarity may be seen as an intuitive concept used to describe the perception of a 
human observer about the common aspects existing in two objects [14]. 

A very accepted formalization of the similarity concept in computer systems 
resides in the definition of a numeric measure of distance or similarity. We can 
understand the similarity measure as a formalization of a specific similarity judgment 
through a concrete mathematical model [4]. 

A similarity metric synthesizes the similarity through a measure of importance of 
each attribute when compared with the other ones, and this process can be conducted 
in a variety of ways [5] [8] [9]. 
  

3  The FisioSmart System 

In order to develop the application system, we first conducted extensive interviews 
with health area professionals from public health facilities in Araras and Limeira 
regions, in the state of Sao Pauloi, Brazil, to better understand the application domain. 
These professionals needed an automated system to help their work and of their 
assistants to take care of the poor people of those regions. The first focus was to 
identify the relevant cases attributes, and their correlations among themselves and the 
possible diagnoses.  

3.1 Application 

FisioSmart is a Diagnostics Evaluation System for Lateral Epicondilitis, which is an 
elbow tendonitis. The application developed uses CBR and serves as a basis to test the 
efficacy of similarity metrics, in particular the ones based on distance handling 
multivalued attributes. 

The system was developed in Delphi, using a Firebird Database. 
When a physiotherapist interviews a patient with lateral epicondilitis, he or she 

formulates a series of questions to aid the choice of the best procedures and conducts 
to treat the patient. With the patient answers, the system will be able to retrieve the 
most similar cases in the case-base, in order to provide a good similar case to be 
reused. 

 
3.2 Implemented Metrics 

 
The similarity metrics implemented in FisioSmart were: 

- City-Block (Manhattan); 
- Characteristics Count;    
- Euclidian; 
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- Square Euclidian; 
- Weighted Square Euclidian; 
- Closest Neighbor – Query Insert Function; 
- Closest Neighbor – Intersection Function; 
- Closest Neighbor – Linear Function. 

When we applied some of the cited similarity metrics, in particular when 
dealing with multivalued attributes, some adjustments were performed, as they will be 
described in the next sections. 

3.3 Dealing with Monovalued and Multivalued Attributes 

In order to test and to compare the similarity metrics implemented, we started from 40 
real cases, taken from public health centers in Araras region, state of Sao Paulo, 
Brazil. 

From the 40 cases collected, 25 cases fed the case-base, and 15 cases were used as 
new cases. The system had to propose treatments for these new cases. Each test set 
consisted of inserting the 25 cases in the case-base, and simulating the 15 new ones. 
This test set was performed for each of the similarity metrics implemented. 

At this point, some considerations should be made: 
1. Some monovalued attributed were classified as Boolean, and the Boolean 

metrics was used to handle them, independently of which metrics was been 
used with the other attributed [10] 

 
2. Each multivalued attribute could use a set of predefined values. 
 
Moreover, to apply the similarity metrics some adjustments in the original metrics 

were performed:  
1. Usually, the similarity metrics use the descriptors distance to calculate the 

attributes similarity value. This strategy is very useful when handling 
monovalued attributes, but it is not usable in the original form to handle 
multivalued attributes. The first proposed adaptation consists in analyzing the 
set of valued, as presented in Table 1. 

 
Table 1.  Adjustment 1 

 
 New Case Case in the Case-Base 

 Attribute – 
Main Symptom 

Descriptor 
value 

Attribute – 
Main Symptom 

Descriptor 
value 

01 Elbow pain 0.7 Elbow pain 0.7 

02 Itching 0.8 Itching 0.8 

   Fist pain 0.6 
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To compare the multivalued attribute Main Symptom, we used a Cartesian product 
among the stored attributes’ values and the new cases ones because, for this specific 
application area, the symptoms are not independent, as they reflect in one another. 
Due to this interdependency, they were rated based on their mutual proximity, so that 
the closer the symptoms, the closer their values. We can observe below a model of 
how this strategy is conducted: 

 
 1-(L1N – L1B)   1- |0.7 – 0.7| = 1 
 1-(L1N – L2B)   1- |0.7 – 0.8| = 0.9 
 1-(L1N – L3B)   1- |0.7 – 0.6| = 0.9 
 1-(L2N – L1B)   1- |0.8 – 0.7| = 0.9 
 1-(L2N – L2B)   1-|0.8 – 0.8| = 1 
 1-(L2N – L3B)   1-|0.8 – 0.6| = 0.8 

 
Average     (1+0.9+0.9+0.9+1+0.8)/6 = 0.91 

Maximum  1 
Where, in Table 01: 

 L1N   Row 01 of the New Case 
 L2N   Row 02 of the New Case 
 L1B   Row 01 of the Case in the Case-Base 
 L2B   Row 02 of the Case in the Case-Base 
 L3B   Row 03 of the Case in the Case-Base 
 

2. When comparing two multivalued attributes with identical values, the 
Cartesian product may lead to a misleading result. Table 2 shows an example. 

 
Table 2. Adjustment 2 

 
 New Case Case in the Case-Base 
 Attribute – 

Main Symptom 
Descriptor 

value 
Attribute – Main 

Symptom 
Descriptor 

value 
01 Elbow pain 0.7 Elbow pain 0.7 
02 Itching 0.8 Itching 0.8 

 

Since the two attributes are identical, the similarity measure between them should 
be 1. This simple adjustment only turns to 1 the similarity value measured between 
identical multivalued attributes.  

 
 1-(L1N – L1B)   1- |0.7 – 0.7| = 1 
 1-(L1N – L2B)   1- |0.7 – 0.8| = 0.9 
 1-(L2N – L1B)   1- |0.8 – 0.7| = 0.9 
 1-(L2N – L2B)   1- |0.8 – 0.8| = 1 
 
 Average  (1+0.9+0.9+1)/4 = 0.95 
 Maximum  1 
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Where, in Table 2: 

 L1N   Row 01 of the New Case 
 L2N   Row 02 of the New Case 
 L1B   Row 01 of the Case in the Case-Base 
 L2B   Row 02 of the Case in the Case-Base 

 
Table 3 shows an example of how the global case similarity function is calculated 

in a case example, with monovalued, multivalued and Boolean attributes: 

 
Table 3.  Calculating the similarity of a case 

 
Attribute Weight New Case Case in the Case-Base Local 

Similarity 
 

Main 
Symptom 

 
10 

Alteration of Sensibility of the 
superior member (0,4) 

Pain in the superior Member (0,5)

 
Elbow pain (0.7) 

0.50 

Other 
symptoms 

1 Decrease of force in the 
extending movement 

Decrease of force in 
the extending 

movement 

1.00 

Initial 
Detection 

2 Repenting Progressive 0.00 

Concomitant 
with which 
activities 

4 Tennis (1) Sports (0.5) 0.25 

Improves 
with which 
activities 

 
1 

To immobilize the superior 
member (0,6) 

Rest during the work 
(1) 

 

0.30 

Worsen with 
which 

activities 

1 Physical exercises (0.7) Carrying weight (0.9) 0.40 

Familiar 
antecedents 

5 No No 1.00 

Personal 
antecedents 

1 No No 1.00 

Associated 
pathologies 

6 No No 1.00 

Previous 
treatments 

7 No Physiotherapy (1) 0.00 

Work 
activities 

5 Tennis teacher (0.8) 
Swimming teacher (0.1) 

Repetitive movements 
(1) 

0.30 

Home 
activities 

1 No No 1.00 

Sports 1 Swimming (0.3) 
Tennis (1) 

Swimming (0.3) 0.43 

Emotional 
suffering 

1 No No 1.00 
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Palpation 
Osteo 

Tendinous 

10 Positive Positive, with 
irradiation 

0.50 

Resistive 
Movement 

when 
extending 
the Fist 

5 Positive Positive 1.00 

Elbow 
passive 

movements 

10 Negative Positive 0.00 

Fist passive 
movements 

9 Negative Positive 0.00 

Passive 
Prolongation 

when 
Extending 

the Fist 

6 Positive Positive 1.00 

Muscular 
Palpation 

8 Positive Positive 1.00 

Resistive 
Movement 

10 Positive Positive 1.00 

Global similarity: (10*0.50 + 1*1.00 + 2*0.00 + 4*0.25 + 1*0.30 + 1*0.40 + 5*1.00 + 
1*1.00 + 6*1.00 + 7*0.00 + 5*0.45 + 1*1.00 + 1*0.43 + 1*1.00 + 10*0.50 + 5*1.00 + 

10*0.00 + 9*0.00 + 6*1.00 + 8*1.00 + 10*1.00) / (10 + 1 + 2 +  4 +  1 + 1 + 5 +  1 + 6 + 7 + 5 
+ 1 + 1 + 1 + 10 +  5 +  10 + 9 + 6 + 8 + 10) = 58.38/104 = 0.56 

4  Results 

For each similarity metric implemented, we initialized the case-base with the same 25 
cases, and 15 new cases were used to test the system. This way, the first test case was 
compared with the 25 initial case-based cases and, after its application, it was inserted 
in the case-base. The second test case was compared with 26 cases, and so on.  

The similarity metrics which retrieved the most similar and useful cases, according 
with the area specialists, were the Weighted Square Euclidian, which returned the best 
cases in 8 out of the 15 tests, and the Closest Neighbor (Linear Function), which 
returned the best case in 7 out of 15 tests. The criteria used to select the best cases was 
to select the ones with the highest similarity degrees, since their similarity degrees 
reached at least 0.5.  

Figure 2 illustrates the results of the best metrics for this Lateral Epicondilitis 
system. It illustrates how the retrieved cases match the cases, which were indicated by 
the area specialists as adequate to be taken into account in the new case. The more 
cases  considered very similar to a particular case they retrieved, the highest their 
values.  
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Fig. 2 Similarity metrics results 
 

A reason why these two similarity metrics were particular efficient in the proposed 
application domain can due to the fact that their calculation included weights for the 
attributes and values for all the sets of descriptors.  

5  Final Remarks 

Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is an Artificial Intelligence technique that simulates the 
reasoning of a specialist. Its processing is based on reusing past experiences to 
analyze and propose solutions for a current case.  

In such systems, the main knowledge source is the case-base, and the reasoning 
basically consists in retrieving cases based on their similarity with the current 
problem, and adapt them to the new situation. 

This work presented a Case-Based system applied to Lateral Epicondilitis 
treatment, which is an elbow tendonitis. The system included the implementation of a 
set of similarity metrics, which could be tested and compared in the application 
context. Techniques to deal with multivalued attributes were also proposed and tested. 
The data concerned real cases collected from public health facilities in Araras and 
Limeira regions, in the state of Sao Paulo, Brazil. The system will be applied in these 
regions to help taking better care of the poor people who cannot pay for private health 
professionals. Currently, the system is been monitored in public health facilities in 
order to incorporate new cases and to observe and to make the necessary adjustments 
for its application. 
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Abstract. This article describes an intelligent system architecture that based on 
neural networks, expert systems and negotiating agents technologies is designed 
to optimize intelligent building’s performance. By understanding a building as a 
dynamic entity capable of adapting itself not only to changing environmental 
conditions but also to occupant’s living habits, high standards of comfort and 
user satisfaction can be achieved. Results are promising and encourage further 
research in the field of artificial intelligence applications in building automation 
systems. 

1  Introduction  

According to the latest definitions internationally accepted for an “intelligent 
building”, this is a building highly adaptable to the changing conditions of its 
environment [Krainier, 1996]. But, in an overall concept of comfort, the idea of 
adaptation to changing environmental conditions may be not enough. Building 
systems are constructed in order to provide comfortable living conditions for the 
persons who live in them. It is well known that people usually differ in their personal 
perceptions of comfort conditions. To some extent, the sensation of comfort is an 
individual one and it is normally affected by cultural issues. Thus, the idea behind this 
research is to find techniques based on artificial intelligence in order to provide design 
recommendations for comfort systems in buildings so that these buildings can also be 
highly adaptable in terms of the comfort conditions desired by their users. In a few 
words, a building must “learn” to change its performance not only as a function of 
environmental conditions, but also as a consequence of preferences set by the people 
who live in it. 
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2   The Proposed Intelligent System Architecture     

According to the latest trends in the field, intelligence in building systems tends to be 
distributed [So, 1999].The proposed intelligent system architecture is shown in Figure 
1. There is a main computer where the functions of monitoring, visualizing and 
recording parameters is carried out while the regulation functions are left to the local 
controllers located throughout the building [Wong, 2001]. These controllers are 
responsible for taking over local control tasks in the zone they serve. To accomplish 
its function, the centralized computer contains a database that keeps track of relevant 
information concerning building user’s preferences. For instance, this database keeps 
records of time, date, number of persons in a room, current temperature and humidity 
values, as well as temperature and humidity values desired by users. In order to do 
this, temperature and humidity input panels are located in the different rooms. Each 
user can eventually set them to what he or she thinks is an ideal comfort condition. As 
comfort perception is an individual sensation, the database in the main computer 
keeps track of every individual requirement. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Intelligent System Architecture 

 
The information contained in the user’s requirements database for a given room is 
applied to a neural network of the self organizational maps of Kohonen (SOM) [Rich 
& Knight, 1991; Hilera & Martinez, 1995] type, which is used to cluster all the user’s 
requirements and discard all those groups of requirements which are not relevant in 
terms of their approximation to the main cluster of preferences. Once a unique group 
of requirements is selected, their values are applied as input to a program which 
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provides the limits as well as the average value for a particular environmental 
variable. This value is used as reference or set-point for the local control strategies set 
by an expert system which runs on the main computer. This expert system takes 
decisions concerning control strategies which are used to activate, deactivate or tune 
the individual controllers. The information about relevant occupancy and setting 
conditions, as well as the final values of environmental variables is used to train a 
multi-layer neural network which outcomes will provide ideal environmental values 
in case of absence of occupants or of preference information given by them. In any 
case, set-points assigned to comfort variables provided by the analysis of user’s 
desired environmental conditions is given priority over any automatic calculation of 
these conditions. 

3   Energy Saving Conditions 

A very important issue in intelligent buildings technology is related to energy saving 
policies [Sierra et al, 2004]. Optimization procedures carried out to cut off energy 
consumption rates are not only justified in terms of operation costs reduction but also 
because of the environmental benefits implied in the adoption of energy saving 
strategies. 
In order to accomplish previously mentioned optimization procedures, an expert 
system [García-Martinez & Britos, 2004] containing rules that perform energy saving 
strategies is set up in the central computer. However, it is necessary to verify if the 
rules defined in the energy saving expert system may eventually alter the comfort 
conditions established by the control strategy expert system. As it is shown on Figure 
2, there is an intelligent negotiation agent [Allen et al., 1991; Conry et al., 1988; 
Ferber & Drougol, 1992]  which runs in the central computer created to determine 
whether the application of energy saving strategies will: a) not affect current comfort 
conditions in a given space (not affected) b) affect current comfort conditions but 
within the limits found by the SOM neural network based upon preference 
information provided by occupants (partially affected) c) affect current comfort 
conditions beyond the limits set by occupant’s requirements (fully affected).  
 

 
Fig. 2.  Negotiation Control and Energy Saving Rules 
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The policy applied by the intelligent negotiation agent in the different situations 
mentioned earlier can be summarized as follows:  

a)  If comfort conditions are not affected, rules defining energy saving strategies are 
given the highest priority 

 b)  If comfort conditions are partially affected, rules defining energy saving 
strategies are given an intermediate priority, just lower than the priority given to 
the rules that regulate the operation of main control actuators. 

c)  If comfort conditions are fully affected, rules defining energy saving strategies 
are given the lowest priority. 

After the previously described negotiation policy has been applied, the control expert 
system located in the main central computer has an updated rule base which can be 
used to set up the operation mode of local controllers (on, off, normal) and tune them 
accordingly, for example, by determining the appropriate set-point for the control 
variable.  

4   An Example   

With the purpose of providing an example that illustrates the functionality of the 
proposed intelligent system, the operation of the air – handling system depicted in 
Figure 3 will be described. It is assumed that the HVAC engineer has already 
designed the air handler in terms of laying out the ductwork, appropriately sizing the 
fan and heating and cooling coils, and selecting the proper dampers, damper actuators 
and motor contactor [ASHRAE, 1998; CSI, 1988]. From this design a system diagram 
has been constructed as shown in Figure 3.   

 
 

Fig. 3. System Diagram for the Air Handler 
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The designations DA and VA stand for damper and valve actuators, respectively, C is 
for electrical contactor and H/C and C/C represent the heating and cooling coils. 
When building zone building served by the air –handler is “occupied”, i.e., the current 
date and time fall within a certain schedule, the system is said to be in occupied mode. 
In this mode, the fan is started and the heating and cooling valves and dampers are 
modulated so as to maintain the set-point temperature in the zone. This is called the 
“normal” operating condition. Control strategies describe how specific subsystems are 
to be controlled [IEEE, 1980; NISTIR, 1991]. Thus, some of the rules contained in 
the rule base of the control expert system will stated as follows: 

 
IF  the date and time fall within the specified schedule 
THEN  the system shall enter the occupied mode.  
 

IF  the system is in the occupied mode,  
THEN  the supply fan shall be turned on,  
AND  the normally closed cooling valves and air dampers shall 

be controlled by a sequenced PI (Proportional plus 
Integral) controller to maintain the room air 
temperature set-point to 70 °F.     

 

IF  the date and time fall outside of the specified schedule 
AND  the room air temperature exceeds 55 ºF  
THEN  the system shall enter the unoccupied mode. 
 

IF  the system is in the unoccupied mode  
THEN  the supply fan shall be turned off, the heating valve 

shall be set to fully open and the cooling valve and 
outside air dampers shall be set to fully closed. 

 

IF  the date and time fall outside of the specified schedule 
AND  the room air temperature is less than or equal to 55 ºF, 
THEN  the system shall enter setback mode.  
 

IF  the system is in the setback mode,  
THEN  the system will remain in this mode until the room air 

temperature exceeds 60 ºF. 

Energy saving strategies were designed in order to diminish energy consumption 
levels while keeping a satisfying response to the building energy demand profiles. 
Therefore, some of the rules contained in the rule base of the energy saving expert 
system can be enunciated in the following manner: 
Dry Bulb Economizer Control: 

 
IF  the system is in occupied mode  
AND  the outside air temperature rises above 65 ºF, the dry 

bulb economizer set-point  
THEN  the outside air damper will be set to a constant 

position of 20%. 

Mixed Air Low Limit Control:  
 
IF  the system is in occupied mode  
AND  the mixed air temperature drops from 40 to 30 ºF,  
THEN  a proportional (P) control algorithm shall modulate the 

outside air dampers from 100 to 0%. Mixed air low limit 
control shall have priority over dry bulb economizer 
control. 
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Free cooling: 
 
IF  the system is in unoccupied mode AND the room air 

temperature exceeds 65 ºF  
AND  the outside air temperature equals to or is less than 55 

ºF,  
THEN  the supply fan shall be turned on the heating and 

cooling valves shall be set to fully closed and the 
outside air dampers shall be set to fully open. 

It is clear that the set-points specified in the previous rules are variables subject to 
values set by the output of the program which receives as input the outcome of a 
Kohonen’s neural network classifier, as it was sated in section 2, when describing the 
overall intelligent system architecture. Thus, the system tries to capture the occupants’ 
preferences by modifying the set-points of control variables to users’ demands. These 
new values for set-points are inserted in the rules that perform the control and energy 
saving strategies of the whole building. These are precisely the rules contained in the 
expert system that are running in the central computer.   

5   Implementation and Results   

A prototype of the proposed intelligent system has been implemented in CLIPS, a tool 
for developing expert systems. Neural network and negotiating agent algorithms have 
been programmed in C++. The system prototype has been tested in the building of the 
Ministry of Education, located in the city of Neuquén, Argentina. This building has 
been designed with a high degree of intelligence. However, its orientation, solar gain 
controls, surrounding vegetation and other important environmental aspects seem not 
to have been seriously taken into account in the building’s design process. As a result 
of this, its users show high standards of discomfort, mainly due to the fact that the 
building is not properly integrated to its surrounding environment. In this scenario, 
the intelligent software tool proposed in this paper was seen as a starting point for a 
solution to the building environmental problems. After almost a year of continuous 
tuning and adjusting procedures, the most updated prototype of the system was put to 
work. The people who work in this public building was strongly encouraged to set 
comfort parameters in the input control panels that were installed for this purpose in 
different building zones. Light, temperature, humidity, safety and energy saving 
control strategies were supported by the intelligent system located in the building area 
for environmental control. The comments of users who admitted positive changes in 
comfort conditions were confirmed by a survey. The survey outcomes were: 75 % 
percent of users were very satisfied with the performance of the new system, 20 % 
were just satisfied and 5% not satisfied. Such results encourage advancing in this 
direction of optimizing the operative and control strategies carried out by the 
developed system.     
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6   Conclusions 

Techniques of artificial intelligence have been used in many decision, control and 
automation systems in the last twenty years. Building systems have not been an 
exception. In this direction, the intelligent system that is proposed in this article tries 
to contribute in the field of intelligent buildings optimization, by transforming them in 
a dynamic space, with high standards of comfort and occupant’s satisfaction. In this 
sense, the ability inherent to intelligent systems that are capable of learning from their 
own environment plays a very important role in the achievement of these building 
performance optimization goals. Furthermore, results obtained as a consequence of 
the proposed system implementation are very encouraging. Thus, further research and 
development work in the field deserves particular attention.    
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